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INTRODUCTION

The Dixie African Violet Society (DAVS) is a nonprofit organization, founded in 1956 to afford an association

of persons with similar interest in African violets within an area not too vast for occasional meeting.  There are

thirteen states included in DAVS:  Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,

Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia Groups primarily concerned with

growing and showing African violets in these states can become affiliate members of DAVS; however, individual

membership is open to all persons world wide.

We offer special ribbons for the winner of the DAVS Collection Class.  If your club is a DAVS Affiliate and you

have a DAVS Collection Class, your members who are DAVS members can compete for the rosette.  Entries in

the DAVS Collection Class must be DAVS Registered Varieties from this book or new varieties registered after

its publication.

REQUESTING ROSETTES

To request the DAVS Collection Rosettes, please send one copy of your Show Schedule, along with $10 shipping

and handling fee for both the Standard and Semimini/Mini Collection Rosettes, and the following information:

Name of club, show chair, complete address including 9-digit zip code. Send to: Robbie McMeel, Affiliate

Awards Chairman, 201 Greenwood Street, Houma, LA 70364-4543.

REGISTERING NEW VARIETIES

To register a new variety, it must have been hybridized by a DAVS member in good standing regardless of

where they live.  Registration is free and must be descried in an email sent to Becky McMeel

beckymcmeel@gmail.com 201 Greenwood Street, Houma, LA 70364-4543.

mailto:(llimama55_@hotmail.com)
mailto:beckymcmeel@gmail.com


-A-
723 A LA MODE - (Swifts') - Light purple geneva edge, double. Medium green glossy tailored foliage.

Standard.
467  ABSINTHE HOUSE - (Violets c/o Cookie) - single or chid with dark top petals.  Serrated white variegated

foliage.  Standard.
1195 ACADIAN ODYSSEY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Purple double slightly ruffled star with midnight blue

edge.  Pointed, glossy, dark green foliage. Standard.
639   ACROBAT - (Swifts') - Magenta double, geneva edge. Dark green, red-backed tailored foliage.  Large

Standard.
839   AFTERGLO - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Fuchsia two-tone, lightly ruffled single. Pointed medium green

foliage.  Standard.
994   AGGIE TRAIL - (Linda Ray) - White double with red eye.  Miniature trailer.
1436 ALAMO AZTEC - (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble dark blue with Geneva edge. Dark green plain foliage.

Standard.
1396 ALAMO BLISS -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Single to semidouble bright pink pansy blossoms splattered with

raspberry fantasy markings. Dark green large showy foliage. Standard.
1437 ALAMO EXPLOSION - (Hortense Pittman) - Double red with deeper edges of red. Dark green plain

foliage. Standard.
1438 ALAMO FLAME - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble coral. Dark green plain foliage. Standard.
1397 ALAMO FOLLY -  (Hortense Pittman) - Fuchsia with a frilled slightly Geneva edge semidouble large

blossoms. Plain medium green tailored foliage. Standard.
1398 ALAMO GLORY -  (Hortense Pittman) - White double blossoms with bright pink edges and streaks.

Medium green tailored foliage. Standard.
1399 ALAMO HAVEN - (Hortense Pittman) - Bright cherry pink double blossoms. Dark quilted foliage. Standard.
1400 ALAMO JEWEL - (Hortense Pittman) - Large pansy-type semidouble blossoms of lavender tipped in

purple, sometimes with slight Geneva edge. Medium green tailored foliage. Standard.
1401 ALAMO JUSTICE - (Hortense Pittman) - White blossoms with generous amounts of bright blue. Light to

medium green foliage. Standard.
1402 ALAMO RAINBOW - (Hortense Pittman) - Sticktite white single to semidouble blossoms edged in pink,

lavender and blue. Medium green foliage. Best New Introduction in Dixie AVS 1993 Show. Standard.
888   ALAMO RED - (Hortense Pittman) - Double red blossoms.  Dark green tailored foliage.  Standard.
1403 ALAMO SPARKLER - (Hortense Pittman) - Bright pink semidouble to double blossoms splashed with

purple fantasy. Dark quilted foliage. Standard.
1404 ALAMO SPLASHY - (Hortense Pittman) - Lavender double blossoms splashed with purple fantasy. Dark

green foliage. Standard.
1405 ALAMO SUNRISE - (Hortense Pittman) White semidouble to double blossoms with splashes of lavender,

pink and blue fantasy. Medium green foliage. Standard.
1440 ALAMO SUNSHINE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white with yellow. Medium green and white Tommie

Lou variegation. Standard.
729   ALICE YAWGER - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large double fuchsia blossoms on heart shaped variegated

foliage.  Standard.
433   ALL ROSES - (Reed's House of Violets) - Rose shaped, medium pink.  Red-backed, cream and pink

variegated foliage.  Standard.
1020 ALL THAT JAZZ - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble pink star, white edge, purple glitter overlay. 

Dark green, red-backed, quilted, glossy foliage.  Standard.
616   ALLEGHENY MOON - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double purple blooms.  Medium green quilted foliage.

Large standard.
925   ALMA LAVIOLETTE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Sing star-shaped, pale pink with pale fuchsia eye

blossom.  Plain black-green, red-backed foliage. Standard.
926   ALMOST PARADISE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double ruffled, dark blue two-tone with fine white edge.

Dark green, pink reverse, strawberry fol age.  Standard.
707   ALUMINUM FOIL - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Two-tone lavender semidouble with purple on upper petal

Medium dark green plain tailored foliage.  Standard.
1545 ALY'S BLIZZARD BUNNY - (Droege/Green) - Double, pure white blossoms. Medium green, heart-shaped

foliage. Miniature.
768   AMANDA - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossom sometimes touched with white, over creamy whit

and green variegated foliage. Compact standard.
1196 ANAISE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Cool pink to fuchsia double ruffled pansy shaped blossom.

Black/green serrated foliage.  Standard.
834 ANGEL FARE - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble fringed light rose with darker rose eye and random dark

rose tips.  Very dark red-backed variegated ruffled foliage.  Standard.
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811 ANGEL FIRE - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble rose, lightly edged in white, fringed.  Quilted variegated
foliage.  Standard.

1069 ANGEL FROST - (Raymond Scott) - Semidouble white star.  Plain medium green variegated foliage. 
Standard.

1386 ANGEL HALO - (Hortense Pittman) - Mauve rose semidouble blossoms, with deeper eye that rays from
the center. Dark plain tailored foliage. Semiminiature.

187 ANN MARIE - (Dr. J. B. Jung) - Clear pink double rose shaped.  Dark quilted foliage.  Variegated young
plants.  Standard.

889 ANN TINARI - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble coral with copper tipped blossoms.  Medium green tai-
lored foliage.  Standard.

244 ANNIE MAE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Blue  double.  Dark green, red-backed foliage suggestive of girl
type.  Standard.

325 ANTHONY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium pink, fringed double, slight geneva edge.  Medium green,
slightly  spooned foliage.  Standard.

1197 ANTICIPATION - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Medium pink slightly ruffled single blossom with darker eye. 
Dark green serrated foliage with cream and pink Tommie Lou variegation.  Standard.

1070 ANTIQUE ELEGANCE - (Hortense Pittman) - Large pink semidouble blossoms with frilly gold green
edges.  Dark green foliage.  Standard.

1300 APACHE BANDANA - (JC Munk) - Semidouble fuchsia blossoms with frilled edges. Green-white and pink
variegated foliage. Standard.

1228 APACHE BEAUTY - (JC Munk) - Pink semidouble blossom upper petals darker pink, fringed.  Green,
white and pink variegated, slightly serrated, quilted foliage with pink edge.  Standard.

1229 APACHE BLANKET - (JC Munk) - Deep blue double blossom with fringed green edge.  Strong bloom
stalk.  Dark green and white variegated foliage with pink edges.  Standard.

1460 APACHE BOW - (JC Munk) - Semidouble red with white fringed edges. Green, white and pink variegated,
slight ruffled foliage with red back. Standard.

1381 APACHE BRAVE - (JC Munk) - Deep blue to purple semidouble with frilled edges. Variegated green,
white, pink.

1230 APACHE CANYON - (JC Munk) - Fuchsia semidouble blossom with deeper fuchsia eye.  Blooms held
high above foliage.  Deep green and cream mosaic leaf pattern on slightly ruffled variegated foliage.
Standard.

1231 APACHE CELEBRATION - (JC Munk) - Fuchsia, fringed semidouble clusters of blossoms.  Symmetrical
deep green, white and intensely bright pink variegated foliage.  Standard.

1304 APACHE CHIEF - (JC Munk) - Semidouble raspberry fringed pansy blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated,
medium green quilted foliage. Standard.

1461 APACHE CLASSIC - (JC Munk) - Semidouble reddish purple fringed pansy. Green, white and pink
variegated tailored foliage. Large standard.

1417 APACHE CREATION - (JC Munk) - Huge (2 1/2") semidouble stars with rose to raspberry rays and
shadings and ruffled, wavy edges. Foliage is variegated green mottled with white and pink. Standard.

1415 APACHE DELIGHT - (JC Munk) - Single to semidouble lavender, pansy shaped with darker edges.
Green, pink and white variegated foliage. Standard.

1305 APACHE DIAMOND - (JC Munk) - Semidouble wavy raspberry star blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated,
dark green ruffled foliage. Standard.

1299 APACHE DREAM - (JC Munk) - Deep, bright fuchsia blossoms. Deep green w/white variegated foliage,
deeply ruffled serrated edges, tipped with fuchsia pink. Standard.

1462 APACHE DYNAMO - (JC Munk) - Semidouble velvet red pansy with wide white edges. Medium green,
white and pink variegated tailored foliage. Standard.

1548 APACHE EXCITEMENT - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Single baby pink pansy blossoms with chartreuse
green edges on top petals.  Ruffled variegated green, white, and pink foliage. Standard.

1232 APACHE FACE - (JC Munk) - Bi-color single white blossom fringed, vibrant pink band.  Variegated, 
glossy green and clear white-edged foliage.  Standard.

1463 APACHE FAVORITE - (JC Munk)   Semidouble cranberry red pansy with fringed edges. Green, white and
pink variegated tailored foliage. Standard.

1535 APACHE FEATHERS - (Munk/OVAL) - Single, sticktite, light lavender blossoms with darker edges.
Pointed, variegated green, white, and pink foliage. Standard.

1233 APACHE FEATHERS - (JC Munk) - Lavender single blossom deepening to dark purple edges, sticktite. 
Very symmetrical deep green, white and pink ruffled variegated foliage.  Standard.

1234 APACHE FIRE - (JC Munk) - Wine red, double blossoms in clusters.  Green, white and pink variegated,
slightly ruffled foliage.  Standard.

1464 APACHE FLASH - (JC Munk) - Semidouble reddish purple fringed fantasy pansy with pink markings.
Green, white and pink variegated tailored foliage. Standard.
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1419 APACHE FREEDOM - (JC Munk) - Dark rose semidouble with burgundy upper petals fringed with a pencil
edge of almost black. Foliage has dark green, wavy leaves with pink and white ruffled edges. Standard.

1536 APACHE FRIENDSHIP - (Munk/OVAL) - Semidouble to double, ruffled, medium pink, star blossoms.
Quilted, serrated, variegated green, white, and pink foliage with red reverse leaves. Large Standard.

1382 APACHE GEM - (JC Munk) - Lavender with dark edges and upper petals wavy pansy. Variegated green,
white, pink.

1235 APACHE GLORY - (JC Munk) - Violet, with white shading from back of petals, semidouble blossoms with
fringed edges.  Green and white with white edging, serrated, variegated foliage.  Standard.

1549 APACHE HALO - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Semidouble magenta star blossoms with white-green frilled
edges.  Wavy dark green foliage with crown variegation of white and pink. Standard.

1537 APACHE HEARTBEAT - (Munk/OVAL) - Single, coral to red pansy blossoms. Flat, tailored, variegated
green, white, and pink foliage. Standard.

1416 APACHE HOLIDAY - (JC Munk) - Semidouble red, fringed, pansy. Green, pink and white variegated, flat
tailored foliage. Standard.

1465 APACHE HOTSHOT - (JC Munk) - Semidouble mauve red pansy with fringed edges. Green, white and
pink variegated tailored foliage. Standard.

1301 APACHE JEWEL - (JC Munk) - Deep lavender blossoms with dark frilled edges. Green-white and pink
variegated foliage. Standard.

1418 APACHE JUBILEE - (JC Munk) - Full, fluffy double light purple with fringed, wavy white edges. Green,
pink and white variegated foliage. Standard.

1236 APACHE LAND - (JC Munk) - Medium blue star blossom concentrated like a nosegay on top of plain
green foliage.  Standard.

1249 APACHE MAIDEN - (Lenora Munk) - Reddish Lavender two-tone single, slightly fringed, star.  Green, pink
and white variegated foliage.  Standard.

1466 APACHE MELODY - (JC Munk) - Double pink bloom with raspberry shadings on edges and upper petals.
Green, white and pink variegated wavy foliage. Large.

1467 APACHE MEMORIES - (JC Munk) - Semidouble rose pink pansy with darker fringes and upper petals.
Green, white and pink variegated wavy foliage. Large.

1538 APACHE MIDNIGHT - (Munk/OVAL) - Semidouble, dark purple-burgundy, large pansy blossoms with
white frilled edges. Variegated dark green, white, and pink, wavy foliage. Standard.

1550 APACHE PAINTED DOLL - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Double baby pink blossoms with green edges. 
Ruffled variegated green, white, and pink foliage.  Standard.

1468 APACHE PARADISE - (JC Munk) - Semidouble dark lavender pansy with darker fringed edges. Green,
white and pink variegated tailored foliage. Standard.

1469 APACHE POWER - (JC Munk) - Semidouble cherry red fringed blooms with wavy edges. Green, white
and pink variegated tailored foliage. Standard.

1551 APACHE PRIMROSE - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Double pink ruffled and frilled blossoms with raspberry
top petals.  Plain foliage with crown variegation of green, white, and pink. Standard.

1470 APACHE RAIDERS - (JC Munk) - Semidouble fuchsia blooms with darker frilly edges. Green, white and
pink variegated tailored foliage. Standard.

1421 APACHE RAINMAKER - (JC Munk) - Semidouble almost pure white with random hint of blush pink near
the eye with generously frilled edges. Dark green with scalloped white edges variegation. Standard.

1302 APACHE RANGER - (JC Munk) - Dark blue-purple blossoms with green to white edges. Slightly wavy
petals. Green-white and pink tailored variegated foliage. Standard.

1471 APACHE REDCOATS - (JC Munk) - Semidouble red mauve blooms with very wavy fringed edges. Slightly
ruffled green, white and pink variegated foliage. Standard.

1237 APACHE RIDGE - (JC Munk) - Blue semidouble blossom with white edge.  Green, white and pink var-
iegated foliage.  Standard.

1422 APACHE ROMANCE - (JC Munk) - Single pink with darker raspberry shadings and heavily fringed pansy
blossoms. Medium green variegated foliage with some pink. Standard.

1552 APACHE ROSE - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Single to semidouble pink pansy blossoms with slight light
green edges on outer petals.  Wavy medium green foliage with crown variegation of green, white, and
pink. Large Standard.

1553 APACHE SECRET - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Semidouble white frilled pansy blossoms.  Plain medium
green foliage.  Standard.

1423 APACHE SENSATION - (JC Munk) - Semidouble light wine blending to dark frilled edges. Dark green
tinged with white and pink pencil banded edges variegation. Standard.

1238 APACHE SECRET - (JC Munk) - White ruffled semidouble blossom with green fringed edge.  Medium
green tailored foliage.  Standard.

1472 APACHE SHOWOFF - (JC Munk) -  Semidouble pink pansy with heavily fringed edges. Green, white and
pink variegated tailored foliage. Standard.
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1539 APACHE SMOKE - (Munk/OVAL) - Semidouble, fringed, dark royal blue pansy blossoms. Flat, tailored,
variegated green, white, and pink foliage. Standard.

1239 APACHE SPIRIT - (JC Munk) - Soft pink semidouble blossom with deeper pink eye.  Green and white
symmetrical, pointed, variegated foliage.  Standard.

1240 APACHE SPRING - (JC Munk) - Ivory white semidouble, wide wavy green edge.  Green and white foliage
with pink variegation.  Standard.

1473 APACHE STARS - (JC Munk) - Semidouble watermelon pink stars with fringed edges. Green, white and
pink tailored variegated foliage. Standard.

1540 APACHE SUNBURST - (Munk/OVAL) - Semidouble pink pansy blossoms with darker top petals and
green, wavy edges. Ruffled, variegated green, white, and pink foliage. Standard.

1474 APACHE SUNSET - (JC Munk) - Semidouble raspberry fringed pansy. Green, white and pink tailored
variegated foliage. Large.

1303 APACHE TARGET - (JC Munk) - Reddish purple double blossoms. Dark green-white and pink variegated
foliage, with red reverse. Standard.

1475 APACHE THUNDERBIRD - (JC Munk) - Semidouble magenta blooms with frilly green edges. Slightly
ruffled green, white and pink variegated foliage. Standard.

1554 APACHE THUNDERBOLT - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Semidouble dark purple pansy blossoms with
near-black top petals and white-edged ruffled lower petals.  Plain medium green foliage with crown
variegation of green and white.  Standard.

1555 APACHE TRADITION - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Single to semidouble fantasy lavender star blossoms
with darker lavender markings.  Plain medium green foliage with crown variegation of green, white, and
pink. Large Standard.

1420 APACHE VICTORY - (JC Munk) - Semidouble; pansy-shaped blossoms consisting of light pink lower
petals, graduating to darker shade on upper petals, with very lacy frilled edges. Foliage is wavy, dark
green with extensive pink splashes.

1306 APACHE WARBONNET - (JC Munk) - Geneva edged semidouble ruffled reddish purple blossoms.
Tommie Lou variegated, dark green plain foliage. Standard.

1556 APACHE WATERCOLOR - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Semidouble light lavender blossoms with darker
blue-lavender veins.  Dark green scalloped foliage with crown variegation of dark green, white, and pink. 
Standard.

1557 APACHE WINDFALL - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Semidouble rich blue pansy blossoms with fringed
edges.  Plain dark green foliage with crown variegation of dark green, white, and pink. Large Standard.

1541 APACHE WISH - (Munk/OVAL) - Semidouble, fringed, bright pink pansy blossoms with darker shadings
and edges. Tailored, variegated green, white, and pink foliage. Standard.

1476 APACHE WONDER - (JC Munk) - Semidouble raspberry blooms with red fringed edges. Green, white and
pink tailored variegated foliage. Standard.

1269 APPEALING PET - (Hortense Pittman) - White and blue double blossoms. Emerald green tailored foliage.
Semiminiature. 

927 APHRODISIAC - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double ruffled fuchsia blossoms.  Black-green, red-reverse
strawberry foliage.  Standard.

779 ASTRAL DIGNITY - (Violets from the Starrs) - Large, light fuchsia, double blossoms. Quilted, highly
variegated foliage with tan and pink on medium green foliage.  Large standard.

1067 ASTRAL FREEDOM - (Violets from the Starrs) - Wine-red semidouble blossoms.  Plain foliage.  Standard.
1065 ASTRAL MACRO - (Violets from the Starrs) - Large semidouble pink blossom with a darker center.  Plain,

quilted foliage.  Large standard.
1066 ASTRAL NEXUS - (Violets from the Starrs) - Large semidouble slightly ruffled red blossom, some-times

showing slight radial veins.  Plain, quilted foliage.  Large standard.
1064 ASTRAL PEACE - (Violets from the Starrs) - Large rosy pink double blossoms with closely spaced lighter

pink, radial stripes.  Plain, quilted foliage.  Large standard.
1158 ASTRALITE - (Dottie Wilson) - Full double pink blossoms with darker pink band and some green edges. 

Dark green serrated pointed foliage.  Standard.
1198 AUBERGINE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Fuchsia double pansy shaped blossom with black tipping.  Dark

green tailored foliage.  Standard.
840 AUGUST THIRTEENTH - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Two-tone pale pink, lightly ruffled, single star.  Dark

green quilted foliage.  Large standard.
693 AUNT FRANCES - (Irene Lineberg) - Semidouble brig  pink. Variegated green, white and pink foliage. 

Standard.
741 AUNT JEMIMA - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double two-tone lavender blossoms on pointed serrated variegated

foliage with a yellow overlay. Standard.
1359 AUSTEN'S LOVE -  (Lenora Munk) -  Semidouble powder blue with wide white shading on fringed, wavy

edges. Dark green tailored foliage. Standard.
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326 AUSTEX - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep purple, semidouble.  Pink variegated rounded foliage. 
Standard.

955 AWESOME AL - (Penny Brenner) - Double dark blue blossom. Tailored green foliage. Semiminiature.
434 AZALEA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink fringed double, some deeper shading on tips.  Medium green

serrated foliage.  Large standard.
813 AZTEC QUEEN- (Hortense Pittman) - Light lavender double blossoms, dark green tailored foliage. 

Standard.
-B-

1458 BABY BRAD - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white and fuchsia. Tommie Lou variegation.
Semiminiature.

960 BABY CAKES - (Linda Ray) - Blue double blossom with a geneva edge.  Flat, variegated, girl foliage. 
Miniature.

1510 BABY MOONBEAM - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble blue and white blossoms. Green and white
variegated foliage. Miniature.

1572 BABY BELL - (Hortense Pittman) - Single fantasy blossoms of purple and lavender. Dark green foliage. 
Miniature.

327 BALI HAl - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep lavender, fuchsia, semidouble.  Medium green, quilted
foliage. Standard.

393 BANDITO - (Sandra Leary) - Ruffled, red single, light green edge.  Bright green ruffled foliage.  Large. 
Standard.

793 BARBARA STROCK - (Capital City AVS,  Montgomery, AL) - Medium pink semidouble with darker pink
tips.  Plain tailored, slightly scalloped foliage. Standard.

730 BATON ROUGE - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Frilly two-tone single wine blossoms on variegated foliage with a
pink tint.  Standard.

841 BATTLESTAR EXOTICA - (Jeannette’s Jesneriads) - Large medium pink slightly ruffled star single
magenta eye, light magenta overlay and glitter blue stardusted edge.  Slightly pointed dark green foliage.   

1700  BABY’S BREATH - (Travis’ Violets) - Delicate, slightly ruffled, single white star blossoms with a touch of
baby pink on each petal.  Plain, green foliage.  Standard. Standard.

547 BAYOU BABY - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Semidouble pink frilly green edge.  Serrated pink variegated foliage. 
Standard.

1118 BAYOU BELLE - (Violets c/o Cookie)   Semidouble two-tone pale pink blossom.  Variegated green and
white foliage.  Standard.

1199 BAYOU SECRET - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Multicolor lavender double star blossom with some purple
tipping and occasionally with a white edge.  Medium green tailored foliage with a creamy white edge. 
Standard.

435 BAYOU STATE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender double fantasy.  Light green, quilted foliage.  Large
standard.

1324 BEACON TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble lavender-purple blossoms. Medium green foliage.
Semiminiature trailer.

298 BEAUMONT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Semidouble purple.  Dark green serrated foliage.  Large
standard.

480 BEAUMONT BELLE - (Pat Tuminello) - Deep pink double.  Tommie Lou foliage.  Large standard.
1075 BEAUTIFUL BRAT - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble  Geneva edged purple blossoms.  Girl foliage. 

Semiminiature.
1332 BEDROOM EYES - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Open-faced double white pansy-shaped blossoms heavily

streaked with deep lavender. Slightly quilted medium green tailored foliage with white Tommie Lou
variegation. Standard.

1270 BEE RICH - (Hortense Pittman) - Midnight blue double blossoms. Green tailored foliage. Miniature.
1333 BEGUILING - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Fuchsia pansy-shaped sticktite single blossoms with purple edge,

overlaid with red glitter. Dark green tailored foliage. Large
436 BEIGNET (Ben-ya) - (Reed's House of Violets) - Violet, double with some dark shading.  Slightly ruffled,

medium green foliage.  Standard.
1200 BELIZAIRE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double purple two-tone star with darker webbing.  Dark green

serrated foliage, variegated pink and cream on edges. Standard.
304 BELL RINGING FOOL - (Hazel Hebert) - Light lavender double, darker tips on upper petals.  Plain foliage. 

Large standard.
1820 BERRY SMOOTHIE - (Kurt Jablonski) - Semidouble rose/mauve fluted pansy, darker eye.  Black green,

serrated/red back.  Semiminiature.
1261 BERTHA - (Foster) - Two-tone orchid/purple semidouble.  Dark foliage with red reverse.  Large standard.
1347 BETH MARIE -  (Elizabeth Fuller/Munk) -  Semidouble star, dark pink stick-tight blossoms. Dark green

heart-shaped tailored foliage. Standard.
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1308 BETSY'S BEAUTY - (Betsy Loarch) - Single white, edged in purple. May have purple stripes. Quilted,
ovate, Tommie Lou variegated foliage. Large standard.

928 BETELGEUSE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - (Pronounced Beetle Juice) - Single star, deep pink, fuchsia
overlay and red glitter blossoms.  Black-green, red-reverse, plain foliage.  Standard.

195 BETTINA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Semidouble, fringed rose, pink band on edge.  Quilted, wavy 
foliage.  Standard.

718 BEWARE - (Swifts') - Medium to dark purple, geneva edge, double.  Medium green tailored foliage.
Standard.

1201 BIENVENU - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Light pink two-tone pansy shaped ruffled semidouble blossom
with darker upper petals.  Black-green ruffled foliage.  Standard.

527 BIG ARKIE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big double purple, slightly fringed.  Dark green red-backed
foliage.  Standard.

262 BIG DEAL - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red double.  Dark green, red backed, quilted foliage. Stardard.
744 BIG EASY - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Frilly white single blossoms with a deep pink eye on wavy variegated

foliage.  Standard.
1558 BIG JOHN - (Lenora Munk) - Semidouble large blue-purple wavy blossoms.  Plain medium green foliage. 

Standard.
873 BIG MAMA - (Travis' Violets) - Hot pink stars with a red eye. Red-backed variegated foliage. Large

standard.
1021 BIG RIG - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Single pink multicolor with fuchsia overlay. Medium green, red-

backed, plain, glossy foliage.  Standard. Grows Large.
328 BIG TEX - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep blue double.  Medium green, Tommie Lou foliage with some

pink.  Standard.
876 BIG TIME KATE - (Travis' Violets) - Large purple to plum shaded double. Plain quilted foliage. Standard.
1052 BISCAYNE BLUE - (Sandra Williams) - Dark blue semidouble star blossoms.  Medium green tailored

foliage.  Large standard.
1005 BISQUE RISQUE' - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble blossom, spicy red with darker mottling, edges

and eye.  Dark green, slightly ruffled and cupped up, glossy foliage. Standard
617 BIT O'BURGUNDY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Semidouble to double with “bits” of burgundy sometimes

streaked through blossom.  Medium green foliage.  Standard.
929 BLACK AND BLUE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Dark blue double star.  Black-green, pink-reverse

strawberry foliage.  Standard.
781 BLACKTHORNE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Large pall pink single bloom with a darker eye.  Medium-

dark pointed foliage.  Standard.
842 BLANCHE HOLT - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Pure white semidouble with curled green-tipped upper

petals, green buds. Medium green foliage. Large standard.
754 BLARNEY - (Hortense Pittman) - Ruffled green with pink eye. Medium green, wavy foliage. Standard.
648 BLOOMIN' FANTASY - (Swifts') - Lavender semidouble with purple fantasy markings.  Dark green, red-

backed, tailored foliage.  Standard.
728 BLOOMIN' MIRACLE - (Swifts') - Medium purple, geneva edged, double.  Medium green, tailored foliage. 

Standard.
1087 BLUE BEACON - (Hortense Pittman) - Large medium blue double blossoms.  Symmetrical dark green

tailored foliage.  Standard.
1737 BLUEGRASS BOLD RULER - (Pat Hancock) - Double dark blue/purple frilled pansy blossoms, with

variable occasional pink or white fantasy. Medium green, plain foliage, Large standard.
1738 BLUEGRASS SECRETARIAT - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double pink two-tone pansy blossoms. Dark

green, plain, quilted foliage. Large standard.
239 BLUE HALO - (Reed's House of Violets) - Blue, single star, geneva.  Dark green foliage.  Standard.
618 BLUE ICE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big blue double, sometime streaked with lots of white. Medium

green quilted leaf.  Standard.
554 BOBEE YOUNG - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Semidouble  deep lavender with darker tips.  Wavy variegated

foliage, pink.  Large standard.
930 BODY LANGUAGE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double ruffled pink blossom.  Medium green strawberry

foliage.  Standard.
830 BOGEYMAN - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble deep reddish purple.  Quilted variegated foliage. 

Semiminiature.
644 BOLD BLUE- (Swifts') - Medium blue, geneva edge, double.  Dark green, red-backed tailored foliage. 

Standard.
329 BOLD CHARM - (Reed's House of Violets) - Semidouble purple, some white on edge.  Dark green red-

backed foliage.  Large standard.
330 BOLD DANCE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink semidouble to double.  Variegated foliage.  Standard.
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558 BOLD STROKE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Two-tone lavender and purple double blossoms.  Medium
green foliage.  Standard.

619 BONANZA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed red semidouble to double blossoms.  Dark green red-
backed foliage.  Standard.

362 BOOGALOO - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep lavender double.  Glossy, dark, red-backed foliage. 
Large standard.

475 BOURBON STREET - (Sandra Leary) - Red double. Quilted, tailored, dark green foliage. Standard.
437 BOURBON STREET BLUES - (Reed's House of Violets) -  Medium blue, double. Dark green quilted

foliage.  Large standard.
1457 BRAVO BLUE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble blue. Medium green plain foliage. Semiminiature.
995 BRAZOS BELLE - (Linda Ray) - Pink bells.  Micromini trailer.
807 BRAZOS BLUE - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble blue. Fringed dark green quilted, red-reverse foliage. 

Standard.
809 BRAZOS MIDNIGHT MADNESS - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble random smokey blue and white

lightly fringed blossom.  Quilted variegated foliage.  Standard.
808 BRAZOS PINK DAZZLE - (Raymond E. Scott) -  Semidouble pink with darker fuchsia tips upper petals. 

Quilted variegated foliage. Standard.
833 BRAZOS STORMY SKIES - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble violet blue with reddish overtones.  Very

dark slightly wavy red-backed variegated foliage.  Standard.
1071 BREAK DANCE - (Hortense Pittman) - Velvety deep fuchsia double blossoms.  Dark green slightly wavy

foliage.  Standard.
1116 BREATHLESS - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Single fuchsia blossom. Variegated dark green and pink foliage. 

Standard.
1406 BRIDAL WHITE -  (Marie Burns) - Single/semidouble large white star with pink blush overlay. Dark green

glossy foliage. Large standard.
931 BRIEF ENCOUNTER - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double orchid with purple tips, edges and eye.  Plain,

black-green, red-reverse foliage.  Standard.
1411 BRITE EYES - (Marie Burns) - Semidouble pink pansy with dark eye. Dark green plain foliage. Large

standard.
908 BRIGHT HONEY - (Hortense Pittman) - Fuchsia double blossoms. Tailored variegated foliage. Miniature.
814 BRUSH STROKES - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white with a frilled edge blossom, with rose

markings.  Slightly wavy foliage.  Standard.
1608 BUCKEYE BALLERINA - (Pat Hancock) - Double lavender-pink frilled/purple fantasy blossoms with

variable purple edges.  Variegated medium green and cream, heart-shaped, quilted, glossy foliage. 
Standard.

1609 BUCKEYE BLITHE SPIRIT - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double pale lavender ruffled star/darker fantasy
blossoms with variable darker edges.  Variegated medium green and cream, quilted, serrated foliage. 
Standard.

1610 BUCKEYE BLUSHING - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double lavender ruffled pansy/ darker lavender to
purple fantasy blossoms with variable fantasy edges.  Variegated dark green, pink and cream, plain,
quilted, serrated foliage.  Large standard.

1611 BUCKEYE BOUQUET - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double lavender-pink ruffled/raspberry and purple
fantasy blossoms with variable raspberry edges. Variegated medium green and cream, plain, pointed,
serrated foliage.  Large standard.

1612 BUCKEYE BRAVADO - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double light purple ruffled star blossoms with darker
fantasy.  Variegated dark green, rose and cream, heart-shaped, serrated, red-backed foliage.  Large
standard.

1613 BUCKEYE BUTTERFLIES - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble lavender two-tone ruffled pansy blossoms. 
Variegated dark green, pink and cream, plain, pointed, serrated foliage.  Standard.

1614 BUCKEYE CALICO - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble pink pansy/purple fantasy blossoms.  Variegated dark
green, cream and pink, heart-shaped, glossy, red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1615 BUCKEYE CANDY KISSES - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double bright pink ruffled star blossoms. 
Variegated dark green, pink and cream, plain, glossy, serrated, red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1616 BUCKEYE CELEBRATION - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble light purple star/dark purple and cranberry
fantasy blossoms with cranberry ruffled edges.  Variegated dark green, pink and cream, plain, red-backed
foliage.  Large standard.

1617 BUCKEYE CHERRY TOPPING - (Pat Hancock) - Single/semidouble bright pink sticktite pansy blossoms
with cherry frilled edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain, glossy, red-backed foliage.  Large
standard. 

1618 BUCKEYE COLOSSAL -- (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double peach-pink ruffled star blossoms with red
sparkle edges.  Variegated dark green, pink and cream, plain, glossy, serrated, red-backed foliage.  Large
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standard.
1619 BUCKEYE CORNUCOPIA - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble peach-pink star blossoms with darker peach

centers and variable raspberry ruffled edges.  Variegated dark green, pink and cream, plain, red-backed
foliage.  Large standard.

1739 BUCKEYE COUNTRY CHARM - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble dark blue pansy blossoms. Variegated
medium green and cream foliage. Large standard.

1620 BUCKEYE COUNTRY GAL - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble light fuchsia large ruffled pansy/variable
lavender-purple fantasy blossoms.  Variegated dark green, pink and cream, heart-shaped, glossy,
serrated, red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1621 BUCKEYE CRANBERRY SPARKLER -- (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble bright pink ruffled pansy/variable
raspberry fantasy blossoms with raspberry edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain, glossy,
red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1740 BUCKEYE CRANAPPLE - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble lavender-red large star blossoms, with variable
dark purple fantasy. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream, plain foliage. Large standard.

1741 BUCKEYE CRUSHED VELVET - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double light purple ruffled pansy blossoms,
with raspberry edges and dark purple and raspberry fantasy. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream, red-
backed foliage. Large standard.

1622 BUCKEYE DELIGHTFUL - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble peach-pink large star blossoms.  Variegated dark
green, pink and cream foliage.  Large standard.

1742 BUCKEYE DELICIOUS - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble medium pink frilled pansy blossoms.  Variegated
dark green, pink, and cream, serrated foliage. Large standard.

1623 BUCKEYE ESPECIALLY MINE - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble pink-lavender ruffled pansy/raspberry and
purple fantasy blossoms with raspberry-purple edges.  Variegated dark green, pink and cream,
heart-shaped, glossy, serrated, red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1624 BUCKEYE EVERLASTING - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double pink pansy blossoms.  Variegated dark
green, cream and pink, heart-shaped, quilted, glossy, scalloped, red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1743 BUCKEYE EVERMORE FRECKLES - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble mauve/pink frilled pansy blossoms,
with purple and raspberry fantasy. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream foliage.  Large standard.

1904 BUCKEYE EXOTIC DANCER (P. Hancock) Semidouble-double purple two-toned ruffled pansy/variable
lighter to white edge. Variegated dark green, cream, and pink, plain, glossy. Large. (1/27/2023)

1744 BUCKEYE EXTRAVAGANZA - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble light raspberry ruffled star blossoms, with
dark raspberry fantasy and edges. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream foliage. Large standard.

1745 BUCKEYE EYESTOPPER - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble dark lavender/pink ruffled pansy blossoms, with
purple and raspberry fantasy and raspberry edges. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream foliage. Large
standard.

1625 BUCKEYE FIESTA  - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double rose-pink ruffled star blossoms with variable
wide raspberry fantasy edges.  Variegated dark green, pink and cream, heart-shaped, glossy, serrated,
red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1746 BUCKEYE GALACTIC SHOWERS - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble lavender/raspberry ruffled star
blossoms, with dark purple/raspberry fantasy and edges. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream foliage.
Large standard.

1822 BUCKEYE KUDOS - (Pat Hancock) -
Semi-Double pink, deep coral eye. Variegated dark green, pink and cream, red back foliage. Large

1747 BUCKEYE LACE PETTICOATS - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble light pink frilled pansy blossoms, with
darker upper petals and edges. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream, plain, glossy, red-backed foliage.
Large standard.

1748 BUCKEYE LAZY DAZE - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble lavender frilled pansy blossoms, with pink, white,
and purple fantasy and purple and pink fantasy edges. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream, ruffled,
scalloped foliage. Large standard.

1626 BUCKEYE LEPRECHAUN CHARM - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble lavender ruffled pansy/darker top
petals, purple band blossoms with variable white-green edges.  Variegated dark green, pink and cream,
plain, red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1821 BUCKEYE LET’S ROLL - (Pat Hancock) - Semi-Double large Plum/Red pansies. Variegated dark green,
pink, and cream. Large

1699  BUCKEYE LOST LOVE - (Pat Hancock) - Single to semidouble ruffled peach/pink pansy blossoms. 
Variegated dark green, pink and cream, serrated foliage.  Large standard.

1627 BUCKEYE LOVE’S CARESS - (Pat Hancock) - Single/semidouble lavender frilled pansy/dark purple
fantasy striping blossoms with fantasy edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, pointed, glossy,
serrated, red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1749 BUCKEYE MAGNETISM - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble bright pink/red ruffled star blossoms. Variegated
dark green, pink, and cream, slightly ruffled, pointed foliage. Large standard.
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1628 BUCKEYE MASTERPIECE - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double rose-wine two-tone ruffled pansy/darker
top petals blossoms.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, pointed, quilted, serrated, red-backed
foliage.  Large standard.

1629 BUCKEYE NOCTURNE - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double pink frilled pansy/rose overlay blossoms. 
Variegated dark green, cream and pink, pointed, red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

1750 BUCKEYE NARCISSISTIC - (Pat Hancock) - Double medium blue pansy blossoms, with pink and white
fantasy. Variegated medium green, cream, and pink foliage. Large standard.

1751 BUCKEYE NO NONSENSE - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble white star blossoms, with lavender tipped top
petals. Variegated medium green and cream foliage. Standard.

1752 BUCKEYE NORTHERN LIGHTS - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble light blue star blossoms, with dark blue
rays and variable green edges. Variegated medium green and cream, serrated foliage. Large standard.

1753 BUCKEYE NOSTALGIA - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble very pale blue ruffled pansy blossoms. Variegated
medium green and cream foliage. Standard.

1630 BUCKEYE OHIO FRIENDSHIP - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double pink ruffled star blossoms. 
Variegated dark green and pink, plain, glossy, red-backed foliage.  Standard.

1823 BUCKEYE RUBY RIPPLES - (Pat Hancock) -
Semi-double large ruffled hot ruby pansies. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream, show foliage.  Lovely.
Large

1631 BUCKEYE SCRUMPTIOUS - (Pat Hancock) - Double darkest blue-purple blossoms with just a hint of
green on petal backs and edges.  Variegated dark green, pink and cream foliage,  Standard.

1632 BUCKEYE SEDUCTRESS - (Pat Hancock) - Double dark lavender star/wide white band blossoms with
green edges.  Variegated medium green and cream, plain foliage.  Large standard.

1633 BUCKEYE SENTIMENTAL REASONS - (Pat Hancock) - Single/semidouble medium blue fluted
pansy/variable white fantasy blossoms.  Variegated medium green and cream, plain, quilted, glossy,
scalloped foliage.  Large standard.

1634 BUCKEYE SERENITY - (Pat Hancock) - Double/triple white star blossoms with green edges.  Variegated
medium green and cream foliage.  Standard.

1754 BUCKEYE TICKER TAPE - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble lavender pansy blossoms, with pink and purple
fantasy. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream foliage. Standard.

1755 BUCKEYE TICKLED PINK - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble/double bright pink pansy blossoms. Variegated
dark green, pink, and cream, glossy foliage. Large standard.

1756 BUCKEYE TOO TEMPTING - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble lavender/pink ruffled pansy blossoms, with
darker purple fantasy and edges. Variegated medium green, cream, and pink ruffled, serrated foliage.
Large standard.

1757 BUCKEYE TOO MUCH - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble lavender/pink pansy blossoms, with darker
lavender/pink fantasy. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream, plain foliage. Standard.

1804 BUCKEYE TORCH SONG - (Pat Hancock) - Single/semidouble medium pink ruffled pansy blossom, with
variable darker markings. Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain glossy foliage. Standard.

1758 BUCKEYE TORRID ZONE - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble lavender/plum pansy blossoms, with darker
lavender/plum top petals and dark purple fantasy. Variegated dark green, pink, and cream foliage.
Standard.

163 BUCKEYE VAVOOM - (Pat Hancock) - Semidouble cranberry large star blossoms.  Variegated medium
green and cream, plain foliage.  Large standard.

996 BUNNY TRAIL - (Linda  Ray) - Lavender fantasy double. Tiny miniature trailer.
1309 BURGUNDY KID - (Hortense Pittman) -  Double burgundy blossoms. Dark green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.
417 BUTTERCUP PINK - (Lucile Wasson) - Single, lavender pink, star. Tailored variegated edge foliage. 

Large standard.
703 BUTTERFLIES - (Irene Lineberg) - Semidouble white with some lavender. Green and white variegated

foliage.  Standard.
-C-

462 CAJUN COUNTRY - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Light lavender single  darker edge.  Dark green, bronze
variegated foliage.  Standard.

745 CAJUN CUISINE - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double two-tone wine blossoms on variegated foliage with a pink
serrated edge.

1113 CAJUN FIDDLER - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double pink darker edge blossom.  Variegated green and white

foliage.  Standard.

1202 CAJUN HERITAGE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Light pink two-tone double pansy shaped blossom with

deeper pink upper petal tips.  Dark green glossy tailored heavily variegated foliage with bronze, pink and
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ivory.  Standard.

439 CAJUN KING - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double, deep blue.  Quilted, dark green foliage.  Large

standard.

1203 CAJUN POPCORN - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double ruffled pansy shaped blossom of deep cool pink

with a fuchsia eye. Medium/dark green, pointed, glossy foliage with cream Tommie Lou variegation. 

Standard.

1006 CAJUN SOUL - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble star, shades of dusty rose-pink, webby markings,

some white centers.  Dark green, red-backed, glossy, slightly ruffled and cupped-up foliage. Standard.

1527 CAJUN TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble deep purple blossoms. Medium green trailing foliage.

Miniature trailer.

1779  CAJUN’S ALFIE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble coral pansy blossom.  Crown variegated,

medium green, light green, pink and cream foliage.  Semiminiature

1682 CAJUN’S ALMOST HEAVEN - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble white-pink ruffled pansy

blossoms with variable green top tips. Variegated medium green and white, heartshaped, quilted, serrated

foliage.  Standard.

1796  CAJUN’S AMARETTO - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble pink wavy pansy blossom with darker

top petals and raspberry sparkle edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, heart-shaped, serrated,

red-backed foliage.  Standard.

1829 Cajun's Another Chance (BelindaThibodeaux) Semidouble lavender purple star. Geen, quilted Standard.

1764 CAJUN’S BEAUTIFUL OBLIVION - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Single/semidouble purple frilled star blossom

with pink and white fantasy.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain foliage.  Standard.

1805 CAJUN’S BIG BERTHA - (Belinda Thibodeaux) – Single/semidouble pink ruffled pansy blossom with

raspberry sparkle edges.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, heart-shaped, red-backed foliage. 

Large Standard.

1765 CAJUN’S BLUEBERRY HILL - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Semidouble/double blue frilled star blossom with

pink and white fantasy.  Variegated medium green, plain, heart-shaped, serrated foliage.  Standard.

1806 CAJUN’S BLUE BAYOU - (Belinda Thibodeaux) – Semidouble/double violet-blue star blossom with thin

white edges.  Variegated medium green and cream, plain, heart-shaped foliage.  Standard.

1766 CAJUN’S BLUEJEAN QUEEN - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Single/semidouble deep blue pansy blossom with

pink fantasy.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain, heart-shaped foliage.  Standard.

1683 CAJUN’S BLUSH ME - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble pale pink star blossoms with raspberry eyes.

Variegated medium green and white, round, quilted, serrated foliage. Standard.

1830 Cajun's Bridal Show (Belinda Thibodeaux) Single-Semidouble white pansy. Variegated dark green and

white. Standard.

1684 CAJUN’S BY DESIGN - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single white fluted star blossoms with purple streaks and

edges.  Variegated medium green and white, heart-shaped, quilted, serrated foliage. Standard.

1767 CAJUN’S CHA-CHING! - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Single/semidouble dark blue pansy blossom with pink

and white fantasy.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain, red-backed foliage.  Standard.

1768 CAJUN’S CHERISHED HOPE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Single/semidouble pink star blossom with

variable raspberry fantasy.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, pointed, red-backed foliage. 

Standard.

1811 CAJUN'S CHRISTY - (B Thibodeaux) Single-Semidouble purple pansy/white eye and rays, thin white

edge/variable green edge on top petals. Variegated medium green and cream, plain, ovate. Standard

1780  CAJUN’S CODE BLUE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble deep blue pansy blossom.  Variegated

medium green, white and rose, heart-shaped, plain foliage.  Standard.

1781  CAJUN’S COUJON - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single pink two-tone pansy blossom with dark raspberry

sparkle edges.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, quilted foliage.  Standard.

1812 CAJUN'S COTTON CANDY- (Belinda Thibodeaux) Single-Semidouble rose pink ruffled star/white eye

and edge. Variegated medium green and cream, ruffled, serrated. Standard

1782  CAJUN’S DEJA VU - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble bright pink pansy chimera blossom with

purple stripes.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, quilted foliage.  Standard.

1783  CAJUN’S DELICATE TOUCH - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble/double pink frilled star blossom with

thin raspberry sparkle edges.  Variegated medium green and white, heart-shaped foliage.  Standard.
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1769 CAJUN’S DIXIE PRIDE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Double pink frilled star blossom with variable thin

raspberry edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain, heart-shaped, serrated, red-backed

foliage.  Standard.

1770 CAJUN’S DRAMA QUEEN - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Semidouble dark blue frilled pansy blossom with pink

and white fantasy.  Variegated medium green, white and pink, plain, serrated foliage.  Standard.

1771 CAJUN’S ETHEREAL FAIRY - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Single purple pansy blossom with ruffled white

edges, white upper petals, pink puff fantasy.  Medium green, plain, wavy foliage.  Standard.

1784  CAJUN’S FAIR MAIDEN  (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble/double pink frilled pansy blossom with

darker eye and variable thin raspberry sparkle edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink,

heart-shaped, plain foliage.  Standard.

1772 CAJUN’S FASCINATING FURY - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Semidouble/double blue frilled star blossom

with pink and white fantasy.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain, heart-shaped, serrated,

red-backed foliage.  Standard.

1868 Cajun’s Femme Fatale - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Large double, deep blue star. Variegated Green, white

and pink. Standard

1685 CAJUN’S FICKLE FLIRT- (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single light pink wavy star blossoms with raspberry eyes

and veins. Variegated light-medium green and white, pointed, quilted, serrated foliage. Standard.

1773 CAJUN’S FLAMBOYANT MISTRESS - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Single/semidouble coral pink frilled pansy

blossom with darker pink top petals and variable thin raspberry edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and

pink, plain, heart-shaped foliage.  Standard.

1774 CAJUN’S FRECKLEFACE KID - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Semidouble/double pink frilled pansy blossom

with variable raspberry speckled edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain, heart-shaped

foliage.  Standard.

1775 CAJUN’S FRISKY WHISKEY - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single dark blue pansy blossom with pink and

white fantasy.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, heart-shaped, serrated, red-backed foliage. 

Standard.

1865 CAJUN’S GILDED STRAWBERRY - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single Sticktite Raspberry Ruffled Star. Thin

dark raspberry edge. Variegated green and white. Standard.

1686 CAJUN’S GRAND DUCHESS - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single lavender wavy star blossoms with dark

purple veins and edges. Variegated medium green and white, round, quilted, serrated foliage. Standard.

1831 Cajun's Heart and Soul (Belinda Thibodeaux) Single-Semidouble Deep Red Pansy Variegated medium

green and cream.  Plain, serrated. Standard.

1785  CAJUN’S HILL BE BLUE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble dark blue frilled star blossom. 

Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain foliage.  Standard.

1776 CAJUN’S HOT EXPECTATIONS - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Double hot pink star blossom with variable

raspberry speckled edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain, heart-shaped, serrated,

red-backed foliage.  Standard.

1687 CAJUN’S HOT LIPS - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single pale pink pansy blossoms with raspberry sparkle

overlay and darker-tipped top petals. Variegated medium green and white, heart-shaped, quilted, serrated

foliage. Standard.

1866 CAJUN’S HOT TO TROT - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single Sticktite Fuchsia Pansy. Variable pencil thin

white edge. Variegated green and white. Standard

1797  CAJUN’S INSANITY - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble dark blue pansy blossom with pink and

white fantasy markings.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, heart-shaped, serrated, red-backed

foliage.  Standard.

1798  CAJUN’S INTENSE SUSPENSE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Double pink frilled star blossom with purple

streaks and raspberry speckled edges.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, serrated,

heart-shaped, plain, red-backed foliage.  Standard.

1688 CAJUN’S IN-UR-DREAMS - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single pale pink pansy blossoms with raspberry

sparkle overlay, darker-tipped top petals, and variable green edges.  Variegated medium green and white,

pointed, quilted, serrated foliage. Standard.

1824 CAJUN’S JUST A DREAM - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single to semi-double, frilled light pink pansy/

raspberry and variable thin green edge. Variegated medium green, cream and pink.  Heart-shaped, plain,
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serrated and red-backed. Standard.

1832 Cajun's Just My Style (Belinda Thibodeaux) Semidouble pansy/thin white and raspberry ruffled edge.

Variegated medium green and white. Standard.

1825 CAJUN’S JUST N TIME - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Single-semi-double deep velvet purple pansy/variable thin

white edge. Vareigated medium green, cream and pink. Plain and red-backed. Standard.

1833 Cajun's Just One Kiss (Belinda Thibodeaux) Semidouble - double light pink star/raspberry and variable

green edge. Variegated medium green, cream and pink. Standard.

1689 CAJUN’S KISSES - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single pink wavy star blossoms with raspberry overlay and

thin raspberry edges. Variegated medium green and white, round, quilted, serrated foliage. Standard.

1834 Cajun's Kiss N Tell (B.Thibodeaux) Single-semidouble light pink pansy/blue fantasy streaks. Variegated

medium green, pink and white, serrated, plain. Standard.

1777 CAJUN’S KYLE TRAIL - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Double white star blossom with purple eye.  Light green,

plain, heart-shaped foliage.  Semiminiature trailer.

1835 Cajun's Ladies Man (Belinda Thibodeaux) Semidouble-double white star with blue markings/varieable thin 

white edge. Medium green and white. Standard.

1786  CAJUN’S LE BON TON ROULE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble pink star blossom with blue

fantasy markings.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain, red-backed foliage.  Semiminiature.

1807 CAJUN’S LIL FOREVER BLUE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) – Single/semidouble dark blue star blossom. 

Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain, heart-shaped foliage.  Miniature.

1787  CAJUN’S LIL’ JOY - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble pink pansy blossom with rose mottling. 

Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain foliage.  Semiminiature.

1788  CAJUN’S LIL’ LOVE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble pink pansy blossom with purple fantasy

markings.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain foliage.  Semiminiature.

1789  CAJUN’S LIL’  OOOH LALA - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble pale pink pansy blossom with

blue fantasy markings.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain foliage.  Semiminiature.

1790  CAJUN’S LIL’ SPRINKLES - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble pink star blossom with purple fantasy

markings.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain foliage.  Semiminiature.

1791  CAJUN’S LIL’  TIZZY- (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble pink pansy blossom with purple fantasy

markings.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, serrated, plain foliage.  Semiminiature.

1799 CAJUN’S LOVE’S VERSE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble pink two-tone ruffled pansy

blossom with raspberry sparkle fantasy edges.  Variegated medium green, pink and white foliage. 

Standard.

1800  CAJUN’S MA CHER AMIE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single pale pink wavy star blossom with thin

raspberry edges.  Variegated medium green and cream, heart-shaped, serrated, plain foliage.  Standard,

1813 CAJUN'S MAMA RUBY - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Semidouble-double winered star. Variegated medium

green and cream, quilted, serrated. Standard

1801  CAJUN’S MARTHA NELL - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single pale pink sticktite pansy blossom with thin

green edges.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, serrated, wavy foliage,  Standard.

1826 CAJUN’S MAYA - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Double rose pink frilled star/raspberry edge. Variegated medium

green and cream. Plain and serrated. Standard.

1808 CAJUN’S MCKENNA TRAIL-  (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Double dark purple star blossom.  Medium green,

heart-shaped, glossy foliage. Semiminiature Trailer.

1836 Cajun's Mercy Me (Belinda Thibodeaux) Single-Semidouble pink star/dark blue fantasy streaks Variegated

medium green and white Standard.

1837 Cajun's Midnight Mayhem (Belinda Thibodeaux) Double blue star/white edge. Variegated light green and

cream, oval, serrated. Standard.

1690 CAJUN’S MINT JULEP -  (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble white pansy blossoms with variable

light green eyes and edges.  Variegated medium green and white, heart-shaped, quilted, serrated foliage.

Standard.

1814 CAJUN'S MYSTICAL STAR - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Singlesemidouble white star/random  purple patches.

Variegated medium green and pink, ovate, quilted. Standard

1819 CAJUN’S NO FEAR - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single-semidouble purple frilled star/pink puff fantasy, thin

white edge.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, plain. Standard.
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1691 CAJUN’S OBSESSION - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble pale pink wavy pansy blossoms with

raspberry eyes and thin raspberry edges.  Variegated medium green and white, round, quilted, serrated

foliage. Standard.

1838 CAJUN’S PARTY FAVOR - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Semidouble ruffled pink star/blue fantasy Variegated

medium green and white, serrated and wavy. Standard.

1903 CAJUN’S PANDEMIC BLUES (B.Thibodeaux) Double white star, purple markings. Variable thin green

edge. Variegated green and white foliage. Standard.(4/19/2022)

1902 CAJUN’S PLUM CRAZY (B. Thibodeaux) Double medium purple star. White ruffled edge. Green. 

Standard.(4/19/2022)

1792  CAJUN’S PINK CREPE PAPER - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble/double pink star blossom with

raspberry overlay and sparkle edges.  Variegated medium green, cream and pink, heart-shaped, serrated,

plain foliage.  Standard.

1827 CAJUN’S PINK NEGLEGEE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single to semi-double light pink pansy/variable thin

green  edge. Variegated medium green and white. Heart-shaped and Quilted. Standard.

1839 CAJUN’S POWER SURGE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Double light pink ruffled star/blue fantasy streaks and

spots Variegated medium green and white Standard.

1902 CAJUN’S PLUM CRAZY - (Belineda Thibodeaux) - Double Medium purple star. White ruffled edge. Green

Standard.

1759 CAJUN’S QUEEN’S LACE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble white frilled pansy blossoms, with

lavender purple mottling and greenedged upper petals. Medium green, quilted, round, wavy foliage.

Standard.

1760 CAJUN’S QUEEN’S SUGAR - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single white ruffled star blossoms, with variable

pink markings. Medium green, quilted, scalloped foliage. Standard.

1840 Cajun's River Wind (Belinda Thibodeaux) Double medium blue star/variable thin white edge. Variegated,

medium green and white. Standard.

1794  CAJUN’S ROSES ANYONE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Double pink star blossom with mauve eye. 

Variegated dark green, cream and pink, heart-shaped foliage.  Standard.

1761 CAJUN’S ROYAL HEIR - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single lavender-purple twotone frilled star blossoms, with

variable green edges. Dark green, heart shaped, red back foliage. Standard.

1762 CAJUN’S ROYAL JEWELS - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble white star blossoms, with purple

veins and green frilled edges. Medium green, quilted, round, wavy foliage. Standard.

1763 CAJUN’S ROYAL KNOCKOUT - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble/double bright purple star blossoms,

with green frilled edges. Medium green, quilted, round, wavy foliage. Standard.

1841 CAJUN’S RUM BOOGIE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Single sticktite bright magenta pansy/thin white edge

Variegated dark green, pink and white, serrated Standard.

1802  CAJUN’S SIMPLY ELEGANT- (Belinda Thibodeaux)  - Single/semidouble bright pink pansy blossom. 

Variegated dark green, cream and pink, heart-shaped, quilted, red-backed foliage.  Standard.

1842 Cajun's Sizzlin' Hot (Belinda Thibodeaux) Single stike tight bright magenta/deep magenta eye and shading

Variegated dark green, pink and white, heavily serrated Standard.

1692 CAJUN’S SKY LIGHT - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble white frilled pansy blossoms with dark purple

eyes, veins, and variable purple edges. Variegated medium green and white, heartshaped, quilted,

serrated foliage. Standard.

1793  CAJUN’S SLOW DANCE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble pink two-tone star blossom with

raspberry sparkle edges.  Variegated medium green and white foliage.  Standard.

1867 CAJUN’S SOLARIS - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Semi-Double, ruffled purple star. Pencil thin deep purple

edge. Variegated green and white. Standard.

1843 CAJUN’S SOUTHERN BELLE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Single-semidouble bright pink ruffled star/darker

pink shading Variegated dark green and white, Standard.

1815 CAJUN'S STARDUST - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Semidoubledouble ruffled blue star/variable white eye; pink

fantasy. Variegated dark green and cream, quilted, serrated. Standard

1693 CAJUN’S STARS ‘N’ STRIPES - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single white fluted star blossoms with medium

purple eyes and streaks. Variegated medium green and white, heartshaped, quilted, serrated foliage.

Standard.
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1795  CAJUN’S STORM WATCH - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Double dark blue frilled star blossom with pink and

white fantasy markings.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, heart-shaped, quilted, serrated,

red-backed foliage.  Standard.

1694 CAJUN’S STUDMUFFIN - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Single chimera medium purple pansy blossoms with

lavender stripes and ruffled edges. Variegated medium green and white, round, quilted, serrated foliage.

Standard.

1816 CAJUN'S SUGAR 'N' SPICE - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Singlesemidouble pale pink pansy/thin green edge

on top petals. Variegated medium green and cream, quilted, serrated. Standard

1778 CAJUN’S SUNDOWNERS  - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Semidouble bright pink wavy pansy blossom. 

Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain foliage.  Standard.

1817 CAJUN'S SWAMP DANCER - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Singlesemidouble blue frilled star/thin white edge.

Variegated light green and cream, serrated. Standard

1844 Cajun's Sweet Sensation (Belinda Thibodeaux) Double light pink star/blue fantasy Variegated medium

green and white Standard.

1695 CAJUN’S TAHITIAN PRINCESS - (Belinda Thibodeaux) -  Single pale pink wavy pansy blossoms with

raspberry eyes. Variegated lightmedium green and white, pointed, quilted, serrated foliage. Standard.

1818 CAJUN'S TOMCAT - (B.Thibodeaux) Semidouble bright purple pansy/ruffled darker edge Variegated

medium green, cream and pink. Quilted. Standard

1803 CAJUN’S TWO-TO-TANGO -  (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble lavender two-tone pansy

blossom with darker top petals.  Variegated medium green and white, pointed, slightly quilted foliage. 

Standard.

1810 CAJUN’S ZYDECO - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble white frilled pansy blossom with bright

pink patches.  Variegated dark green, cream and pink, plain, ovate, red-backed foliage.  Large Standard. 

1809 CAJUN’S WILD EYES - (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Single/semidouble white star, with purple eye and rays

blossom.  Variegated medium green and white, plain, quilted foliage.  Standard.

1828 CAJUN’S WINE ME UP - (Belinda Thibodeaux) Double deep wine Stars. Variegated dark green and

cream. Standard.

1696 CAJUN’S WISTERIA  (Belinda Thibodeaux) - Semidouble lavender-purple two-tone pansy blossoms with

darker eyes and veins.  Variegated medium green and white, round, quilted, serrated foliage. Standard.

997 CALICO BLUE TRAIL - (Linda Ray) - Light blue bells.  Pink, cream and green variegated foliage.

Semiminiature trailer.

151 CALICO KITTEN - (Mary T. Trokovich) - Full double blue.  Cream and pink variegated foliage. Miniature.

843 CALL ME FRIEND   (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Pale lavender semidouble with purple tips on upper petals. 

Dark green foliage.  Large standard.

643 CALYPSO QUEEN -  (Swifts') - Dark magenta double.  Dark bronze green, red-backed tailored foliage. 

Standard.

727 CALYPSO VELVET - (Swifts') - Medium purple1 slight geneva edge, double.  Medium green tailored

foliage.  Standard.

353 CAMARK - (Reed's House of Violets) - Semidouble purple.  Medium green, red-backed foliage. Large

standard.

1098 CANDE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms splashed with fuchsia.  Wavy Lou variegated

foliage.  Semiminiature.

559  CANDLE LIGHT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Soft pastel pink, some touched with peach, double fluted.

Medium green foliage.  Standard.

234   CANDY HEART - (Mrs. George Vallin) - Rose pink double.  Dark, tailored foliage.  Standard.

299   CANDY MAN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed double purple.  Variegated Tommie Lou foliage. Pink

on new growth.  Standard.

478   CAPTAIN'S LADY  (Sandra Leary) - Soft pink double. White and green variegated foliage.  Standard.

387   CAPTIVA  (Sandra Leary) - Pink, double fluted stars. Medium green well tailored foliage. Standard.

1334 CARA MIA - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Purple and deep lavender single star blossoms. Black/green tailored

foliage. Grows large.

961   CARl - (Linda Ray) - White banded with dark blue blossoms.  Petite tailored miniature foliage.

440   CARNIVAL DEB - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium pink, deeper pink eye double.  Dark green, red-
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backed foliage.  Standard.

743   CARNIVAL TIME - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large semidouble two-tone lavender blossoms.  Variegated

foliage.  Large standard.

1358 CAROUSEL LADY -  (Marie Burns) -  Rose with dark burgundy pinwheel edging, single, sticktite, star-

shaped blossoms. Chimera. Dark quilted, glossy foliage. Large

466   CELIA - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Two-toned, light lavender double.  Wavy variegated foliage. Standard.

275   CHARISMA  (Reed's House of Violets) - Double purple, white edge.  Medium green, supreme type foliage. 

Standard.

620   CHARLIE SIMS - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red semidouble to double bloom.  Good variegated Tommie

Lou foliage.  Standard.

1310 CHEERS  (Hortense Pittman) - Double rose and white blossoms. Tailored Tommie Lou variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

642   CHEERIO PINK - (Swifts') - Medium pink double. Dark green, red-backed, tailored foliage. Standard.

640   CHEERIO RED - (Swifts') - Magenta semidouble.  Dark green tailored foliage. Standard.

276   CHERISHED HOPE  (Reed's House of Violets) - Blush white, fringed double.  Dark green, quilted foliage. 

Standard.

998   CHEROKEE TRAILS - (Linda Ray) - Large pink double with geneva edge.  Pointed Tommie Lou

variegated foliage.  Standard trailer.

962   CHERRY TART -  (Linda Ray) - Dark red and white double blossom.  Dark quilted foliage. Semiminiature.

963   CHRISTI - (Linda Ray) - Very dark coral-pink semidouble. Pink, cream and green variegated foliage. 

Semiminiature.

321   CHRISTINA MARIE - (Mrs. G. W. Stikelether) - Lavender, two-toned double.  Quilted, ovate foliage. 

Standard.

560   CHRISTMAS CHEER  (Reed's House of Violets) - Reddish purple (magenta) double fluted, geneva edge

Medium green foliage.  Standard.

364   CHRISTY CLARK  - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink double, slightly fringed.  Medium green, quilted

foliage.  Standard.

1532 CLAUDINE - (John Nabers) -  Semidouble ruffled pansy blossoms with darker edges. Wavy, dark green

quilted foliage with red reverse. Edges of leaves are variegated in white to pink. (This plant was named in

memory of his grandmother.) Standard.

890   CLEMMIE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink blossoms.  Dark tailored foliage.  Standard.

1271 CLOUD KISSED - (Hortense Pittman) - Frilled white double blossoms with touches of pink. Medium green

wavy foliage. Semiminiature.

1573 CLOUD PUFF - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms with green edges.  Plain girl foliage.

Miniature.

363   CLYO - (Reed's House of Violets) - Semidouble, frosted, lavender with purple outline.  Dark green foliage. 

Standard.

399   COCO PLUM - (Sandra Leary) - Plum-pink, dark tips, semidouble, lightly ruffled, glittering edges. Slightly

wavy, dark foliage.  Standard.

472   COCONUT FROST - (Sandra Leary) - Soft pink, semidouble star.  Tailored foliage.  Large standard.

486   COLONIAL BELLE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium pink, deeper shading in center.  Medium green

foliage.  Standard.

331   COLVIN BOWDEN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double lavender.  Some have deeper shading.  Medium

green foliage.  Standard.

1325 COMET TRAIL -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Single sticktite dark blue star blossoms. Small medium green

foliage. Miniature trailer.

746   CONRAD CROTTS - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large frilly pale pink semidouble blossoms on large pointed

slightly wavy variegated foliage.  Standard.

561   CONSTANT SPRING - (Reed's House of Violets) - Rose pink double, geneva edge.  Dark green quilted

foliage.  Large standard.

418   COOL BEAUTY - (Lucile Wasson) - Semidouble, deep pink.  Tailored, variegated foliage.  Standard.

1511 COOL BLUE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble sky blue blossoms. Dark green foliage. Semiminiature.

1574 COOL WHIP - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms. Plain light green foliage.  Miniature
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396   COQUINA - (Sandra Leary) - Semidouble stars, bright pink with fuschia-red center, red tips, fluted white

edge.  Dark tailored foliage.  Standard.

621   CORAL BLUSH - (Reed's House of Violets)- Truly coral double blossom on dark green red-backed

foliage.  Standard.

441   CORAL CAMEO - (Reed's House of Violets) - Coral double, some darker tips. Some red backing on

foliage.  Standard.

485   CORAL ROSE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Coral pink, fluted double.  Dark green, red-backed foliage. 

Standard.

815   CORAL SAVAGE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble blossoms in bright coral.  Green tailored foliage. 

Standard.

562   CORAL STAR - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big rosy coral stars. Dark green velvety foliage. Large

standard.

332   COTTON CANDY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink semidouble to double, fringed.  Variegated foliage. 

Standard.

487   COTTON QUEEN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double, fringed white.  Medium green quilted foliage.

Standard.

300   COUNTRY GENTLEMEN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double purple.  Variegated Tommie Lou type foli-

age.  Large standard.

442   COUNTRY GIRL - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark blue, fringed double.  Tommie Lou foliage. Standard.

1575 COUNTRY ROMANCE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms. Green and yellow variegated

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1241 COUNTRY SUNSET - (Lenora Munk) - Deep fuchsia semidouble blossom with fringed, ruffled white edge. 

Medium green foliage.  Standard.

1576 COUNTRY WONDER - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble burgundy blossoms.  Green and white

variegated foliage.  Semiminiature.

333   CRAZY QUILT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double purple.  “Crazy" variegation pattern in foliage. Some

pink.  Standard.

419   CREAM N' SUGAR - (Lucile Wasson) - Light pink single.  Tailored, variegated foliage.  Large standard.

443   CREOLE BELLE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Purple splashed on lavender, geneva edge, fringed double. 

Medium green, quilted foliage.  Standard.

473   CREOLE QUEEN - (Sandra Leary) - Ruffled magenta red, semidouble.  Quilted, tailored foliage.

Standard.

747   CREOLE ROYALE - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double red frilly blossoms with a white edge on slightly wavy

white and hot pink variegated foliage. Standard.

444   CRESCENT CITY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Magenta, fringed double, white edge.  Medium green

foliage.  Standard.

1242 CRIMSON VELVET - (Lenora Munk) - Large single fringed fuchsia pansy blossom.  Dark green plain

foliage with red reverse.  Standard.

1204 CROSS PATCH - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble lightly ruffled blossom, white with random pink to

fuchsia markings, some green edging and deep pink buds.  Wavy to ruffled dark green foliage edged in

ivory.  Standard.

319   CRYSTAL ALASKA WINTER - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double white.  Plain, light green foliage.

Standard.

254   CRYSTAL ALTA - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Ruffled, green edge, single white, pink and white center. Plain,

pointed foliage.  Standard.

414   CRYSTAL ANGEL HEART - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double blue.  Plain, heart-shaped, red-backed

foliage. Standard.

403   CRYSTAL BEAUTY FRILLS - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Single red, fuchsia moired with white frilled edge. 

Plain, pointed, red-backed foliage.  Standard.

201   CRYSTAL BRUCE SPECIAL - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Blush pink, rose tipped, heart-shaped double. 

Pointed, variegated foliage.  Standard. 

413   CRYSTAL CANDLELITE - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Ruffled red star.  Pointed, variegated foliage. Large

standard.
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426   CRYSTAL CECIL K - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double orchid, sometimes tinted purple.  Plain, pointed,

variegate foliage.  Standard.

214   CRYSTAL CHERRY SUPREME - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Wine-red double. Quilted supreme foliage.

Large standard.

258   CRYSTAL CRESTED RED - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Slightly ruffled, red single.  Plain, heart-shaped

foliage. Standard.

427   CRYSTAL DAWN BEAUTY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double, moired lavender.  Plain, pointed, varie-

gated foliage.  Standard.

250   CRYSTAL DIXIE BABE - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Semidouble lavender, tipped with plum. Variegated girl

foliage. Semiminiature.

407   CRYSTAL DIXIE BUTTERFLI - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Single white.  Plain, green pointed foliage.

Standard.

251   CRYSTAL DIXIE HEART - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Blush pink star, darker pink moired to center. 

Medium green, serrated, heart-shaped foliage.  Standard.

198   CRYSTAL DIXIE STAR - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Single, frilled star, darker pink rays.  Plain, heart-

shaped1 medium green foliage. Standard. 

192 CRYSTAL DOUBLE GEM - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - White and purple double.  Deep green, red, heart

shaped foliage.  Standard.

4   CRYSTAL DOUBLE RUFFLES - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Ruffled purple double.  Dark, fluted, red-backed

foliage.  Standard.

227   CRYSTAL ELEGANCE - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double frilled purple.  Dark green, slightly ruffled,

serrated, red-backed foliage.  Standard.

273   CRYSTAL ELLEN-MARY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Red double.  Plain, tailored foliage.  Large standard.

257   CRYSTAL FANTASY COMET - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Single, fantasy lavender star.  Smooth, pointed

foliage. Standard.

150   CRYSTAL FLORIDA BELL - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Rose-pink double, deeper shade at base.  Girl

foliage.  Standard.

256   CRYSTAL FLORIDA CLOUDS - (Crystal A.  Huebscher) - Single, white star, lavender frilled edge.

Pointed, medium green, white-backed foliage. Standard.

235   CRYSTAL FLORIDA DOLL - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Lavender ruffled double.  Dark green, tailored

foliage.  Standard.

425   CRYSTAL FLORIDA DREAM - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double pink. Slightly wavy, pointed, red-backed

variegated foliage.  Large standard.

2  CRYSTAL FLORIDA FRILLS - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Deep rose, pink and white double, with green

frilled edge.  Dark, ruffled red-backed foliage. Standard.

184  CRYSTAL FLORIDA SNOWS - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Single white.  Tiny, dark green, tailored foliage.

Miniature.

274  CRYSTAL-FRANK - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Blush pink, fantasy star, green edge. Plain, pointed medium

green foliage.  Standard.

318  CRYSTAL FRILLS SUPREME - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Single, crested, dark lavender, frilled edge.

Slightly quilted, ruffled edge foliage.  Standard.

836  CRYSTAL GIANT FAN - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Semidouble pink. Plain, slightly quilted, medium green

foliage.  Large standard.

270  CRYSTAL JEREMIAH M. - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Rose pink semidouble, white and green edge.  Plain,

quilted foliage.  Standard.

411  CRYSTAL MIXTO WIN - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double pink with plum tips, ruffled petals.  Slightly

ruffled, variegated foliage. Standard.

428  CRYSTAL ORCHID GOLD - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double orchid with purple tips.  Plain, red-backed,

pointed serrated foliage. Large standard.

205  CRYSTAL ORCHID SUPREME - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Two-toned orchid double, slightly ruffled.  Dark

green, serrated, quilted, red-backed foliage. Standard.

255  CRYSTAL PANSY BEAUTY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Single lavender with plum tip edging.  Plain,

pointed, dark green, red-backed serrated foliage.  Standard.
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429  CRYSTAL PINK CHINA - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Pink single sometimes rose shaded.  Quilted, pointed

foliage.  Large standard.

3  CRYSTAL PINK LUCILE - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Semidouble blush pink with rose petal tips. Plain,

pointed, serrated foliage.  Standard.

200  CRYSTAL PINK MAJESTY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Pink double.  Medium green, serrated, supreme

foliage. Large standard.

404  CRYSTAL PINK MAXINE - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Pink double.  Plain, pointed foliage.  Standard.

213  CRYSTAL PRETTY BETTY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Medium blue, ruffled double.  Scalloped, dark, girl

foliage.  Large standard.

415  CRYSTAL PRETTY LILAC - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Single moired orchid.  Plain pointed, red-backed

foliage.  Standard.

165  CRYSTAL PURPLE BOY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Single purple.  Plain, medium green, pointed foliage. 

Standard.

408  CRYSTAL PURPLE CHEER - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Semidouble purple geneva.  Plain, quilted, pointed

foliage.  Standard.

405  CRYSTAL RED BABY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double red.  Plain, green foliage.  Semiminiature.

320  CRYSTAL RED PREMIER - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Red double.  Dark green heart-shaped, pointed foli-

age.  Standard.

271  CRYSTAL RED PYGMY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double red.  Girl foliage. Miniature.

252  CRYSTAL REGENCY RED - (Crystal A. Huebscher) -Crested red, frilled double.  Pointed, green, red-

backed foliage.  Standard.

764   CRYSTAL RIPPLES - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white blossoms, usually touched with pink and green.

Ruffled medium green foliage.  Standard.

499  CRYSTAL RONALD REAGAN - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Lavender star with purple tips.  Variegated fo-

liage.  Standard.

183  CRYSTAL ROSE DREAM - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Rose pink double.  Red-backed foliage.  Standard.

253  CRYSTAL ROYAL PLUM - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Crested red, plum tip single star.  Pointed, medium

green, serrated foliage.  Standard.

1   CRYSTAL SPOON - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Medium blue single. Pointed, spooned standard foliage.

185  CRYSTAL STAR BEAUTY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Deep lavender, frilled, single star.  Dark green,

slightly ruffled, pointed foliage. Standard.

409  CRYSTAL STAR HONEY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - White star with dark lavender frilled edge.  Medium

green, slightly ruffled foliage.  Standard.

272  CRYSTAL STRAWBERRY FRILLS - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Red, frilled, semidouble, white edge.  Plain,

strawberry, medium foliage.  Standard.

837  CRYSTAL SUPER VICOLOR - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Deep purple and white blossoms.  Plain, slightly

quilted, medium green foliage.  Standard.

186  CRYSTAL SURPRISE - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Shades of dark pink and white semidouble to double

star.  Medium green, ovate, strawberry foliage. Standard.

193  CRYSTAL SURPRISE SUPREME - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Double white or lavender and white. 

Medium green supreme foliage.  Red-backed, serrated edge.  Standard.

412  CRYSTAL TOP ORCHID - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Moired double orchid. Plain, heart-shaped foliage. 

Standard.

416  CRYSTAL VI-O-MY - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - Moired plum-red, ruffled double.  Plain, medium green

foliage.  Standard.

406  CRYSTAL ZIPPY RED -  (Crystal A.  Huebscher)  - Semidouble red.  Slightly ruffled foliage.  Standard.

731  CYPRESS SWAMP - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Semidouble two-tone pink frilly blossoms on variegated foliage

with a pink overlay.  Standard.

- D -

964  DAINTY DENISE - (Linda Ray) - Hot pink and white multicolor double.  Pebbly, slightly wavy foliage. 

Microminiature.

828  DAINTY LOVE - (Hortense Pittman) - Ruffled double blossoms of purple and white on variegated cream

and green holly foliage.  Semiminiature.
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965  DALLAS - (Candy Phillips) - Light blue blossoms with good white edge. Variegated girl foliage.

Semiminiature.

1088 DALLAS DEB - (Hortense Pittman) - Pansy type lavender semidouble blossoms with purple band and

edged with white.  Dark green tailored foliage. Standard.

483  DALLAS CHEERLEADERS - (Pat Tuminello) - Peachy pink double.  Variegated foliage.  Standard.

479  DALLAS COWBOYS - (Pat Tuminello) - Double white with purple edge.  Wavy, variegated foliage.

Standard.

556  DAN - (Jocelin Bethany) - Semidouble flared purple bloom on large pink and white notched and pointed

variegated foliage.  Standard.

816  DANCE TIME - (Hortense Pittman) - Lavender and purple double blossoms.  Dark tailored foliage.

Standard.

1161 DANCING CLOUDS - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble sky blue blossoms.  Dark green soft wavy foliage. 

Standard.

1272 DANCING DEAR -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Deep rosy double blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated tailored

foliage. Semiminiature.

1524 DANCING EYES -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble bright pink blossoms. White and green variegated

foliage. Semiminiature.

1311 DANCING TEEN -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble lavender Geneva-edged blossoms. Tailored

Tommie Lou variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

1701  DARLIN’ DARLENE - (Travis’ Violets) - Single white, sticktite, star blossoms with delicate fuchsia/pink

blushes on center of petals.  Dark green, tailored foliage.  Standard.

1262 DARING DEBS - (Foster) - Two-tone pink semidouble, slight white edge. Variegated foliage. Standard.

694  DARK THIRTY - (Irene Lineberg) - Single purple, slightly frilled edges. Very dark green foliage. Standard.

797  DARLING DENISE - (Penny Brenner) - Single pink with touches of rose.  Plain green foliage.

Semiminiature.

268  DARLING DOROTHY - (Mary Todd) - Single pink with dark pink to rust edge and top petals.  Quilted

foliage.  Standard.

383  DAWN CARROLL - (Sandra Leary) - Bright pink, fluted, semidouble star, darker pink eye. Bright green

foliage.  Standard.

817  DAYS END - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark burgundy pansy semidouble with frilled edges. Dark tailored fo-

liage.  Standard.

1577 DAZZLED DEAR - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble bright pink blossoms. Green and white variegated

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1162 DAZZLE TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Lavender pink doubles with distinct purple fantasy markings. Dark

green tailored foliage.  Semiminiature trailer.

1163 DEANO - (Hortense Pittman) - Wine to purple semidouble blossoms.  Green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1369 DEAN'S AQUARIUS - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single light blue edged in deep blue blossoms. Green, white

and pink variegation. Semiminiature.

1366 DEAN'S BABY OPAL - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Semidouble wine blossoms with two upper petals darker. Dark

green foliage with tip variegation. Semiminiature.

1377 DEAN'S BLUE SKIES - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Semidouble soft sky blue blossoms, shadow of a white edge.

Dark green, red back foliage. Standard.

1373 DEAN'S CUPID - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single dark blue blossoms. Green and white variegation.

Semiminiature.

1378 DEAN'S DAMSEL - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Double pink blossoms. Medium green serrated foliage. Standard.

1370 DEAN'S FADED ROSE - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Double old rose blossoms. Pink, white and green

variegation. Semiminiature.

1368 DEAN'S FROSTY PEACH   (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single pale peach blossoms. Green and white mottled

variegation with touches of pink. Semiminiature.

1364 DEAN'S IVORY LACE - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single, ivory-white blossoms. Green and white Tommie Lou

variegation. Miniature.

1372 DEAN'S KITTEN - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single large pink blossoms with orchid centers. Plain dark green
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foliage. Semiminiature.

1371 DEAN'S LAVENDER BLUE - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single bright sky blue blossoms with touches of deeper

blue on tips. Green and white foliage with a touch of pink variegation. Semiminiature.

1367 DEAN'S LEGACY - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Semidouble peachy pink blossoms. Lightly variegated.

Semiminiature.

1374 DEAN'S PETITE - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single cerise blossoms. Dark green Tommie Lou variegation.

Semiminiature.

1375 DEAN'S PLUM PEACOCK - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single wine blossoms with dark wine tips. Mosaic

variegated foliage with dark green, wine and cream, red back. Semiminiature.

1365 DEAN'S SELENA - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single pink blossoms. Dark green foliage with tip variegation.

Semiminiature.

1376 DEAN'S WILDFIRE - (Harold D. Hobbs) - Single red blossoms. dark green variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1164 DEAR BABY - (Hortense Pittman) - Two-toned rosy lavender semidouble blossoms.  Medium green tai-

lored foliage.  Miniature.

904 DEAR DREAM - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble dark blue blossoms.  Girl leaf foliage.  Compact

standard.

1335 DEEP DARK SECRET - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Deep lavender with some white edging, slightly ruffled

semidouble star blossoms. Dark green pointed foliage with cream and pink Tommie Lou variegation.

Grows large.

1273 DEFINITELY DARRYL - (Hortense Pittman) - Geneva edged medium blue double blossoms. Tommie Lou

variegated tailored foliage. Semiminiature.

1205 DELICIOUS  - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Light pink double blossom.  Dark green serrated foliage with

heavy pink and cream variegation. Standard.

277   DELTA DAWN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink, double, slightly fringed.  Dark green, red-backed

foliage.  Standard.

803  DENNY BOO - (Mrs. J. F. (Fran) Spear) - Two-tone light fuchsia pink double.  Dark green, plain foliage. 

Compact semiminiature.

365  DENVER BELLE  -  (Reed's House of  Violets) Semidouble, dark blue with some pink on tips. Quilted

medium green foliage.  Standard.

1022 DESIGNER GENES - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Slightly ruffled semidouble very dark two-tone purplish

blue, darkest at petal edges. Medium/dark green, pink backed, plain, glossy foliage.  Standard.

461  DESIRE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium pink double.  Medium green foliage.  Standard.

386  DESPERADO - (Sandra Leary) - Dark wine-purple, fluted, semidouble star.  Quilted, dark green foliage. 

Large standard.

932   DEVIL-MAY-CARE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double multicolor, fuchsia with heavy purple overlay with

pink eye.  Dark green, red reverse foliage. Standard.

966  DISCO DOLL - (Candy Phillips) - Bright pink double, Variegated foliage.  Semiminiature.

1528 DISCOVERY TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble dark blue blossoms with Geneva edges. Dark

green trailing foliage. Miniature trailer.

445  DIXIE BELLE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink double, deeper pink centers.  Slightly wavy, rounded,

variegated foliage.  Standard.

528  DIXIE CHARM - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark magenta (lavender backed) blossom.  Very double,

fringed purple splashes.  Medium green foliage. Slightly elongated leaf.  Standard.

278  DIXIE DANDY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink double. Dark green, scalloped foliage. Standard.

366  DIXIE DARLING - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep purple double. Cream and pink variegated foliage. 

Standard.

563  DIXIE DEB - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double fluted bi-color blossoms shaded from lavender to rose. 

Tommie Lou foliage.  Standard.

1089 DIXIE DELIGHT - (Hortense Pittman) - Blue with geneva edged semidouble blossoms.  Medium green

tailored foliage.  Standard.

335   DIXIE DOTTIE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Semidouble to double fantasy, lavender and purple.  Shiny,

light green foliage.   Standard.
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334   DIXIE DREAM - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double pink, some lavender overlay, geneva edge.  Medium

green, slightly pointed, tailored foliage. Standard.

446   DIXIE JOY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium blue double.  Red-backed, pink variegated foliage.

Standard.

564   DIXIE LOVE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed double pink blossoms, some darker shading. Tommie

Lou type foliage.  Large standard.

336   DIXIE PRINCESS - (Reed's House of Violets) Pastel pink double.  Quilted foliage.  Standard.

488   DIXIE SNOW - (Reed's House of Violets) - Single white, bell-shaped stars.  Medium green foliage.

Standard.

882   DIXIE'S ELIZABETH FULLER - (Capital City AVS) - Fringed single star, lavender with prominent stamen.

Variegated green and white pointed foliage.  Standard.

818   DODE - (Hortense Pittman) - Full ruffled double blossoms of white, cherry pink and green. Has slightly

wavy green foliage.  Standard.

760   DOLLFRY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossom over dark green tailored foliage. Semiminiature.

1191 DON'S DELIGHT - (Dottie Wilson) - Grape semidouble pansy blossoms.  Slightly rounded, black green

foliage.  Large standard.

1525 DONNELLE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms with fuchsia edges. Dark green and white

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

883   DORIS TILL - (Capital City AVS) - Double blush pink. Variegated green and white pointed foliage. 

Standard.

612   DO'S CHERRY TART - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Red doubles with prominent white edge.  Tailored foliage. 

Standard.

607   DO'S CINDY - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Lavender semidouble with blue fantasy markings.  Tailored foliage. 

Standard.

610   DO'S DANDY - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Bright pink double with a good ruffled geneva edge over heavily

quilted foliage.  Standard.

614   DO'S DECATUR DEB - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Bright pink double stars.  Small standard tailored foliage. 

Standard.

611   DO'S DELIGHT - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Pink double with geneva edge over rounded tailored foliage. Large

standard.

606  DO'S DREAMER - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Blush semidouble with slight chartreuse edge over tailored, red-

backed foliage.  Large standard.

604  DO'S JEAN - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Violet wavy doubles with prominent yellow stamens over large tailored

foliage.  Large standard.

600  DO'S JIMMY WHO? - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Wavy lavender to purple doubles with heavy geneva edge

over dark, slightly wavy foliage.  Standard.

608   DO'S JUDY LYNN - (Jim & Jean wright) - Very full double bright pink wavy blooms with a slightly darker

pink edge. Dark tailored foliage.  Large standard.

613  DO'S KENNY ROGERS - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Lavender doubles over large growing tailored foliage.

Standard.

605  DO'S QUESEY - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Semidouble blush stars over pointed, red-backed foliage.

Standard.

602  DO'S REALIDO - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Sky blue doubles over dark pointed foliage.  Large standard.

601  DO'S REDNECK - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Bright red doubles with a heavily ruffled edge and prominent

yellow stamens over dark quilted foliage.  Standard.

603  DO'S SPITFIRE - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Red fringed doubles with prominent yellow stamens over quilted

ruffled foliage.  Large standard.

609  DO'S SPLASHES - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Large full double bright pink stars with purple fantasy markings

and a ruffled white edge with touches of chartreuse. Tailored foliage. Large standard.

615  DO'S WENDY - (Jim & Jean Wright) - Two-tone pink doubles over quilted foliage. Standard.

354  DO-SI-DO - (Reed's House of Violets)  - Double pink. Variegated foliage. Large standard.

1274 DOTS-A-LOVE - (Hortense Pittman) - Dogwood tipped ruby red semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Miniature.
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1578 DOTTED DANCER - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble fantasy blossoms of lavender and purple.  Plain

green foliage.  Semiminiature.

891  DOTTIE DEAR - (Hortense Pittman) - Double fantasy pink with purple dots. Dark tailored

foliage.Standard.

1023 DOUBLE FEATURE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double star, orchid, multicolor (blooms are various

shades).  Lighter eye, color deepens toward edges.  Medium green, pink-backed, plain, glossy foliage.

Standard.

1206 DREAM MAKER - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Purple and white variable slightly ruffled single blossom.

Medium green serrated and slightly wavy foliage, lightly variegated with cream edges.  Standard.

765  DREAM ON - (Hortense Pittman) - Large blue and white double blossoms over slightly wavy medium

green foliage.  Standard.

967  DREAM PUFF - (Linda Ray) - White-blue semidouble with green edge.  Variegated, modified girl foliage.

Microminiature.

420 DREAMWORLD - (Lucile Wasson) - Frilled, deep pink single.  Tailored, serrated foliage.  Standard.

1329 DUCHESS TRAIL -  (Dr. Charles Sledge) -  Small double medium blue blossoms with variable pink and/or

white dark green serrated, quilted standard foliage. Compact standard trailer.

881 DUSTY BLUE - (Travis' Violets) - Dusty blue stars with a white edge.  Pink and white variegated foliage. 

Standard.

-E-

367 EARLY SPRING - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fluted pastel pink double, rose tips.  Medium green foliage. 

Standard.

1207 EASY LOVE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Two-tone mauve double blossom. Medium/dark green tailored

foliage.  Standard.

782 EASY SUNDAY MORNIN' - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Light pink lightly ruffled single star.  Medium green

slightly quilted plain tailored foliage. Standard.

968  ELECTRIC COWBOY - (Candy Phillips) - Dark purple blossom with a good white edge.  Variegated girl

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1243 ELLEN GRIFFIN'S PRIDE - (Lenora Munk) - Lavender semidouble blossom with deep purple, ruffled

edges.  Glossy, green and white variegated foliage with red reverse.  Standard.

368  ELOQUENCE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep rose double, lavender overlay.  Medium green foliage.

Standard.

474  ELUSIVE BUTTERFLY - (Sandra Leary) - Pink semidouble, ruffled edge.  Dark green quilted foliage. 

Standard.

1160 EMILY PLASSE - (George Starr) - Large pink double with fuchsia overcast. White edge showing tint of

green on new blossoms. Most blossoms have very large pistils. Plain, quilted, green foliage. Standard.

869   ENDLESS LOVE - (Travis' Violets) - Pink stars with darker centers.  Pink and white variegated foliage. 

Standard.

646  ESPECIALLY ROSY - (Swifts') - Deep rose double. Very dark green red-backed tailored foliage. Standard.

776  ESSY - (Violets from the Starrs) - Orchid two-tone semidouble.  Beige and medium green variegated

foliage.  Standard.

1208 EVANGELINE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Two-tone peppermint pink semidouble star blossom with

slightly darker eye.  Black/green foliage with pink crown variegation.  Standard.

1439 EVELYN LORD - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink with raspberry edge. Dark green plain foliage.

Standard.

1165 EVERLASTING - (Hortense Pittman) - Pink semidouble blossoms.  Medium green tailored foliage. 

Standard.

769 EVERMORE - (Hortense Pittman) - Fuchsia red double blossoms. Medium green tailored foliage.  Com-

pact standard.

-F-

755  FAIRHAVEN - (Hortense Pittman) - White semidouble blossoms over tailored foliage.  Standard.

959 FANCI-FACE - (Penny Brenner) - Single rose with purple fantasy markings and deeper rose eye. Tailored

green foliage.  Semiminiature.

1579 FANCY FUN - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble burgundy blossoms.  Plain green foliage.  Semiminiature.
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698   FANTASTIC FLORA - (Irene Lineberg) - Rosy fuchsia double.  Slightly spooned variegated foliage with

some pink. Standard.

1456 FANTASY BELLS -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble bell lavender with purple fantasy. Tommie Lou

variegation. Miniature.

1007 FERNANDO OTRA VEZ - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) -Semidouble blossom, true medium blue with darker

eyes, veins and edges.  Dark green, red-backed, plain glossy foliage. Large standard.

844 FERNANDO'S EYES - {Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Large blue two-tone single.  Dark green foliage. Large

standard.

933 FIGURINE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Single, ruffled star.  Pale pink chartreuse to white edge and a pale

fuchsia eye. Medium green plain foliage.  Standard.

819  FIREWORKS FUN - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble blush pink blossoms with fuchsia tips.  Dark fo-

liage.  Standard.

398   FIRST AUSTIN - (Sandra Leary) - Two-tone rose-red semi-double stars with darker tips. Dark quilted

foliage.  Large standard.

1244 FIRST HOUSTON - (Lenora Munk) - Large single frilled edge fuchsia red pansy blossom.  Medium green

with light green reverse plain foliage. Standard.

742 FIRST KISS - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Two-tone pale pink semidouble blossoms on variegated foliage.

Standard.

529   FIRST PLACE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big velvety reddish purple double fringed blossom.  Medium

green foliage.  Large standard.

548   FISHERMAN'S PARADISE - (Violets c/o Cookie) -Double deep lavender with purple edge.  Variegated

foliage with pink overlay.  Standard.

448   FLAMBEAU - (Reed's House of Violets) - Purple double. Dark green, red-backed foliage. Large standard.

870   FLASHY LOVETTA - (Travis' Violets) - Semidouble with a touch of rose in center.  Pink and white red-

reverse foliage.  Standard.

1157 FLIRTATIOUS - (Dottie Wilson) - Heavily frilled, two-toned, raspberry semidouble pansies.  Heavy

bloomer.  Dark blue-black slightly cupped foliage.  Standard.

565  FLORA QUEEN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender fringed fantasy, geneva edge double.  Shows

some green on edge of blossom. Quilted foliage. Large standard.

279  FLOWER POWER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fuchsia double, fringed edge blossom. Dark green, red-

backed foliage.  Standard.

306  FLOWER TIME - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender (violet) single to semidouble. Tommie Lou foliage.

Large standard.

905  FLY AWAY - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white accented with fuchsia blossoms.  Serrated wavy

compact foliage.  Standard.

1166 FLYING PROUD - (Hortense Pittman) - Two-toned rose to fuchsia semidouble blooms.  Dark green wavy

foliage.  Standard.

1424 FOOLIN’ AROUND - (Domiano/Spear) - Single purple with white center stripe. Green and white variegated

foliage. Chimera. Standard.

783 FORBIDDEN ECSTASY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Very dark blue single or semidouble bloom with mid-

night blue rays.  Tailored Tommie Lou variegated foliage.  Standard.

934  FORBIDDEN FRUIT - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double star.  Dark blue, darker blue eye, edges and

veins.  Dark green, red-backed, pointed foliage. Standard.

820  FOREVER AFTER - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms.  Dark tailored foliage.  Standard.

935  FORGOTTEN DREAMS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) -Single star fantasy.  Medium blue with pink and white

streaks and spots.  Dark green, red-reverse, serrated foliage.  Standard.

1529 FOSTER TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Double dark fuchsia blossoms. Medium green trailing foliage.

Semiminiature trailer.

1112 FONTAINEBLEAU - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double medium blue blossom.  Variegated green, white and

pink foliage.  Standard.

267  FOUR O'CLOCK - (Mary Todd) - Pink and white ruffled single.  Dark, strawberry serrated foliage.

Standard.

567  FOXFIRE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red-purple double, fringed.  Medium green quilted foliage.
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Standard.

188  FRAN - (Dr. J. B. Jung) - Shell pink single. Light, slightly quilted, variegated foliage. Standard.

821  FRANCES YOUNG - (Hortense Pittman) - Delicate light pink blooms.  Light green tailored foliage.

Standard.

1024 FRENCH COUNTRY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double ruffled medium blue two-tone with random color

variations.  Medium green, strawberry foliage. Standard.

1115 FRENCH MARKET - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double pink frilly blossom.  Variegated green and pink foliage. 

Standard.

243  FRESH PINK - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink, semidouble star.  Dark green, red-backed foliage. 

Standard.

798  FRIENDLY FRAN - (Penny Brenner) - Single blush with darker pink eye.  Plain green foliage.

Semiminiature

685  FROSTED REDHEAD - (Violets Atlanta) - Wine tipped fuchsia semidouble with geneva edge.  Dark green

and white flat variegated.  Semiminiature.

1167 FROSTY SUGAR - (Hortense Pittman) - Frosty white with purple edge double blossoms.  Medium green

tailored foliage.  Semiminiature.

1387 FUNNY BUNNY -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Bright fuchsia semidouble blossoms over light green foliage.

Semiminiature.

1168 FUN RUN - (Hortense Pittman) - Double blossoms of pink.  Tommie Lou variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1275 FUN TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble fantasy pink speckled w/purple blossoms. Semiminiature.

- G -

999  GALAXY TRAILS - (Candy Phillips) - Pink two-tone blooms. Medium green, red reverse, plain pointed

foliage.  Semiminiature trailer.

622  GAY BOUQUET- (Reed's House of Violets) - Double lavender fluted geneva edge.  Deeper shade lav-

ender band inside geneva.  Light green foliage. Standard.

956  GENTLE GENELLE - (Penny Brenner) - Double rose pink. Plain medium green foliage. Semiminiature.

1209 GENTLE PERSUASION - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Two-tone light fuchsia semidouble star blossom with

darker streaking and tipping.  Foliage black/green, wavy and glossy.  Standard.

1250 GEORGIA LOVER - (Travis' Violets) - Semidouble to double blue blossom.  Green and white variegated

foliage.  Large standard.

1702  GEORGIA STARBURST - (Travis’ Violets) - Single, sticktite, vibrant fuchsia star blossoms with wide white

bands on each petal.  Green, tailored foliage.  Standard.

1703  GEORGIA SUNSET - (Travis’ Violets) - Single, sticktite, faint coral pink star blossoms with soft white

eyes.  Dark green, tailored foliage.  Standard.

623  GINGERFROST - (Reed's House of Violets) - Coral double blossoms, slightly darker eye.  Medium green

quilted foliage.  Shows some red on reverse.  Large standard.

490  GLACIER BLUE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Light to medium blue, sometimes shows white on tips.  Me-

dium green foliage. Standard.

337  GLAD MORNING - (Reed's House of Violets) - Rosy russet semidouble, fringed, deeper tips. Medium

green foliage.  Standard.

369  GLAD RAGS - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium pink double.  Variegated foliage.  Large standard.

449  GLEEFUL - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink double, white edge.  Dark green, quilted, red-backed foliage. 

Standard.

1512 GLEEFUL ELF - (Hortense Pittman) - Double dark blue blossom with Geneva edges. Dark green tailored

foliage. Miniature.

1571 GLITTER SURPRISE - (Kelly Patton) - Single white chimera blossom with bright pink stripes and fuchsia

edges. Medium green serrated, pointed foliage. Standard.

1276 GOLDEN GIRL - (Hortense Pittman) - Blue double blossoms. Serrated girl-type foliage. Miniature.

969   GOLDILOCKS - (Linda Ray) - Pink doubles with green and white edges.  Variegated girl foliage.  Min-

iature.

305 GOVERNOR PRYOR - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep blue double.  Medium green foliage.  Standard.

153  GOVERNOR WALLACE - (Ruby Eichelberger & Ledley Cox) - Semidouble, two-tone orchid.  Variegated
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foliage. Standard.

702  GO VOLUNTEERS - (Irene Lineberg) - Large light pink semidouble and double stars. Slightly wavy cream

and green variegated foliage with some pink. Standard.

845  GRANDMOTHER'S HALO - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Large pure white violet-shaped single.  Dark green

foliage.  Large standard.

624  GRAPE FROSTEE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Purple double blossoms with geneva edge.  Medium

green foliage.  Standard.

1072 GRAPE HONEY - (Hortense Pittman) - Purple double blossoms.  Dark tailored foliage.  Standard.

637  GRAPE SPLASH - (Swifts') - Lavender double fantasy with purple.  Dark green tailored, red-backed

foliage.  Large standard.

1388 GRAPE TREAT -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Small lavender to purple semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Miniature.

647   GREAT EXPECTATIONS - (Swifts') - Lavender with purple fantasy, double, some purple tips, geneva

edge.  Medium green tailored foliage.  Large standard.

280  GREAT MUSIC - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink star, deeper pink edge and center. Medium green

foliage.  Standard.

970  GREENSLEEVES - (Linda Ray) - White, blue and green blossoms.  Cream and green variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1263 GREG - (Foster) Dark purple semidouble to double. Plain dark quilted foliage.  Standard.

388  GRENADINA - (Sandra Leary) - Fuschia-red, semidouble, fluted stars.  Tailored green foliage.  Large.

641  GYPSY RED - (Swifts') - Red, some lighter edges, double.  Dark green, red-backed tailored foliage. 

Standard.

-H-

370  HALL OF FAME - (Reed's House of Violets) - Semidouble blue.  Pink and cream edge Tommie Lou

foliage.  Large standard.

1704  HAL’S BONNIE BLUE - (Travis’ Violets) - Single, sticktite, pansy, star blossoms with lower petals of royal

blue, tipped with bluish-lavender shades, and whitish upper petals.  Dark green, pointed foliage. 

Standard.

1277 HAND MADE -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Dark purple semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

757  HAPPINESS - (Hortense Pittman) - Shocking pink double blossoms with geneva edge.  Medium green

tailored foliage.  Standard.

1073 HAPPY BLUE - (Hortense Pittman) - Light blue semidouble blossoms.  Symmetrical tailored Lou

variegated foliage.  Standard.

450  HAPPY CHARMER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark pink, fringed double.  Light green, slightly pointed

foliage.  Large standard.

1360 HAPPY CHRIS - (Lenora Munk) -  Semidouble reddish purple with fringed edges. Dark tailored foliage.

Standard.

625  HAPPY DAY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep rose single to semidouble.  Dark green red-backed fo-

liage.  Standard.

909  HAPPY GO LUCKY - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble fuchsia with wide white band.  Medium green ser-

rated foliage.  Semiminiature.

1169 HAPPY TEEN - (Hortense Pittman) - Double blossoms of fuchsia and white.  Tommie Lou variegated fo-

liage.  Semiminiature.

1709 HAPPY TIME - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white and fuchsia blossoms. Medium green, plain

foliage. Semiminiature.

805  HAZEL LEWIS - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red double with good white edge.  Medium green foliage. 

Standard.

568  HEART BEAT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed pastel pink double.  Light green foliage.  Standard.

569  HEART O'DIXIE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Shaded wine to burgundy tips.  Double.  Variegated foliage. 

Standard.

371  HEAVEN SENT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink double, white fluted edge, darker rose on tips.

Medium green foliage.  Large standard.
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892  HEAVENLY SUNLIGHT - (Hortense Pittman) - Double deep flame coral fluted blossoms.  Dark tailored

foliage.  Standard.

1705  HEAVEN’S A-CALLING - (Travis’ Violets) - Single, sticktite, frilly, white star blossoms with each petal

touched with a blush of rosy pink, and splattered with a sprinkling of raspberry glitter on petal edges.  Dark

green, plain, pointed foliage.  Standard.

1278 HECTOR - (Hortense Pittman) - Geneva edged deep burgundy double blossoms. Tommie Lou tailored

foliage. Semiminiature.

1379 HELEN BOYER - (Jim Boyer) - Semidouble chimera, pink with lavender center stripe, purple fantasy on

sides. Medium green quilted, serrated foliage. Standard 14" to 16".

570  HELLO SPRING - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink fringed double with lavender overlay, lavender

pencil edge and some lavender tips.  Medium green quilted foliage.  Standard.

906  HI Y-ALL - (Hortense Pittman) - Lavender double blossoms. Dark quilted compact standard foliage.

1245 HIDDEN BEAUTY - (Lenora Munk) - Strawberry pink to lavender blossom, darker eye and rays.  Heavy

fringed ruffled blossom.  Medium green foliage. Standard.

885  HOLLY STARR - (Violets from the Starrs) - Double lavender with a thin purple edge.  Quilted, slightly

variegated foliage. Large standard.

1389 HONDO HONEY - (Hortense Pittman) - Fuchsia semidouble blossoms. Dark green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1513 HONEY BERRY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double deep fuchsia blossoms. Dark green and white variegated

foliage. Semiminiature.

1495 HONEY BLUE ANGEL - (Hortense Pittman) - Clusters of semidouble blue blossoms with Geneva edges

Green, flat, girl foliage. Miniature.

1580 HONEY BLUE ACE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble blue blossoms, Geneva-edged.  Plain dark foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1279 HONEY BUN TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Pink semidouble blossoms. Dark green foliage. Miniature.

500  HONEY MUFFIN - (Lucile Wasson) - Very deep purple single bloom.  Slightly ruffled variegated foliage. 

Large standard.

1312 HONEY PINK - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink blossoms. Dark tailored foliage. Semiminiature.

158 HONEY PINK JEWEL - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink and white blossoms.  Medium green

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1526 HONEY PUFF -  (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble light pink blossoms with Geneva edges. Medium green

flat girl foliage. Miniature.

1246 HONEYSUCKLE ROSE - (Marie Dattalo) - Lavender rose, double blossom.  Green and white variegated

foliage.  Standard trailer.

1251 HOOT N' TOOT - (Travis' Violets) - Semidouble two-tone orchid with darker upper tips.  Flat green foliage. 

Standard.

1307 HORTENSE PITTMAN -  (Candy Russell) -  Pink two-tone double. Tommie Lou variegated foliage.

Miniature.

1582 HORTENSE'S BAYOU BABY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double dark blue blossoms.  Slightly wavy dark green

foliage.  Semiminiature.

784 HOT PLACES - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Bright pink semidouble bloom with a darker eye.  Medium dark

green serrated foliage.  Standard.

1008 HOT TALK - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Fuchsia, semidouble ruffled blossom; two upper petals outlined

darker.  Dark green, ruffled, glossy foliage.  Standard.

481   HOUSTON OILERS  - (Pat Tuminello) - Dark purple double.  Wavy, variegated foliage.  Standard.

771   HUG A LUG - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossom with a darker eye. Tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1874 Hunter's Antidote (K. Muzalewski) - Single-semidouble lavender frilled pansy/purple fantasy, random

green edge. Variegated dark green and cream, ruffled. Standard.

1875 Hunter's Asystole  (K. Muzalewski)  - Semidouble-double medium-dark pink frilled star.  Variegated dark

green and cream, serrated. Standard.

1871 Hunter’s Bella (K. Muzalewski) - Semi-double white pansy, fuchsia thumb print. Green foliage. Miniature.

1872 Hunter’s Blizzard (K. Muzalewski) Semi-double-double white pansy. Medium green foliage. Semi-
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Miniature.

1876 Hunter's Blue Northern (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble light blue two-tone pansy. Variegated dark green

and white, quilted. Standard.

1877 Hunter's Bunny Tracks (K. Muzalewski) - Single-semidouble pink pansy/blue fantasy.  Dark green, plain. 

Semiminiature.

1878 Hunter's Candy Cane (K. Muzalewski) -  Single chimera fuchsia sticktite wavy bell/white stripe. Medium

green, plain.  Semiminiature.

1879 Hunter's Chickadee Chirps (K. Muzalewski) - Double pink pansy/white-green edge. Medium green, plain.

Miniature.

1869 Hunter’s Chipmunk Cheeks (K. Muzalewski) - Single-semi-double white pansy/pink eye. Medium green,

plain. Miniature.

1880 Hunter's Drunken Floozies (K. Muzalewski) - Double pink pansy/raspberry sparkle edge. Variegated dark

green and cream, quilted, serrated. Standard.

1881 Hunter's Elk Ivory (K. Muzalewski) - Double light pink star/white-green edge. Variegated dark green and

cream, quilted, wavy, serrated. Standard.

1882 Hunter's Exit Wound  (K. Muzalewski) - Single red sticktite pansy/darker eye, blue overlay. Variegated

dark green, cream and pink, ruffled. Large.

1883 Hunter's High Country  (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble-double white frilled star/variable green edge.

Variegated medium green and white, ruffled. Standard.

1884 Hunter's Hog Wild (K. Muzalewski) - Single-semidouble blue ruffled star/pink and white fantasy.

Variegated dark green, cream and pink, quilted, serrated. Standard.

1885 Hunter's Kashmir (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble lavender frilled pansy/purple edge. Variegated dark green

and cream, ruffled. Large.

1886 Hunter's Lightning Strike (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble blue frilled pansy/pink fantasy. Variegated

medium-dark green and cream, quilted, serrated. Standard.

1873 Hunter’s Itsy Bitsy (K. Muzalewski) - Single/semi-double lavender pansy, purple edge sticktite. Green

foliage, Miniature.

1887 Hunter's Momma Jo (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble lavender wavy pansy/purple band, white edge.

Variegated dark green and cream, quilted, ruffled. Large.

1888 Hunter's Mother's Love (K. Muzalewski) - Double pink ruffled pansy/white-green edge. Variegated dark

green and white, quilted, serrated. Standard.

1889 Hunter's Muy Grande (K. Muzalewski) - Single-semidouble wine star/pink fantasy. Variegated dark green

and cream, quilted. Large.

1890 Hunter's Non-GMO (K. Muzalewski) - Single-semidouble pink frilled pansy/raspberry sparkle edge.

Variegated dark green, cream and pink, quilted. Standard.

1891 Hunter's Pink Camo (K. Muzalewski) - Double white pansy/pink eye, rays. Medium green, pointed.

Semiminiature.

1892 Hunter's Remember When (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble-double blush pansy/white-green edge.

Variegated dark green and white, quilted. Standard.

1893 Hunter's Rut Crazed (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble blue wavy star/white and pink fantasy. Variegated dark

green and cream, quilted, serrated. Large.

1894 Hunter's Sky Busting (K. Muzalewski) - Double chimera pink frilled star/lavender stripe. Variegated

medium green and white, pointed. Standard.

1895 Hunter's Slippery When Wet (K. Muzalewski) - Double light pink frilled pansy/darker eye, white-green

edge. Variegated medium green and white, serrated. Standard.

1896 Hunter's Smoke on the Water (K. Muzalewski) - Double blue star/raspberry band, white edge. Variegated

dark green and cream, quilted. Standard.

1897 Hunter's Storm Clouds (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble-double white pansy/blue eye. Medium green, plain.

Semiminiature.

1898 Hunter's Sweet Emotion (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble lavender pansy/purple edge. Variegated dark

green, white and cream, quilted. Standard.

1899 Hunter's Tranquility (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble purple two-tone pansy/darker band, white edge.

Variegated dark green and cream, quilted, serrated. Standard.
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1900 Hunter's Twilight Glow (K. Muzalewski) - Single-semidouble purple ruffled star/wine eye, variable white

edge. Variegated medium green and white, quilted, serrated. Standard.

1870 Hunter’s Vixen (K. Muzalewski) - Single-semi-double coral –pink pansy. Dark green, pointed. Semi-

miniature.

1901 Hunter's Whitetail Fawn (K. Muzalewski) - Semidouble-double white and blue pansy/darker eye. Medium

green, pointed. Miniature. 

-I-

708   I AM WOMAN - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Bright pink single with a red eye.  Black-green plain tailored

foliage.  Standard.

880 I LOVE YOU - (Travis' Violets) - Pink semidouble. Pink and white variegated foliage. Standard.

936 ICEMAN - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Single light blue with darker blue edges and eye.  Medium green

plain foliage.  Standard.

937 IMPULSE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double star. Cranberry pink with darker tips and edges.  Medium

green, pink reverse, slightly wavy foliage. Standard.

709 INCREDIBLE EDIBLE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) -Blush to pale pink two-tone single.  Medium-dark green

plain serrated foliage.  Standard.

938 IO - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) (Pronounced Eye Oh) -Lavender semidouble star with wide white edge. Dark

green, red-reverse foliage.  Standard.

1170 IRISH CAPER - (Hortense Pittman) - Green and pink double blossoms.  Medium green tailored foliage.

Standard.

971 IRISH DELIGHT - (Linda Ray) - Iridescent white doubles rayed with hot pink.  Cream and green

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

893 IRISH HONEY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink and green multicolor blossoms.  Dark tailored foliage. 

Standard.

822 IRISH LOVE - (Hortense Pittman) - Pink semidouble blossoms with a green ruffled edge.  Dark holly

foliage. Standard.

710 ISLAND ORCHID - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Lavender single with purple tips on upper petals.  Light

green plain tailored foliage.  Standard.

1009 IT'S ONLY NATURAL - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble star, reddish-purple with lighter tips and

darker eye.  Medium green, slightly ruffled, glossy foliage.  Standard.

-J-

338 JACK SWIFT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Shaded purple. Cream and pink, heart-shaped, variegated

foliage.  Large standard.

939 JADED - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double star blossoms.  Medium pink, orchid overlay, fuchsia glitter

and a chartreuse edge.  Slightly wavy, dark green, red-reverse, strawberry foliage. Standard.

1192 JANICE ANN - (Dottie Wilson) - Bright pink semidouble blossoms with darker eye.  Tailored black-green

foliage.  Very large standard.

940 JARDINIERE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Fuchsia with white streaking double star.  Medium green,

strawberry foliage.  Standard.

846 JASON'S KISS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Large fuchsia violet-shaped single with darker veining and a

white edge.  Medium green pointed foliage. Standard.

464 JAVA - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Two-toned fuchsia double.  Pointed, wavy, variegated foliage. Large

standard.

451 JAZZ CITY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red fringed double.  Spooned, red-backed, pink variegated

foliage.  Standard.

732 JAZZ FEST - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Two-tone rosy tipped pink blossoms on variegated foliage with a pink

overlay.  Standard.

1361 JAZZ IT UP - (Lenora Munk) - Semidouble magenta blossoms with lighter center and rays. Dark green

tailored foliage. Standard.

471 JAZZ TIME - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double orchid with deep overtones.  Serrated, pink variegated foliage. 

Standard.

1000 JEEPERS CREEPERS - (Linda Ray) - White double with a hint of pink.  Cream and green pointed foliage. 

Miniature trailer.
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1340 JEANNETTE'S DREAM - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Double ruffled fuchsia blossoms with curled petals

showing pink on reverse. Standard

JEANNETTE’S FOOLIN’ AROUND (See Foolin’ Around)

1426 JEANNETTE'S HALO - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Double frilled white, buds and upper petals may have

slight green edge. Dark green red backed. Standard.

1425 JEANNETTE’S PURE SIN - (Domiano/Ramirez) - Single magenta with variable white edge. Variegated

green, pink and cream foliage. Large Standard.

1345 JEFF -  (Elizabeth Fuller/Munk) -  Medium blue full ruffled double blossoms. May have white or pink.

Green, heart-shaped foliage. Standard.

1851 Jere's Azure Sky (Jere Trigg) - Single pansy shape, stick tite, medium blue colored blooms. Dark green

glossy, quilted, serrated leaves, heart shaped leaves. Large Standard.

1847 Jere's Big Blue Bomber(Jere Trigg) - Single star shape, stick tite, fringed, medium purple blue color. Dark

green, reverse red, glossy, quilted, serrated, heart shaped leaves. Large Standard.

1846 Jere's Cranberry Spinner (Jere Trigg) - Single star shape, chimera white with cranberry stripes, fringed,

double edge with white on outside, and cranberry on inside. Dark green, quilted, serrated, heart shaped

leaves. Standard.

1859 Jere's Cranberry Surprise (Jere Trigg) - Single star shape, stick tite chimera blooms, cranberry with white

stripes. Medium green spoon shaped leaves. Standard.

1864 Jere's Deep Purple(Jere Trigg) - Single star, stick tite, dark purple. Light green, serrated, longiflora leaves.

Standard.

1845 Jere's Kaleidoscope (Jere Trigg) - Single star shape, stick tite, puff fantasy with purple background and

pink spots and streaks.  Medium green color, spoon shaped, quilted leaves. Standard.

1849 Jere's Lazy Day (Jere Trigg) - Simi-double star shape, puff fantasy, medium purple background with pink

spots  Medium green, quilted, serrated heart shaped leaves. Large Standard.

1863 Jere's Lunar Eclipse (Jere Trigg) - Single star, light blue with darker blue eye with white edge.  Dark green,

reverse red, serrated and quilted, heart shaped leaves.  Standard.

1860 Jere's Pink Champagne (Jere Trigg) - Semi-double star, pink color, fringed, wavy. Dark green, reverse

red, wavy, serrated, quilted and glossy. Large Standard.

1857 Jere's Pink Elephant (Jere Trigg) - Single star bloom, lavender pink large diameter. Dark green glossy

quilted ovate leaves. Standard.

1861 Jere's Pink Perfection (Jere Trigg) - Semi-double star, pink color, fringed. Dark green, reverse red,

serrated, quilted and glossy Large Standard.

1853 Jere's Pink Prolific (Jere Trigg) - Single pink star shape with white edge. Dark green, reverse red, quilted,

serrated, heart shaped leaves. Large Standard.

1852 Jere's Primrose Lane (Jere Trigg) - Double pansy shape, lavender pink colored blooms. Dark green,

reverse red, glossy, quilted, serrated, ovate leaves. Large Standard.

1862 Jere's Psychedelic Show (Jere Trigg) - Single star, chimera, purple with coral pink spots and streaks,

fringed. Medium green, serrated, heart shaped leaves. Standard.

1855 Jere's Purple Passion (Jere Trigg) - Single pansy bloom, stick tite purple with white edge. Dark green,

reverse red, glossy heart shaped leaves. Standard.

1850 Jere's Roll Tide (Jere Trigg) - Single pansy shape, stick tite chimera. Crimson with white stripes. Medium

green plain leaves. Standard

1854 Jere's Star Burst (Jere Trigg) - Single chimera star shaped blooms, fringed, white with purple stripes,

double edged white on outside, purple inside. Dark green leaves quilted, serrated and heart shaped. Large

Standard.

1858 Jere's Simply Red (Jere Trigg) - Single pansy bloom, stick tite, red color. Dark green, reverse red, quilted,

longiflora shaped leaves Large Standard.

1856 Jere's Tropical Delight (Jere Trigg) Single pansy bloom, coral colored. Medium green serrated heart

shaped leaves. Large Standard.

1848 Jere's Vertigo (Jere Trigg) - Single star shape, chimera, purple with white stripe, double edged, white on

the outside and purple on the inside. Medium green, quilted, serrated, ovate leaves. Standard.

1346 JINKS - (Elizabeth Fuller/Munk) - Semidouble fantasy dark purple blossoms with pink dots and stripes.

Dark green quilted foliage. Standard.
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772  JO BO - (Hortense Pittman) - Petite full double lavender two-tone blossoms.  Variegated girl leaf foliage.

Miniature.

1636 JOLLY ACE - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble blue pansy blossoms with thin white edges. 

Medium green, plain foliage.  Miniature.

1710 JOLLY APOLLO - (Hortense Pittman) - Single sticktite white and blue blossoms. Medium green, plain

foliage. Miniature.

1711 JOLLY BELLS - (Hortense Pittman) - Bell sticktite white blossoms. Light green, small medium foliage.

Miniature.

1712 JOLLY BLUE BELLS - (Hortense Pittman) - Bell sticktite dark blue blossoms. Dark green, small pointed

foliage. Miniature.

1713 JOLLY BUNNY - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble fuchsia blossoms. Variegated cream and green

foliage. Miniature.

1637 JOLLY CHAMP - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble/double red pansy blossoms.  Medium green, quilted,

wavy foliage.  Semiminiature.

1638 JOLLY CORAL - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble coral pansy blossoms.  Medium green, plain

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1714 JOLLY CUPID - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble dark blue blossoms. Variegated yellow and green

foliage. Semiminiature.

1639 JOLLY CUTIE PIE - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble pink pansy blossoms.  Dark green, plain,

pointed, glossy foliage.  Miniature.

1715 JOLLY DARK CLOUDS - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble/double lavender to purple blossoms. Dark

green, plain foliage. Semiminiature.

1640 JOLLY DEAR - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms with variable white edges.  Dark green, plain,

pointed, glossy foliage.  Semiminiature.

1641 JOLLY DEVIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble dark purple pansy blossoms.  Dark green, wavy,

serrated, red-backed foliage.  Semiminiature.

1716 JOLLY DIAMOND - (Hortense Pittman) - Single sticktite white blossoms; sometimes with touches of blue.

Light green, small plain foliage. Miniature.

1717 JOLLY DIMPLE - (Hortense Pittman) - Single sticktite white with blue blossoms. Miniature. 

1642 JOLLY DISCO - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink pansy blossoms with white edges.  Dark green, plain,

glossy foliage. Miniature.

1718 JOLLY DREAMLAND - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble purple blossoms. Variegated cream, green, and

copper plain foliage. Semiminiature.

1719 JOLLY ELF - (Hortense Pittman) - Bell sticktite purple blossoms. Dark green, small pointed foliage.

Miniature.

1643 JOLLY EYES - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink blossoms with fuchsia eyes.  Medium green, plain,

pointed foliage.  Semiminiature.

1644 JOLLY FAIRY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms with green edges.  Dark green, pointed

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1645 JOLLY FIRE - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble red pansy blossoms.  Medium green, plain foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1720 JOLLY FLASH - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble medium blue blossoms, occasionally with white

marks. Dark green, plain foliage. Semiminiature.

1646 JOLLY FRILLS - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble burgundy-red frilled blossoms with white edges.  Dark

green, wavy foliage.  Semiminiature.

1647 JOLLY FROST - (Hortense Pittman) - Single white ruffled pansy blossoms.  Variegated green and white

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1648 JOLLY FUN - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble rose blossoms with white edges.  Dark green, plain

foliage.  Miniature. 

1649 JOLLY GALA - (Hortense Pittman) - Single pink sticktite star blossoms.  Dark green, plain, pointed foliage. 

Miniature.

1650 JOLLY GLITTER - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble lavender/purple fantasy blossoms.  Dark green, plain

foliage.  Miniature.
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1651 JOLLY GLORY - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink blossoms with variable white edges.  Medium

green, plain, serrated foliage.  Semiminiature. 

1652 JOLLY IMP - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms with green edges.  Medium green, plain foliage. 

Miniature.

1721 JOLLY JAM - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink blossoms. Dark green, plain foliage. Semiminiature.

1722 JOLLY JILL - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble coral pink blossoms. Dark green, pointed foliage.

Semiminiature.

1653 JOLLY JINGLE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms with white edges.  Dark green, plain foliage. 

Miniature.

1723 JOLLY JOKER - (Hortense Pittman) - Single sticktite pansy pink blossoms. Medium green, small foliage.

Miniature.

1654 JOLLY JOY - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble pink pansy blossoms.  Dark green, plain, quilted

foliage.  Miniature.

1655 JOLLY JUBILEE - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble purple pansy blossoms.  Crown variegated

medium green and gold, plain foliage.  Miniature.

1724 JOLLY KID - (Hortense Pittman) - Single sticktite purple blossoms. Dark green, small pointed foliage.

Miniature.

1725 JOLLY KISS - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms with rose splashes. Light green, pointed

plain foliage. Semiminiature.

1726 JOLLY LILAC - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble lilac blossoms. Dark green, plain foliage.

Semiminiature.

1656 JOLLY LUCK - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble red pansy blossoms.  Dark green, holly foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1657 JOLLY MAGIC - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble dark purple pansy blossoms.  Dark green, quilted

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1658 JOLLY MARS - (Hortense Pittman) - Single red sticktite pansy blossoms.  Medium green, plain foliage. 

Miniature.

1727 JOLLY MARVEL - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble coral blossoms, with ruffled edges. Variegated cream

and green, plain foliage.  Semiminiature.

1728 JOLLY MEL - (Hortense Pittman) - Single sticktite very dark purple blossoms. Variegated cream and

green, plain foliage. Semiminiature.

1659 JOLLY MISCHIEF - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white pansy blossoms with rose markings.  Medium

green, plain foliage.  Semiminiature.

1660 JOLLY MOONBEAM  - (Hortense Pittman)  - Semidouble white/light pink pansy blossoms with yellow

streaks.  Variegated medium green and white, plain foliage.  Semiminiature.

1729 JOLLY MOON MIST - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms. Light green, plain foliage.

Semiminiature.

1661 JOLLY ORCHID - (Hortense Pittman) - Double orchid and white pansy blossoms.  Medium green, plain,

quilted foliage.  Miniature.

1730 JOLLY PLAYMATE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms, with rose markings. Light green,

pointed foliage. Semiminiature.

1731 JOLLY PRINCE - (Hortense Pittman) - Single sticktite dark purple pansy blossoms. Variegated cream,

copper, and green foliage. Semiminiature.

1732 JOLLY PINK BELLS - (Hortense Pittman) - Bell sticktite pink blossoms. Medium green, small foliage.

Miniature.

1733 JOLLY RAIN - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble/double white blossoms. Light green, plain foliage.

Semiminiature.

1734 JOLLY REDHEAD - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble red blossoms. Medium green, plain foliage.

Semiminiature.

1662 JOLLY ROSE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double fuchsia blossoms.  Variegated green and white, plain foliage. 

Miniature.

1663 JOLLY ROYAL - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble purple pansy blossoms.  Variegated medium

green and white, plain foliage.  Miniature.
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1664 JOLLY SAILOR - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble white and blue pansy blossoms.  Medium green,

plain foliage.  Miniature.

1665 JOLLY SHADOW  - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble/double fuchsia-red star blossoms.  Dark green,

quilted, ovate foliage.  Semiminiature.

1735 JOLLY SIZZLER - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble/double white and rose blossoms.  Medium green,

plain foliage. Semiminiature.

1736 JOLLY SPLASHY - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble fuchsia splashed white blossoms. Medium green

foliage. Semiminiature.

1666 JOLLY STAR - (Hortense Pittman) - Single pink sticktite blossoms.  Dark green, plain, pointed foliage. 

Miniature.

1667 JOLLY TEXAN  - (Hortense Pittman) - Double dark red pansy blossoms.  Dark green, plain, quilted

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1668 JOLLY TREASURE  - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble pink two-tone pansy blossoms.  Variegated

medium green and white, ovate foliage.  Semiminiature.

1669 JOLLY VICTORY  - (Hortense Pittman) -  Double burgundy- red pansy blossoms.  Medium green, plain

foliage.  Miniature.

1670 JOLLY WALTZ  - (Hortense Pittman) - Single/semidouble pink pansy blossoms.  Medium green, plain,

pointed foliage.  Miniature.

551  JON'S JOY - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Single pink. Pink tailored variegated foliage.  Large standard.

281  JOY BELLS - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium blue semidouble, red in center.  Light green foliage.

Standard.

557   JOCELIN - (Jocelin Bethany) - Double pink blooms with a few deeper red tips and red edges on spooned

three-tone green and white foliage. Standard.

796  JOYFUL JOSIE - (Penny Brenner) - Two-tone rose double with darker eye.  Plain green foliage.

Semiminiature.

972  JUBILANT IMAGE - (Linda Ray) - White double splashed with red.  Serrated, compact foliage.

Semiminiature.

785  JUICY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Medium pink violet shaped semidouble with orchid glitter on the edge. 

Medium dark green pointed foliage. Standard.

339 JUNE SWIFT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed medium pink semidouble.  Round, heart-shaped,

cream, light green and pink variegated foliage. Large standard.

1489 JUNGLE PRINT - (Marie Burns) - Semidouble to double pink with blue fantasy. Variegated with white and

some pink. Very large.

1390 JUPITER'S JOY - (Hortense Pittman) - White with streaks of fuchsia semidouble blossoms. Medium shiny

foliage. Semiminiature.

1210 JUST DESSERTS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Two-tone pink double star blossom.  Medium green

tailored foliage. Standard.

1252 JUST FUN - (Travis' Violets) - Double lavender with a medium purple shading and a thin edge around

blossom.  Flat medium green foliage.  Standard.

711 JUST WHISPER - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Lavender two-tone ruffled semidouble star.  Medium-dark

green plain tailored foliage.  Standard.

-K-

203 KAMELLA - (Lucile Wasson) - Light purple, tufted star. Slightly ruffled medium green strawberry foliage.

Standard.

204  KARMA - (Lucile Wasson) - Lavender star.  Quilted serrated, medium green foliage.  Standard.

1534 KEN REIGHTLER - (Munk/Stenger) -  Semidouble, deep purple blossoms with lighter center tufts. Wavy,

quilted, very dark green foliage with elongated, red-reverse leaves. (This plant was named after an

astronaut.) Large Standard.

1598 KENTUCKY BABY BELLS  - (D. Rollins) - Single white bell with pink eye/patches; medium green and

white variegated.  Miniature.

1599 KENTUCKY BERRY BUSH  - (D. Rollins) - Double medium star with green edge; dark green serrated

red-backed foliage.  Semiminiature.

1600 KENTUCKY BLUE BONNET - (D. Rollins) - Large single medium blue pansy. Dark green, serrated, girl
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foliage.  Standard.

1601 KENTUCKY BRIDE - (D. Rollins) - Large single white pansy with pink blush; medium green serrated girl

foliage.  Standard.

1602 KENTUCKY GOOSEBERRIES  - (D. Rollins) - Double medium green and white star. Medium green,

serrated foliage.   Semiminiature.

1603 KENTUCKY MAIDEN  - (D. Rollins) - Single frilled pink pansy, dark green and white variegated foliage. 

Standard.

1604 KENTUCKY SHINE  - (D. Rollins) - Double white star with yellow center, medium green, serrated plain

foliage.  Standard.

1605 KENTUCKY STRAWBERRIES  - (D. Rollins) - Double fuchia,variable, with white tips and edges; dark

green serrated red backed foliage.  Semiminiature.

1606 KENTUCKY WILDCAT  - (D. Rollins) - Single chimera, dark blue pansy with white stripe, medium green

and white variegated foliage.  Semiminiature.

1330 KINGS TRAIL - (Dr. Charles Sledge) - Light blue double blossoms with variable pink and/or white

feathered tips. Green serrated, quilted foliage. Grows very large.

1211 KISS AND TELL - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Vibrant deep fuchsia semidouble star blossom with halo of

red glitter surrounding the eye. Black-green, pointed and glossy foliage.  Standard.

1341 KISSAWAY TRAIL - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Light fuchsia double star-shaped blossoms. Medium green

serrated semiminiature trailing foliage.

1491 KISS ME LOVE - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Semidouble star, blush. Foliage is pink, green and white

Tommie Lou variegation. Large.

1025 KISS OF FIRE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble ruffled reddish-purple two-tone, with white edge. 

Medium green, red-backed, serrated glossy foliage.  Standard.

1114 KISSY FACE - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double two-tone pink blossom. Variegated green and white foliage. 

Standard.

1496 KNIGHT MAGIC - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms marked with touches of pink. Tommie

Lou variegated foliage. Miniature

1171 KNOCKOUT BLUE - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark blue semidouble blossoms.  Medium green tailored fo-

liage.  Miniature.

-L-

1357 LADY BLUE -  (Marie Burns) -  Light blue double, ruffled star-shaped blossoms. Dark quilted, heart-

shaped foliage. Large.

786  LA LUNE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Large blue semidouble bloom.  Pink and white Tommie Lou

variegated foliage.  Standard.

1313 LAUGHING TEEN - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white, blue and green blossoms. Emerald green tailored

foliage. Miniature.

1314 LAVENDER BLISS - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble lavender-blue blossoms. Dark green foliage.

Semiminiature.

706  LA WANDA  (Irene Lineberg) - Semidouble orchid two-tone, some white at times.  Green and white

variegated foliage.  Standard.

884  LACO - (Louisiana Council of African Violet Judges) - Double, purplish-blue two-tone.  Plain, variegated

foliage.  Standard.

372  LADY IN BLUE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark blue fringed double.  Medium green foliage. Large

standard.

1026 LAMOUR DU JOUR - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble orchid multicolor.  Some lavender,' some

purple tips, rayed pattern. Medium dark green, red-backed, plain, glossy foliage.  Standard.

941  LASER LIGHTS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Single star fantasy.  Dark blue with pink and white streaks

and spots.  Medium green, red-reverse foliage.  Standard.

766  LAUGHTER LANE - (Hortense Pittman) - Pansy faced semidouble blossoms edged with pink.  Flat tai-

lored foliage.  Standard.

550  LAUREN ANN - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Semidouble lavender two-tone geneva. Ruffled hot pink variegated

f6liage.  Standard.

717  LAVENDER BOUQUET - (Swifts') - Two-toned lavender geneva double.  Tailored medium green foliage.
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Standard.

1099 LAVENDER MAGIC - (Hortense Pittman) - Lavender double with geneva edge.  Tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1010 LAZY DAYS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble pale pink ruffled star.  Medium green, cupped up,

wavy, glossy foliage.  Standard.

749 LE BON CREOLE - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Deep blue double blossoms with white edges over heavily

variegated white and pink foliage.  Standard.

1212 LE BONPAPA - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Snow white pansy-shaped single blossom with red/purple edge

and some streaking.  Medium/dark green, wavy tailored and glossy foliage with pale yellow variegation. 

Standard.

748 LEA FARAC - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large double pink blossoms with a dark eye on slightly wavy

variegated foliage.  Standard.

468 LEATRICE - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double pink, fuchsia tips.  Wavy, pink variegated foliage. Standard.

303 LEGEND OF LOVE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dusty rose double.  Spooned, medium green, slightly

pointed serrated foliage. Standard.

696 LELA MARIE - (Irene Lineberg) - Fluffy pale pink semidouble to full double.  Green and white variegated

foliage.  Standard.

1447 LEMON COOKIE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white with yellow. Green and white Tommie Lou

variegation. Semiminiature.

1455 LEMON TART - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white with yellow. Tommie Lou variegation. Miniature.

430 LESA GRIMES - (Mrs. Clarence F. Boggan) - White and blue semidouble; sometimes more blue than

white. Medium green, quilted foliage.  Large standard.

571  LIKE-A-DREAM - (Reed's House of Violets) - Very double lavender with purple fantasy markings. Medium

green quilted foliage.  Standard.

973  LIL DUTCH GIRL - (Linda Ray) - Blue and white double. Cream and green variegated girl foliage.

Miniature.

974  LIL SNOWDRIFT - (Linda Ray) - White and blue pom-pom type blossoms.  Serrated, variegated foliage.

Miniature.

975  LIL SQUIRT - (Linda Ray) - White double edged in dark purple.  Variegated foliage.  Miniature.

976  LIL THORNBIRD - (Linda Ray) - Bright red double. Dark tailored foliage with red reverse. Microminiature.

530  LILAC LADY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double lavender, some deeper color on tips.  Little speckles of

purple fantasy.  Medium green foliage.  Standard.

340  LILAC LOU - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender purple fantasy with white edge, double.  Light green

foliage.  Standard.

701  LIME 'N ICE - (Irene Lineberg) - Double green and white small blooms.  Green and white ruffled foliage. 

Standard.

977  LINDA'S JOY - (Linda Ray) - White semidouble overlayed with rose.  Shiny, tailored variegated foliage. 

Miniature.

978  LINDA'S TOY - (Linda Ray) - White double with red eye.  Tailored foliage.  Microminiature.

761  LITTA - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark blue blossoms over variegated girl foliage.  Semiminiature.

1172 LITTLE CAMEO - (Hortense Pittman) - Pink semidouble blossoms.  Very dark green tailored foliage.

Miniature.

1342 LITTLE CHIPPERY TRAIL - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Deep fuchsia double star-shaped blossoms. Medium

green pointed trailing foliage. Compact miniature.

758  LITTLE DEE - (Hortense Pittman) - Deep fuchsia red geneva double.  Tailored foliage.  Compact stan-

dard.

1100 LITTLE HARP - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble fuchsia blossoms.  Small growing miniature.

1315 LITTLE KEEPSAKE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double deep ruby-red blossoms. Very dark shiny tailored

foliage. Semiminiature.

1454 LITTLE KIDDER -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble bright pink. Wavy Tommie Lou variegation.

Semiminiature.

799  LITTLE MARY C. - (Penny Brenner) - Hot pink sticktite.  Plain green foliage.  Semiminiature.

804  LITTLE MISS MARY - (Fran Spear) - Hot pink with a much darker eye single. Dark green, red-reverse,
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slightly pointed foliage.  Compact Semiminiature.

801  LITTLE MORGAN CITY - (Penny Brenner) - Single plum with darker rays.  Plain green foliage.

Semiminiature.

1280 LITTLE PALETTE   (Hortense Pittman) - Rose double blossoms. Dark green serrated tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1497 LITTLE PRIZE -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Single stick-tight white blossoms with pink eyes. Medium green

tailored foliage. Semiminiature

1076 LITTLE PRO - (Hortense Pittman) - Pink semidouble blossoms.  Tailored foliage.  Semiminiature.

392 LITTLE SEABIRD - (Sandra Leary) - White and purple single.  Green tailored foliage.  Semiminiature.

1546 LITTLE SHAMROCK -  (E.C. Allerton) -  Double emerald green star blossom, with a small amount of

white. Medium green, quilted foliage (This plant is a sport of IRISH FLIRT)  Miniature.

1316 LITTLE SUNSET - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble dark blue blossoms. Tailored Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

979 LITTLE TYKE - (Linda Ray) - Red rosebud blossoms. Tiny, pointed, variegated foliage.  Miniature.

1281 LITTLE WHITE CLOUDS - (Hortense Pittman) - Snow white double blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated

foliage. Miniature.

1027 LITTLE WHITE LIES - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) -Single pinkish white blossoms, some have only four

points.  Medium green, plain tailored foliage.  Standard.

980  LIVELY SCOTT - (Linda Ray) - Two-toned lavender semidouble blossoms.  Pink, cream, and green

variegated, tailored foliage.  Semiminiature.

700  LOTSA WHITE - (Irene Lineberg) - Large white double some purple and green at times.  Green and white

variegated foliage.  Standard.

1336 LOUISE CONSTANT - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Semidouble star-shaped blossoms in several shades of

medium red purple. Black/green tailored foliage. Grows large. 

1213 LOUISIANA SUGAR CANE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) -Cool pink multicolor ruffled semidouble blossom.

Upper petals darker with a pale center ray and fuchsia eye. Black/green tailored foliage. Standard.

1490 LOVE YA -  (Domiano/Armstrong) -  Semidouble rosy pink. Foliage is pointed, serrated, pink, green and

white variegated, wavy. Large.

572  LOVE ME TENDER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red violet color.  Deeper wine fluted edge, semidouble

star.  Medium green quilted foliage. Standard.

1117 LOVE SONG - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double rosy pink blossom. Variegated green and white foliage. 

Standard.

1253 LOVE TALKS - (Travis' Violets) - Semidouble lavender to wine blossom, sometimes has white.  Medium

green quilted foliage.  Standard.

1028 LOVELIGHT - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble star, light blue overlaid with medium blue rays.

White backed.  Medium dark green, pink-backed, plain glossy foliage.  Standard.

879  LOVELY DIANE - (Travis' Violets) - Pink double. Pink and white variegated foliage.  Standard.

1111 LOVELY LADY - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double two-toned purple blossom.  Variegated green and white

foliage.  Standard.

800  LOVELY LAURA - (Penny Brenner) - Sticktite multicolor - orchid and white.  Plain green foliage. 

Semiminiature.

954  LOVELY LINDA - (Penny Brenner) - Variable white and pink double.  Tailored green foliage.

Semiminiature.

491  LOVEY MINE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed deep pink double.  Light green quilted foliage.

Standard.

531  LOWERY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big lavender fringed blossoms, some deeper tips and a sprinkling

of fantasy.  Light green foliage. Large standard.

1077 LUCKY LASS - (Hortense Pittman) - Rose with darker eye semidouble blossoms.  Symmetrical Lou varie-

gated tailored foliage.  Miniature.

794  LUCKY LEE ANN - (Penny Brenner) - Two-tone plum blossoms.  Plain green foliage.  Semiminiature.

942  LUCKY ME - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double orchid with darker mottling and purple on random edges.

Plain apple green foliage.  Standard.

871  LUSCIOUS LOU - (Travis' Violets) - Double midnight blue.  Tommie Lou foliage. Standard.
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484  LUV-YA-BLUE - (Pat Tuminello) - Dark blue double. Pointed, pink variegated foliage.  Standard.

-M-

1413 MAC’S BODACIOUS BLUEBIRD - (George McDonald) - Semidouble chimera, light blue with white stripe.

Crown variegation, yellow on medium green, pointed leaves. Semiminiature.

1328 MAC'S A MILLION - (George McDonald) - Pink, purple fantasy, some white, full double blossoms. Must be

both white and fantasy on the same blossoms. Light green notched strawberry pointed hairy foliage.

Miniature.

1493 MAC’S OVERLY OSTENTATIOUS (Sport of Candy Sprinkles) - (George McDonald) - Double; white with

‘pink with blue fantasy’; plain, green and white Tommie Lou variegation. Miniature.

1494 MAC’S HALCYON’S HORIZON (Sport of Ness’ Tutti Frutti) - (George McDonald) - Semidouble; Chimera,

pansy, side stripes white, center stripe pink; plain, quilted medium green and cream Tommie Lou

variegation. Semiminiature. 

1492 MAC’S VIRTUALLY VELVET - (George McDonald) - Semidouble; solid color coral red with iridescent blue

haze; ovate Tommie Lou variegation, green and white, may have pink; slightly serrated. Semiminiature.

248 MAGENTA PLUM - (Reed's House of Violets) - Wine red. Medium green serrated foliage.  Standard.

1193 MAGGIE LEE - (Dottie Wilson) - Double bright pink blossoms with distinct white edge.  Tailored medium

green foliage.  Large standard.

910   MAGIC BLUE - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark blue blossoms with geneva edge.  Medium green foliage.

Semiminiature.

1407 MAGIC LADY - (Marie Burns) - Semidouble light pink ruffled star with darker tips. Dark green, heart

shaped serrated foliage. Large standard.

1173 MAGIC TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Rose double blossoms with fuchsia tips.  Dark green tailored foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1351 MAGNOLIA - (Marie Burns) - Light pink semidouble to double blossoms. Very dark, glossy, strawberry

foliage. Large.

381   MAIDEN VOYAGE - (Sandra Leary) - Two-toned lavender single.  Wavy, dark green foliage. Standard.

357   MAIS OUI - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender double, some fantasy.  Light green foliage. Standard.

1349 MAJESTIC - (Marie Burns) - Medium blue single to semidouble star-shaped blossoms. Dark, quilted,

glossy with maroon reverse foliage. Large.

1011 MAKIN' ROMANCE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble ruffled blossom, orchid with red-purple tips at

top, some red-purple with orchid eye.  Medium green, red-backed, pointed glossy foliage. Large standard.

1214 MANLY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Blue and white pansy-shaped single blossom.  Slightly wavy and

serrated, deep green foliage, well variegated with lighter green and white.  Standard.

341 MARANATHA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink pastel double.  Medium green foliage.  Standard.

1408 MARCUS - (Marie Burns) - Single/semidouble magenta pansy. Dark green quilted glossy serrated red

back large foliage. Large standard.

465 MARIE KNOBLOCK - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Two-tone deep red double.  Large, wavy, pointed variegated

foliage.  Large standard.

1509 MARION'S ENCHANTED TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble medium blue blossoms with white

reverses. Dark trailing foliage. Semiminiature trailer.

394  MARIPOSA - (Sandra Leary) - White semidouble with purple center and edge.  Round green tailored

foliage.  Standard.

733  MARSH LANDS - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Pink semidouble blossoms with a darker eye.  Heavily variegated

foliage, cream and rose overlay. Standard.

1108 MARTHA PAYNE - (Capital City AVS) - Double dark blue ruffled blossom.  Pointed white and pink

variegated foliage.  Standard.

1350 MARVEL - (Marie Burns) - Light pink single to semidouble star-shaped blossoms. Dark plain quilted,

glossy foliage. Large.

202 MARY ELLEN - (Mary Todd) - Double pink, white edge. Quilted foliage.  Standard.

573 MATT CAT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big rayed purple double slightly fringed blossom.  Dark red

backed velvety foliage.  Standard.

482 MAUDE COOK - (Pat Tuminello) - Peach double with darker tips  Variegated foliage.  Standard.

1145 MAVERICK’S BLUEGRASS MUSIC - (Winston Smith) - Deep purple double with heavy green fringed
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edge over wavy dark glossy holly foliage.  Standard.

1146 MAVERICK'S BRONCO BUSTER - (Winston Smith) - Deep purple ruffled butterfly with Slight green

edged semidouble bloom over medium green wavy serrated quilted foliage having silvery reverse.

Standard.

1147 MAVERICK'S DESERT OASIS - (Winston Smith) - White fringed semidouble with vivid green edge over

large very wavy or ruffled medium to light green glossy upright. silver reverse foliage. Standard.

1148 MAVERICK'S DESERT SANDS - (Winston Smith) - Clear pink ruffled semidouble fringed, sometimes

green edge over wavy pointed leaves.  Slight rose reverse on medium to dark green wavy upright foliage. 

Standard.

1149 MAVERICK'S NIGHT RIDER - (Winston Smith) - Reddish-violet ruffled double blossom over dark green

holly foliage with rose-pink reverse. Standard.

1150 MAVERICK'S SUMMER LOVE - (Winston Smith) - Light pink-raspberry double clusters over

blackish~green rose-reverse foliage.  Blossoms are outlined with a pencil line of red-violet when grown

cool.  Standard.

1151 MAVERICK'S TIGHT JEANS - (Winston Smith) - Good blue semidouble with lighter tuft overlay and deep

green glossy foliage, slightly wavy.  Large standard.

241 MAY MORN- (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink star, deeper pink centers.  Dark green, heart-shaped

foliage.  Standard.

943  MEASLES - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Single fantasy with dark blue, pink and white spots and streaks. 

Quilted, pointed, dark green, red-reverse foliage.  Standard.

1453 MEMORY MAKER - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble rose with frilled edge. Dark Tommie Lou

variegation. Semiminiature.

1348 MEMPHIS IN MAY - (Barbara Sisk) - Semidouble fuchsia two-tone ruffled blossoms. Green and pink

variegated foliage. Standard.

952  MICHIKO - (Alma S. Hummer) - Double pink two-tone blossom.  Pink and green variegated foliage.

Standard.

1583 MIDAS GLOW - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms.  Plain dark green foliage. 

Semiminiature.

787  MIDNIGHT OASIS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Large deep purple single star with reverse.  Dark green

slightly quilted round white and pink Tommie Lou variegated foliage.  Standard.

981 MIGHTY HONDA - (Linda Ray) - Semidouble rose stars rayed with deeper rose.  serrated, wavy, shiny

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

810  MIGNON'S MOMENT - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble lavender with darker orchid tips.  Ruffled var-

iegated, red-reverse foliage.  Standard.

1584 MIKAH - (Hortense Pittman) - Single pink blossoms.  Green and white variegated foliage.  Miniature.

923  MINAKO - (Alma S. Hummer) - Pink two-tone semidouble.  Variegated with pink markings. Standard.

1297 MINI PAPA - (Hortense Pittman) - Blue semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1215 MINUETTE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Pure white pansy-shaped semidouble blossom.  Mature plant may

have pink touches.  Dark green pointed, hairy foliage with cream Tommie Lou variegation. Standard.

166  MIRACLE STRIP STAR - (Miracle Strip AVS) - Semidouble fantasy star, green edge.  Quilted, heart-

shaped foliage.  Standard.

498  MISS CAPITAL CITY - (Capital City AVS) - White double, touch of blush.  Light green tailored foliage 

Large standard.

574  MISS KITTY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink double, white edge, lavender overlay, fringed. Dark green

quilted foliage.  Standard.

911  MISSIE MISS - (Hortense Pittman) - Pink semidouble blossoms.  Tailored variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1110 MISTER EXCITEMENT - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double deep blue frilly blossom.  Variegated green and

white foliage.  Standard.

224  MISTER GUS - (Mrs. H. G. Cook) - Reddish-purple semidouble.  Quilted variegated foliage.  Large

standard.

832  MISTY LADY - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble, slightly fringed pink with rose eye and rose petal tipping. 
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Upper petals edged in white with random edging of other petals.  Quilted variegated foliage.  Standard.

1585 MISTY MAGIC - (Hortense Pittman) - Single pink blossoms.  Plain green foliage.  Semiminiature.

1282 MISTY MISS - (Hortense Pittman) - Blue and white double blossoms. Small medium green tailored

foliage. Miniature.

1174 MISTY MOON - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble sky blue blossoms.  Medium green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1247 MIXED EMOTIONS - (Lenora Munk) - Large semidouble fringed white blossom with pink bottom petals

and green tops.  Medium green wavy foliage with lighter green reverse.  Standard.

1090 MIXED MAGIC - (Hortense Pittman) - Pink with geneva edge double blossoms.  Dark green tailored foli-

age.   Standard.

957 MIZ. MARION BALL - (Penny Brenner) - Double purple. Variegated foliage.  Semiminiature.

1029 MODERNO - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble star purple multicolor.  Red-purple eye, blue-purple

edge and glitter overlay.  Medium green, red-backed, plain, glossy foliage.  Standard.

1264 MOLLY'S FOLLY - (Foster) - Rosy pink double with purple splashes and dots.  Variegated foliage.

Standard.

847 MOLTON GOLD - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Very full double unusually shaped soft red two-tone with

fuchsia overlay.  Slightly pointed dark green foliage. Large.

1159 MONTGOMERY SILVER FROST - (Montgomery African Violet Club and Granger Gardens) - Semidouble

fringed pink fantasy with variable red sparkle markings and occasional geneva edge.  Medium green,

plain, glossy foliage.  Standard.

1298 MOON BRIGHT - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white with purple edge blossoms. Light green, plain

foliage. Semiminiature.

1452 MOON CRAZE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble blush white. Dark Tommie Lou Variegation.

Semiminiature.

826  MOON GLINTS - (Hortense Pittman) - Lavender pink fantasy  full doubles streaked with plum spots. Dark

tailored foliage.  Compact standard.

1175 MOON KISSED - (Hortense Pittman) - White with fuchsia double blossoms.  Medium green tailored

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1091 MOON RAYS -(Hortense Pittman) - Rosy pink semidouble blossoms.  Emerald green tailored foliage. 

Standard.

452  MOON RIVER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark blue double.  Variegated, quilted Tommie Lou foliage.

Large standard.

982  MOONLIGHT KISSES  - (Candy PhillIips)  - Wisteria blue double.  variegated pink,  cream and green

symmetrical foliage.  Semiminiature.

1216 MOONLIGHT LADY - (Jeanette's Jesneriads) - Two-tone medium orchid semidouble star blossom. Black-

green wavy, glossy, slightly serrated foliage.  Standard.

1451 MOONLIGHT RAYS - (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble white with yellow. Light green Tommie Lou

variegation. Semiminiature.

575  MORNING GLORY BLUE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big rayed blue double.  Occasional white

markings.  Quilted medium green foliage.  Standard. 

1547 MOTHER’S LOVE - 2/18/02 (Thad Scaggs) - Double medium pink blossom with magenta edge and

spattering glitter overlay. Serrated, lightly ruffled medium green, white, and pink variegated foliage. Large.

944 MOUNTAIN WILDFLOWER - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Single star, dark purplish blue with geneva

Slightly wavy, medium dark green red-reverse foliage. Standard.

549  MR. BOJANGLES - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Deep blue double blossoms.  Variegated foliage.  Large

standard.

355  MRS. IKE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark blue double.  Pink and cream variegated foliage. Standard.

1103 MUFFETT - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white blossoms.  Symmetrical light green tailored foliage.

Miniature.

240 MY CUP 0' TEA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red star  Medium green foliage.  Standard.

1102 MY DOLL - (Hortense Pittman) - Rosy semidouble blossoms  Symmetrical Lou variegated tailored foliage 

Small growing miniature.

421 MY EVERYTHING - (Lucile Wasson) - Deep wine-purple single  Spooned variegated edge foliage.  Stan-
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dard

553 MY JEZEBEL -  (Violets c/o Cookie) -Double deep purple. Wavy foliage pink variegation. Standard.

1450 MY KEEPSAKE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white with rose frilled edge. Light green wavy Tommie Lou

variegation. Semiminiature.

912 MY MINDY - (Hortense Pittman) - Deep purple blossoms.  Girl leaf foliage.  Miniature.

373 MY PRAYER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep rose iridescent, deeper tips.  Medium green tailored

foliage.  Standard.

1530 MY SMOKEY TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble medium blue blossoms. Medium green trailing

foliage. Semiminiature trailer.

492  MY STARS - (Reed’s House of Violets) - Pink fringed double, lavender overlay and band on edge. Light

green quilted foliage.  Standard.

249  MY SWEETIE PIE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink double Dark green plain foliage. Standard.

282  MY VALENTINE - (Reed’s House of Violets) - Rosy red double. Dark green, red-backed foliage. Standard.

1030 MY WICKED WAYS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble star orchid two-tone, purple tips. Dark green 

red-backed, plain, glossy foliage. Large standard.

-N-

283  NANCY KELLY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Purple semidouble geneva.  Dark green, red-backed, slightly

wavy foliage.  Standard.

555  NATCHEZ TRACE - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double fuchsia blossoms with darker band.  Variegated foliage. 

Standard.

1337 NATCHURLY NAWLINS - (Domiano/Armstrong) - Slightly ruffled semidouble white star-shaped blossoms

with red purple edge and eye. Slightly wavy medium green foliage with cream Tommie Lou variegation.

Grows very large.

453  NAUGHTY THOUGHTY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed lavender double geneva, sometimes green

on edge.  Light green foliage.  Standard.

626  NEEDLEPOINT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Ruffled variegated foliage,  red-backed.  Double fringed

deep pink blossoms.  Standard.

1176 NEW DAY - (Hortense Pittman) - Red and white full double blossoms.  Emerald green tailored foliage. 

Standard.

848  NIBBLES-N-BITS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Pink with rose overlay, two upper petals outlined in red,

notched, violet-shaped curly white-edge single Dark green pointed foliage.  Standard.

385  NIGHT MOTH - (Sandra Leary) - Dark purple semidouble, slightly ruffled green-white edge. Dark green,

wavy foliage.  Standard.

921  NITE BEAT - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark blue double, geneva edge.  Round tailored foliage. Standard.

922  NOBUKO - (Alma S. Hummer) - Light pink fringed semidouble. Variegated pink and cream foliage.

Standard.

454  NOLA - (Reed's House of Violets) - White double.-Medium green foliage. Large standard.

1533 NORINE - (John Nabers) - Single to semidouble pansy blossoms of pale pink with varying darker edges

and white center strips. Wavy, quilted, medium green foliage with white variegation on leaf edge. Green

reversed leaves have occasional red mottling (This plant was named in memory of is mother.) Standard.

849  NUCLEAR FUSCIAN - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Fuchsia semidouble to double frilled star.  Slightly

pointed dark green foliage.  Large standard.

-0-

1355 OCEAN EYES - (Marie Burns) - Medium blue with white edge, lightly touched with green single with flap,

wavy star-shaped blossoms. Medium dark quilted, glossy heart-shaped foliage. Standard.

1338 OCEAN MOTION -  (Domiano/Armstrong) -  Blue and white pansy-shaped semidouble blossoms. Medium

green, rounded wavy foliage with sea-foam Tommie Lou variegation. Grows large.

342  OCTA FAYE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fluted light pink with peach. Medium green foliage. Standard.

343  OH SUGAR - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink double.  Medium green foliage.  Large standard.

802  OLDE FASHIONED - (Penny Brenner) - Single to semidouble dark blue.  Green slightly elongated foliage. 

Semiminiature.

344  OLGA  (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink cerise.  Dark green red-backed foliage.  Large standard.

705  OLLIE KATHERINE - (Irene Lineberg) - Frilly hot pink with darker eye.  Plain green foliage. Standard.
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775  OLYMPIC STAR - (Violets from the Starrs) - Double fuchsia blossoms.  Quilted, pointed, variegated

foliage with red reverse.  Standard.

850  ONE HUNDRED WAYS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads)  - Two-tone orchid double with purple tips.  Dark green

foliage.  Large standard.

750  ONE MO' TIME - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Frilly white semidouble blossoms on wavy heavily variegated

foliage.  Standard.

712  ONE ON ONE  - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Lavender two-tone single star.  Medium green tailored foliage. 

Standard.

1671 OPTIMARA EVERBEAUTIFUL - (Holtkamp) - Single/semidouble purple/dark lavender, frilled pansy

blossoms with white-green edges.  Dark green, wavy, serrated, scalloped, plain, red-backed foliage. 

Large standard.

1672 OPTIMARA EVERGLORY - (Holtkamp) - Single, sticktite, purplish pink, two-tone pansy blossoms with

greenish white edges.  Dark green, wavy, serrated, scalloped, plain foliage.  Large standard.

1673 OPTIMARA EVERGRACE - (Holtkamp) - Single white sticktite frilled pansy/variable medium blue eye and

band blossoms with light green edges.  Medium green, heart-shaped, glossy, wavy, scalloped foliage. 

Large standard.

1674 OPTIMARA EVERHARMONY - (Holtkamp) - Single white to pale pink sticktite pansy/variable darker eye

and band blossoms with light green edges.  Medium green, plain, glossy, wavy, scalloped foliage.  Large

standard.

1675 OPTIMARA EVERJOY - (Holtkamp) - Single/semidouble purple-burgundy, frilled pansy blossoms with

greenish edges.  Medium green, wavy, serrated, scalloped, plain foliage.  Large standard. 

1676 OPTIMARA EVERLOVE - (Holtkamp) - Single purple-red sticktite frilled pansy/ wide white to light pink

band blossoms with light green edges.  Dark green, heart-shaped, glossy, wavy, scalloped, red-backed

foliage.  Large standard.

1677 OPTIMARA EVERPRAISE - (Holtkamp) - Single medium blue sticktite pansy blossoms with light green

frilled edges.  Medium green, heart-shaped, glossy, wavy, scalloped foliage.  Large standard.

1678 OPTIMARA EVERPRECIOUS - (Holtkamp) - Single white sticktite frilled pansy laced in lilac blossoms with

greenish edges.  Dark green, wavy, serrated, scalloped, plain foliage.  Large standard.

1679 OPTIMARA EVERREJOICE - (Holtkamp) - Single/semidouble salmon-pink frilled pansy blossoms with

green-salmon edges.  Medium green, wavy, serrated, scalloped, plain, red-backed foliage.  Large

standard.

1680 OPTIMARA EVERSPECIAL - (Holtkamp) -  Single/semidouble purplish dark blue frilled pansy blossoms

with greenish white edges.  Dark green, wavy, serrated, scalloped, plain, red-backed foliage.  Large

Standard.

1681 OPTIMARA EVERYOUNG - (Holtkamp) - Single/semidouble medium to large pink two-tone pansy

blossoms.  Medium green, wavy, serrated, scalloped, plain foliage.  Large standard.

269  ORCHID ANGEL - (Mary Todd) - Purple semidouble fantasy star.  Tailored foliage.  Standard.

1283 ORCHID TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Orchid double blossoms. Dark green foliage. Semiminiature.

1031 OTHER DELIGHTS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble orchid two-tone.  Darker eye and edge.  Dark

green, pink-backed, plain rounded, glossy foliage.  Large standard.

788  OTHER GUYS' GIRLS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Deep pink two-tone double.  Medium green serrated

plain tailored foliage.  Standard.

345  OUACHITA BLUES - (Reed's House of Violets) - Semidouble to double purple.  Plain foliage. Large

standard.

576  OUACHITA BRIDE (Wash-e-taw) - (Reed's House of Violets) - Ivory white single to semidouble. Quilted

foliage.  Large standard.

356  OUACHITA QUEEN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink double.  Red-backed, medium green foliage.

Standard.

566  OUR FIRST LADY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender pink fringed white-edged, double.  Dark green

velvety leaf, some red on reverse. Standard.

532  OUR HOPE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double fringed pink, some deeper pink in center.  Large leaves. 

Standard.

894  OUR KAROL - (Hortense Pittman) - Double hot pink blossoms.  Dark slightly wavy foliage. Standard.
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713  OUR NAKED JOY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Blush pink double bloom.  Medium olive green plain

tailored foliage. Standard.

-P-

704  PAINTED POSIES - (Irene Lineberg) - Single frilly light lavender, slightly wavy green, white and pink

variegated foliage.  Standard.

1177 PAINTED SAILS  - (Hortense Pittman) - Large fluted semidouble blossoms of bright fuchsia red.  Medium

green tailored foliage.  Standard.

199 PANAMA CITY STAR - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - White single star, lavender edge.  Medium green, heart-

shaped foliage.  Standard.

284  PAPER LACE  - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink double.  Dark green foliage.  Standard.

577  PAPER ROSES - (Reed's House of Violets) - Rose double fluted edge.  Dark green quilted foliage.

Standard.

1217 PARTY ANIMAL - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Deep orchid two-tone double pansy-shaped blossom~with

lighter eye and darker tips.  Dark green slightly rounded tailored and glossy foliage. Standard.

1353 PARTY PRINT - (Marie Burns) - Pink with lavender-blue fantasy markings, semidouble to double ruffled

blossoms. Dark green, heart shaped, quilted, shiny foliage. Large.

1449 PARTY FRILLS - (Hortense Pittman) - Double ruffled creamy white. Dark green and white Tommie Lou

variegation. Semiminiature.

789  PARTYTOWN - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Bright pink semidouble with darker eye.  Medium green tai-

lored foliage.  Standard.

1218 PASSION'S PROMISE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) -Two-tone fuchsia double blossom with various

patterning.  Medium green tailored foliage. Standard.

1219 PASSION'S REWARD - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Velvety two-tone purple semidouble ruffled pansy-

shaped blossom with darker eye and edges. Medium green tailored foliage.  Standard.

1287 PAT CHAMPAGNE - (Hortense Pittman) - Geneva edged blue semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

627 PATCHES OF JOY - (Reed's House of Violets) - White semidouble stars with patches of purple. Large

standard.

1194 PEACH FLOAT - (Dottie Wilson) - Double blossoms shaded pink with copper.  Dark green tailored foliage

with pink variegation on edges.  Large standard.

1254 PEACH PUFF - (Travis' Violets) - Double peachy pink with darker shading blossom.  Medium green foli-

age.  Standard.

872  PEACH STATE - (Travis' Violets) - Peachy pink single.  Pink and white variegated foliage. Standard.

649  PEACHES 'N CREAM - (Swifts') - White semidouble star with pink eye.  Medium green tailored foliage. 

Standard.

1317 PEACHY KID   (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble peach blossoms. Tailored Tommie Lou variegated

foliage. Semiminiature.

1318 PEE-WEE PURPLE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double purple blossoms. Tommie Lou dark variegated

miniature foliage. Miniature (micro).

984  PENNY - (Linda Ray) - White and blue multicolor double.  Glossy, wavy foliage.  Miniature.

691  PENSI-ALPHA - (Violets from the Starrs) - Pink single to semidouble blossoms. Slightly quilted variegated

foliage.  Large standard.

777  PENSI BEAUTY - (Violets from the Starrs) - Orchid two-tone double blossoms over slightly wavy var-

iegated foliage.  Standard.

1267 PENSI BLUE ANGEL -  (Violets from the Starrs) -  Blue-violet double fringed blossoms. Quilted,

variegated foliage. Standard.

1268 PENSI CLASSIC -  (Violets from the Starrs) -  Light two-tone pink double blossoms. Quilted, variegated

foliage. Large.

692  PENSI ORCHID - (Violets from the Starrs) - Light orchid two-tone single to. semidouble blossoms. Slightly

quilted variegated foliage.  Large standard.

1063 PENSI PRIDE - (Violets from the Starrs) - Light pink  semidouble blossoms.  Medium to dark green with 

tan to pink variegated foliage. Grows flat and  symmetrical.  Standard.

778  PENSI SECRET - (Violets from the Starrs) - Red with a darker red edge.  Plain quilted foliage. Standard.
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400  PEPPERMINT FOG - (Sandra Leary) - White and fuchsia-red double.  Medium green tailored foliage. 

Standard.

1319 PEPPERMINT GIRL - (Hortense Pittman) - Double rosy Geneva-edged blossoms. Small flat green girl

foliage. Miniature (micro).

1514 PEPPY BLUE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double dark blue blossoms with Geneva edges. Shiny dark green

foliage. Semiminiature.

1515 PEPPY PINK - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms. Shiny dark green foliage. Miniature.

1498 PETITE BLARNEY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms with green edges. Green, small growing,

girl foliage. Miniature.

829  PETITE DOLLIE - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark fuchsia red blossoms. Small dark red-backed foliage.

Miniature.

983  PETITE JENNIE - (Linda Ray) - White, frilly sticktite singles rayed and streaked with dark purple. 

Miniature.

1178 PETITE JEWEL - (Hortense Pittman) - Two-toned lavender blue semidouble blossoms.  Tommie Lou var-

iegated foliage.  Semiminiature.

1078 PETITE ROSE - (Hortense Pittman) - Full double bright rose blossoms.  Lou variegated foliage. Miniature.

1516 PETITE RUBY -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Double dark fuchsia blossoms. Dark green and white variegated

microminiature foliage. Miniature.

1079 PETITE SUGARPLUM - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white with fuchsia frilled edge blossom.  Light green

small foliage.  Miniature.

1445 PETITE TART - (Hortense Pittman) - Double rosy pink. Dark green plain foliage. Miniature.

1320 PETITE TOT - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated foliage. Miniature

(micro).

628  PETTICOAT JUNCTION - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium pink fluted double with geneva edge. Pink

and cream variegation on dark green foliage.  Large standard.

1459 PHILLIP GRANT - (Fuller/Munk) - Dark blue star with frilled Geneva edge. Light green heart shaped

foliage. Standard.

699  PHILLIP MICHAEL - (Irene Lineberg) - Double blue-purple with some pink at times.  Flat growing

variegated foliage.  Standard.

301  PICK-A-DILLY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed blue double.  Pink variegated foliage. Standard.

455  PICK-A-LILLY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double white.  Medium green, slightly pointed foliage.

Standard.

1154 PACED PETTICOAT - (Dottie Wilson) - Frilly medium to light pink semidouble with darker mauve on

some petals.  Heavily variegated, slightly ruffled1 dark green and bronzy pink foliage. Standard.

629  PINK AHOY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink fluted double, some darker shading.  Dark green red-

backed foliage.  Standard.

1356 PINK PATTI - (Marie Burns) - Hot pink with darker centers, single to semidouble 2 inch wavy, star

blossoms. Medium dark quilted, glossy foliage. Large.

1391 PINK PET - (Hortense Pittman) - Sticktite single bright pink blossoms with dogwood tips. Small, almost

black shiny foliage. Miniature.

1392 PINK PIZAZZ - (Hortense Pittman) - Shocking hot pink semidouble blossoms with frilled edge. Shiny wavy

white and pink variegated foliage. Semiminiature

196  PINK PORCELAIN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium pink double.  Quilted foliage.  Standard.

1248 PINK ROSETTE - (Lenora Munk) - Large double fringed pink blossom.  Dark green plain foliage with slight

red reverse.  Standard.

790  PINK SATIN SHEETS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Large bright pink lightly ruffled single star bloom with a

darker eye.  White and pink Tommie Lou variegated tailored foliage.  Standard.

285  PINK SNOW - (Reed's House of Violets) - Light pink, fringed double.  Light green, supreme type foliage. 

Standard.

346  PINK SUNSET - (Reed's House of Violets) - White edged pink double, rose line inside white edge. Light

green foliage.  Standard.

286  PINK SURPRISE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink fringed semidouble.  Dark green, red-backed, ruffled

foliage.  Standard.
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347  PINK SWISS - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink fringed semidouble, edged in deeper pink.  Standard.

1092 PINK TASSLE - (Hortense Pittman) - Variable white sometimes edged with pink semidouble blossoms.

Light green wavy foliage.  Standard.

651  PINNACLE - (Charles Henry) - Cornflower blue semidouble two-tone star.  Plain, serrated, quilted foliage. 

Large.

886  PIONEER SPIRIT - (Violets from the Starrs) - Hot pink semidouble.  Plain medium green foliage.

Standard.

456  PIRATE'S ALLEY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double two-tone burgundy double.  Red-backed, pink var-

iegated foliage.  Standard.

431  PISTACHE (Pea-Stash) - (Elizabeth Rush Hagan) - Single medium blue, darker eye.  Plain, tailored,

pointed foliage.  Miniature.

630  PITTY PAT - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big lavender double fringed fantasy.  Dark green quilted foliage. 

Large standard.

1032 PIXILATION - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double lavender two-tone, darker tips.  Medium green, plain,

glossy foliage.  Standard.  Grows large.

1517 PLANET KID -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Double pale blue blossoms with green edges. Shiny green foliage.

Miniature.

734  PLANTATION OAKS - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Semidouble orchid blossoms with a darker edge on serrated

variegated foliage with a pink tint.  Standard.

851  PLAY ME - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Peachy pink lightly ruffled single two-tone star. Medium green

foliage.  Standard.

1101 PLAYFUL PET - (Hortense Pittman) - Sticktite single deep rose blossoms.  Dark green tailored foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1220 PLEASURE BENT - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Multicolor fuchsia ruffled double blossom with almost black

tips.  Black/green wavy foliage. Standard.

1221 PLENTY OF PEPPER - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Red semidouble star blossom.  Medium green pointed

glossy foliage.  Standard.

307  PLUM BEAUTY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Wine double, deeper tips.  Medium green, Tommie Lou

foliage.  Standard.

1284 PLUM PRAISE - (Hortense Pittman) - Deep plum red double blossoms. Dark red-backed tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1499 PLUM PRETTY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white and fuchsia blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated

foliage. Miniature.

493  PLUM ROYAL - (Reed's House of Violets) - Plum fluted double, some shading.  Slightly spooned, pink

variegated foliage. Standard.

457  PONCHATRAIN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Light blue double, some darker shading.  Medium green,

quilted foliage.  Standard.

1179 PRECIOUS LAVENDER - (Hortense Pittman) - Double lavender blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated foli-

age.  Semiminiature.

913 PRECIOUS PINK - (Hortense Pittman) - Pink semidouble blossoms.  Tailored variegated foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1285 PRECIOUS PURPLE -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Deep royal purple semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Miniature.

737 PRETTY EYES - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large single deep pink blossoms with a rosy eye and a frilly edge. 

Heavily variegated foliage.  Standard.

1180 PRETTY GIRL - (Hortense Pittman) - Medium blue semidouble geneva~edge blossoms.  Tommie Lou

variegated foliage.  Miniature.

358  PRETTY LADY - (Reed's House of Violets) -  Pastel pink double.  Medium green, slightly pointed foliage. 

Standard.

238  PRETTY PINK - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink single star, slight lavender overlay.  Medium green

foliage.  Standard.

631  PRETTY PLUM - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fuchsia "plum” red double.  Slightly fluted.  Medium green-

strawberry foliage.  Large standard.
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1286 PRIDE OF COLUMBUS -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Lavender tipped with bright purple double blossoms.

Tommie Lou variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

806  PRIDE OF ENTERPRISE - (AVS of the Wiregrass) - Bright pink with purple fantasy markings. Tailored

variegated foliage.  Standard.

1181 PRIME TIME - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble bright rose blossoms with geneva edge.  Dark green

foliage.  Standard.

1331 PRINCESS TRAIL -  (Dr. Charles Sledge) -  Double light pink to blush fringed blossoms. Scalloped,

slightly ruffled, pink and cream crown variegation.

1352 PRINCE OF DIXIE - (Marie Burns) - Magenta red with prominent yellow stamens, single to semidouble

star-shaped blossoms. Very dark glossy, quilted foliage. Large.

945  PROM NIGHT - (Jeannette’s Jesneriads) - Dark blue double star with darker blue rays.  Slightly wavy

medium green foliage with pink reverse. Standard.

245  PUDDIN' - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red double. Medium green, pointed foliage Standard.

422  PURPLE AGLOW - (Lucile Wasson) - Semidouble purple. Tailored, variegated edge foliage.  Large stan-

dard.

878  PURPLE LIGHTNING - (Travis Violets) - Dark purple double blossoms sometimes with a streak of lav-

ender rays.  Dark red reverse pink and white variegated foliage  Standard.

907  PURPLE SUNSET - (Hortense Pittman) - Deep purple double blossoms.  Compact round tailored foliage. 

Standard.

-R-

1093 RADIANT STAR - (Hortense Pittman) - White semidouble star sometimes with coral or splashes of coral.

Light green tailored foliage. Standard. 

1706  RADIANT GLOW - (Travis' Violets) - Single, slightly ruffled, burgundy shaded star blossoms with darker

burgundy haloes blending into white centers, slightly edged in white.  Dark green, tailored foliage. 

Standard.

1004 RAGUSA SPECIAL - (Mrs. J. Y. Ragusa) - Pink two-tone single star.  Dark green plain foliage. Large

standard.

1354 RAIN MAN -  (Marie Burns) -  Dark blue with heavy white edge sometimes touched with green,

semidouble to double star-shaped blossoms. Dark, glossy, quilted foliage. Large.

348  RALPH CHARLES - (Reed's House of Violets) - Purple double, white edge.  Dark green, red-backed fo-

liage.  Standard.

374  RALPH LARRY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Ruffled deep purple.  Dark green, quilted foliage. Standard.

247 RALPH'S SWEETPEA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink double, overlay. Medium green foliage.

Standard.

1068 RAMONA'S CORAL KITTY - (Ramona V. Hodges) - White star with wide coral stripe. Green pointed

foliage grows in flat wheel.  Semiminiature chimera.

1012 RANDY ANDY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double ruffled carnation type blossom, lavender with purple

edges.  Medium green, red-backed, plain pointed glossy foliage.  Standard.

242 RARE JEWEL - (Reed's House of Violets) - Rose star, geneva.  Medium green, strawberry foliage.

Standard.

1182 RARE ROSE - (Hortense Pittman) - Frilled edge bright rose semidouble blossoms.  Tommie Lou

variegated foliage.  Semiminiature.

725 RASPBERRY CREAM - (Swifts') - Medium wine, geneva edged double.  Dark green tailored foliage.

Standard.

1500 RASPBERRY DELIGHT - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble bright raspberry blossoms with darker

raspberry fantasy spots. Shiny dark Tommie Lou variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

1339 RAVISHED ROSE - (Domiano/Armstrong) -  Frilled double soft red star-shaped blossoms. Dark green

serrated, pointed foliage. Grows large.

985 RAVISHING RUTH - (Linda Ray) - Double rose blossoms.  Pointed, symmetrical foliage.  Variegated

when young.  Semiminiature.

751 RAZZMATAZZ - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Two-tone lavender on rosy pink double blossoms on serrated

pointed variegated foliage.  Standard.

914 REAL ZEAL - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms with green back.  Green tailored foliage.
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Miniature.

470 REBEL ROUSER - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Multicolor semidouble lavender.  Variegated foliage. Large

Standard.

1428 RED BANDITO - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble ruby red. Dark green plain foliage. Semiminiature.

986 RED DELIGHT - (Linda Ray) - Large double red blooms.  Dark quilted foliage. Semiminiature.

1409 RED LION - (Marie Burns) - Double magenta ruffled star. Dark green plain quilted glossy red back large

foliage. Large standard.

1001 RED RAIDER TRAIL - (Linda Ray) - Dark red double. Tiny, pointed foliage.  Miniature trailer.

1183 REDLANDS PRECIOUS - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble fuchsia blossoms.  Tommie Lou variegated

foliage.  Miniature.

438 REED'S CAJUN COUNTRY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Plum purple, double.  Quilted, dark green, red-

backed foliage. Standard.

447 REED'S DIXIE MOONBEAM - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pastel peach double.  Medium green foliage.

Large standard.

489 REED'S FANCIFRILL - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender fantasy, geneva.  Medium green foliage.

Standard.

323 REED'S MONTGOMERY BELLE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Rosy-fuchsia, some fantasy, semidouble,

geneva edge.  Medium green foliage.  Standard.

361  REED'S PINK LEMONADE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double pink. Variegated foliage. Large standard.

823 REFLECTION - (Hortense Pittman) - Full ruffled double blossom in white with a distinct purple edge. 

Wavy foliage.  Standard.

1222 REINDEER GAMES - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Icy white slightly ruffled double star blossom with hint of

a chartreuse edge and pink anther.  Dark green pointed, glossy foliage lightly variegated with a cream to

yellow edge.  Standard.

263 RENA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink double, deeper tips.  Medium green foliage. Standard.

302 REVEREND BLADES - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fluffy purple double.  Pink variegated foliage.

Standard.

740   RHONDA - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large lavender single blossoms on tailored variegated foliage. Standard.

726  RHOOKIE - (Swifts') - Wine, lavender and purple double, geneva edge with some green.  Dark green

pointed tailored foliage.  Standard.

632 RILLY-A-DILLY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Magenta double.  Fluted, geneva edge.  Darker shade of

magenta just inside geneva.  Medium green shiny foliage. Large standard.

1385 RITA HILTON - (JC Munk) - Raspberry with darker shades with frilled edges. Variegated green, white,

pink.

546 RIVER OAKS - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large two-tone frilly single pink blossoms on heavily variegated pink

foliage   Standard.

752 RIVER ROAD - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Clusters of single purple blossoms on heavily variegated foliage with

pink overlay.  Standard.

1477 RODEO BANNER - (JC Munk) - Semidouble white and blue variable pansy. Medium green tailored

foliage. Standard.

1383 RODEO COUNTRY - (JC Munk) - Medium blue full double. Dark green tailored foliage.

1559 RODEO FLASHDANCE - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Single white blossoms with pink double-fringed

edges.  Plain medium green foliage. Standard.

1478 RODEO FRIEND - (JC Munk) - Semidouble lavender pansy with darker fringed edges. Medium green

foliage. Standard.

1560 RODEO GLORY - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Single royal blue pansy blossoms with white to green ruffled

and fringed edges.  Tailored medium green foliage.  Standard.

1561 RODEO HIGHLIGHTS - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Semidouble white pansy with wide dark purple fringed

edges.  Plain medium green foliage. Standard.

1479 RODEO HILLBILLY - (JC Munk) - Semidouble sometimes double, dark purple, heavily fringed pansy.

Dark green tailored foliage. Standard.

1562 RODEO HONOR - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Semidouble to double large reddish purple blossoms. 

Tailored dark green foliage. Standard.
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1563 RODEO HOTLINE - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Semidouble bright strawberry pink pansy blossoms with

heavy fringed edges.  Plain dark green foliage. Standard.

1480 RODEO JACKPOT - (JC Munk) - Semidouble reddish plum pansy with darker upper fringed petals.

Slightly ruffled, dark green pointed foliage. Standard.

1481 RODEO KEEPSAKE - (JC Munk) - Semidouble fringed dark lavender pansy with darker shadings. Dark

green, tailored pointed foliage. Standard.

1542 RODEO LIGHTNING - (Munk/OVAL) - Semidouble, fringed, white pansy blossoms with wide purple edges

and markings. Tailored, medium green foliage. Standard

1564 RODEO PARTY - (JC.Munk/Lenora Munk) - Double large full purple pansy blossoms with wide white wavy

edges.  Pointed dark green foliage.  Standard.

1482 RODEO PAYDAY - (JC Munk) - Semidouble fringed, reddish wine pansy with darker shadings. Slightly

ruffled, dark green pointed foliage. Standard.

1483 RODEO PIONEER - (JC Munk) - Semidouble reddish purple star with wavy edges. Dark green tailored

foliage. Standard

1484 RODEO PLEASURE   (JC Munk) - Semidouble deep lavender with darker eye and pencil white edges.

Medium green tailored foliage. Standard.

1543 RODEO POLKA - (Munk/OVAL) - Semidouble lavender star blossoms with wavy, fringed edges. Tailored,

medium green foliage. Standard.

1565 RODEO REDHEAD - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Single dark red pansy blossoms with fringed edges. 

Medium green foliage. Standard.

1566 RODEO REWARD - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Double blue to purple button blossoms with green edges. 

Dark green wavy foliage. Standard.

1544 RODEO ROPER - (Munk/OVAL) - Semidouble royal velvet purple pansy blossoms with wide, white frilled

edges. Medium green foliage. Standard.

1485 RODEO ROUNDUP - (JC Munk) - Semidouble large, royal blue stars with pencil white edges. Dark green

tailored foliage. Standard.

1384 RODEO SHOWGIRL - (JC Munk) - Cherry red semidouble, darker frilled edges, wavy pansy. Medium

green tailored foliage.

1567 RODEO SHOWOFF - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Single white pansy blossoms with random shadings of

red edged splashes.  Medium green foliage. Standard.

1486 RODEO SHOWTIME - (JC Munk) - Semidouble deep lavender fringed stars. Dark tailored foliage.

Standard.

1487 RODEO SURPRISE - (JC Munk) - Semidouble fringed white blooms with random purple shadings.

Medium green foliage. Standard.

1568 RODEO SWEETHEART - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Semidouble light pink blossoms with green fringed

edges maturing to bronze.  Dark green ruffled foliage. Large Standard.

1569 RODEO TORCH - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Single reddish pansy blossoms with heavy fringed edges. 

Dark green foliage. Standard.

1570 RODEO TWISTER - (JC Munk/Lenora Munk) - Double white pansy blossoms with fringed lavender

edges.  Plain medium green foliage. Standard.

287  RODNEY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark blue double.  Medium green, red-backed foliage. Large

standard.

946 RON TEW - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Single star. Two-tone pink.  Slightly serrated, dark green foliage. 

Standard.

947   ROSANNE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Dark blue two-tone double star.  Dark green, red-reverse foliage. 

Standard.

895   ROSE HONEY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double rosy pink with white backed blossoms.  Tommie Lou varie-

gated foliage.  Standard.

987   ROSEOKLA - (Linda Ray) - Rosy-pink frilly double. Variegated, wavy foliage.

1442 ROSE SPLASH - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble rose pink. Dark green plain foliage. Semiminiature.

852 ROSY FUTURE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Large orchid lightly ruffled single, magenta overlay, red

glitter, purple fantasy markings.  Dark green pointed foliage. Standard.

1448 ROWDY RAY - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble rose frilled with darker rose fantasy. Dark green and
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white Tommie Lou variegation. Semiminiature.

958  ROYAL DOGWOOD - (Penny Brenner) - Single plum and white dogwood tips.  Dark green foliage.

Semiminiature.

1184 ROYAL PLEASURE - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark blue fringed edge double blossoms.   Dark green tail9red

foliage.  Standard.

1288 ROYAL RICH - (Hortense Pittman) - Royal purple semidouble blossoms. Medium green foliage.

Semiminiature.

1586 RUBY BLUSH - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble ruby red blossoms.  Plain green foliage.  Semiminiature.

1587 RUBY DOLL - (Hortense Pittman) - Double ruby red blossoms.  Plain emerald green foliage.  Miniature.

687 RUBY PRESLEY - (Violets Atlanta) - Deep red double geneva with red and deep purple tones.  Dark

green tailored foliage.  Standard.

988  RUBY SLIPPERS - (Linda Ray) - Red double blossoms. Tailored foliage.  Miniature.

1104 RUFFLED JOY - (Hortense Pittman) - Ruffled double white with splashes of rose.  Tommie Lou

variegated foliage.  semiminiature.

1607 RUFFLED ROMANCE - (Burns/Coleman) - Semidouble pale pink ruffled star blossom.  Variegated

Tommie Lou foliage. Standard

1255 RUFFLES-N-SWIRLS - (Travis' Violets) - Semidouble pale lavender to white ruffled blossom.  Flat quilted,

sometimes with Lillian Jarrett foliage. Standard.

1155 RUTHIE GEE - (Dottie Wilson) - Rose to mauve non-dropping single to semidouble pansies, sometimes

with a touch of white.  Heavily variegated dark green and pink slightly wavy foliage. Standard.  (Named for

Ruth Goeke)

-S-

791  SABLE AND SAND - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Large pale pink single wasp blooms with subtle darker

tips of top petals.  Slightly quilted medium green plain tailored foliage.  Standard.

477 SALTWATER TAFFY - (Sandra Leary) - Ruffled pink double.  Dark green, quilted foliage.  Standard.

774  SAN FELIPE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double dark blue, variegated foliage.  Standard.

395  SANIBEL - (Sandra Leary) - White double, red edge. Medium green tailored foliage.  Standard.

714  SANTANA STORMY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Purple two-tone double.  Tailored medium green plain

foliage.  Standard.

853  SANTANA SUNSET - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Coral-pink double with deep pink overlay and glitter

sprinkled with deep blue-purple fantasy on petal edges.  Dark green, pointed foliage. Standard.

1588 SASSY ANGEL - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms.  Green and white variegated foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1589 SASSY HONEY - (Hortense Pittman) - Single lavender and purple blossoms.  Green and white variegated

foliage.  Miniature.

633  SASSY LASSIE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep lavender pink shaded to some plum on tips. Sparkling

semidouble.  Heavily variegated red-backed leaves.  Standard.

824  SASSY RED - (Hortense Pittman) - Fluted dark red double blossoms. Dark emerald foliage. Standard. 

795  SASSY SADIE - (Penny Brenner) - Two-tone rose double on tailored green foliage. Semiminiature. 

770  SASSY SHELL - (Hortense Pittman) - Frosty pink doubles over improved girl leaf foliage.  Compact

standard.

1321 SASSY SHIRLEY -  (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pansy lavender and purple blossoms. Tailored

Tommie Lou variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

1590 SASSY SPLASH - (Hortense Pittman) - Single fantasy blossoms of pink and  purple.  Plain green foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1591 SASSY SUE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink blossoms.  Green and white variegated foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1592 SASSY WONDER - (Hortense Pittman) - Single lavender blossoms.  Green and white variegated foliage. 

Miniature.

1488 SATIN BOW -  (Marie Burns) -  Semidouble lavender with purple fantasy. Dark green foliage with red

back. Large.

288  SATIN SHEEN - (Reed's House of Violets) - Light pink fringed double.  Light green, tailored foliage. 

Standard.
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349   SATIN SHEETS - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pastel pink double.  Medium green, quilted foliage.

Standard.

289  SAY YES - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink fringed double.  Dark green, heart-shaped foliage. Standard.

389   SEA ROBIN - (Sandra Leary) - Magenta pink single, darker accents, light edge, slightly ruffled. Dark

green, pointed foliage.  Standard.

401  SEA SKIPPER - (Sandra Leary) - Double purple stars with green-white edge.  Bright green foliage.

Standard.

896   SECRET SMILE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white blossoms splashed with red.  Light green tailored

foliage.  Standard.

897  SEE SAW SUE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms.  Girl leaf foliage.  Standard.

989  SENSATIONAL SANDRA - (Linda Ray) - Wine single. Pink, cream and green variegated foliage.  Min-

iature.

898   SHADOW DREAM - (Hortense Pittman) - Double ruffled dark blue with white edge blossoms.  Dark holly

foliage  Standard.

1013 SHAMELESS FLIRT - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble star, pale lavender with vivid purple on

random edges.  Dark green, red-backed, plain pointed glossy foliage.  Standard.

152   SHEBA - (Mary Trokovich) - Dark blue single.  Plain variegated foliage.  Large standard.

1501 SHEER CREAM - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble light pink blossoms, Medium green, Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

924  SHOGUN - (Alma S. Hummer) - Light pink fringed, green edge double.  Ruffled, dark green, red-backed

foliage.  Standard.

899  SHOW STOPPER - (Hortense Pittman) - Double lavender with purple tips.  Tommie Lou variegated foli-

age.  Standard.

634  SHUR SWEET - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep lavender, some purple shading and rays, double.

Variegated red-backed foliage.  Standard.

1036 SILVER TARPON - (Sandra Williams) - Large white and purple semidouble stars.  Foliage variegated em-

erald green trimmed in yellow and white. Large standard.

887  SIR CHARLES - (Mrs. Charles Henry) - Dark pink two-tone semidouble, slightly fringed.  Dark, pointed

foliage.  Standard.

1344 SIR RODERIC -  (George Starr) - Double dark fuchsia-red blossoms with darker veins. Dark green,

quilted foliage with red reverse. Grows large.

236   6 PACK - (Dr. J. B. Jung) - Rose shaped pink. Chanticleer foliage.  Standard.

1033 SKETCH BOOK - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double ruffled bright pink two-tone.  Random color

variations.  Medium green, plain, glossy foliage.  Standard.

900  SKY SPARKLER - (Hortense Pittman) - Double fantasy of lavender with purple spots.  Tommie Lou var-

iegated foliage.  Standard.

1223 SLEEPER - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble pansy shaped medium pink center edged in deep

pink. Black/green tailored foliage.  Standard.

246   SLUMBER ROSE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Rose double.  Dark green red-backed, rounded foliage.

Standard.

773  SMURFF - (Hortense Pittman) - Lavender fantasy double blossoms.  Dark green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1080 SNOW CHILD - (Hortense Pittman) - White semidouble blossoms.  Light green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1256 SNOW FIRE - (Travis' Violets) - Semidouble white blossom with pink shades and stripes.  Green flat

foliage.  Standard.

290 SNOWBALL SPECIAL - (Reed's House of Violets) - White double.  Medium green foliage.  Standard.

1002 SNOWBELLE TRAIL - (Linda Ray) - Tiny white bells. Light green trailing foliage. Miniature trailer.

838  SNOWFRILLY PINK - (Mary Todd) - Two-tone frilled pink.  Ovate quilted variegated foliage.  Large

standard.

1326 SNOWMAN - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms with blue streaks. Medium green foliage.

Semiminiature trailer.

990 SNUGGLE BEAR - (Linda Ray) - Pink bells.  Tiny Tommie Lou variegated foliage.  Miniature.
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695 SO FINE - (Irene Lineberg) - Dusty rose single stars tipped with burgundy.  Slightly wavy green and white

variegated foliage with some pink. Standard.

827  SO RARE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble fringed edge pink blooms with a rose eye.  Dark tailored

foliage.  Compact standard.

715 SOARING - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Bright light pink two-tone double.  Medium green plain tailored

foliage.  Standard.

716 SOFT PLACES - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Blush pale pink single.  Medium dark green plain tailored

foliage.  Standard.

1094 SOLAR BLUE - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark blue doubles.  Variegated Tommie Lou tailored foliage.

Standard.

738  SOMETHIN' SOUTHERN - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large semidouble rosy red blossoms with a deep white

edge on variegated foliage. Standard.

291  SOMETHING ELSE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Rosy-red double with darker tips.  Dark green, red-

backed foliage.  Standard.

533  SOMETHING PRETTY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Double blue and white blossoms.  Big dark green

quilted leaves. Standard.

292  SONG SUNG BLUE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Blue double.  Medium green foliage. Standard.

1362 SOUTHERN BEAUTY - (Lenora Munk) - Semidouble bright coral pink with shadings and fringed, wavy

edges. Medium green tailored foliage. Standard.

552  SOUTHERN BELLE - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Single large red.  Heavy variegated tailored foliage. Standard.

739  SOUTHERN COMFORT - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Double lavender two-tone blossoms on heavily variegated

foliage. Standard.

735  SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large single orchid blossoms with a deep eye on large

variegated foliage with a deep pink overlay. Standard.

736  SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Single lavender two-tone blossoms on heavily

variegated foliage. Standard.

476  SPANISH GALLEON - (Sandra Leary) - Soft pink ruffled gold edge semidouble.  Dark green, quilted

foliage. Standard.

469 SPANISH MOSS - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Orchid double, darker edge.  Variegated foliage. Standard.

1014 SPICE OF LIFE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Fuchsia double ruffled blossom.  Medium green plain, glossy

foliage.  Standard.

1593 SPICY JOY - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble blossoms of lavender and purple markings.  Plain green

foliage.  Miniature.

1431 SPIN OUT - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble dark rose with white back. Dark green and white Tommie

Lou variegation. Semiminiature.

1015 SPIRIT OF CARNIVAL - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Single star, purple with darker eye and veining.

Medium green, plain, glossy foliage.  Standard.

1037 SPLASH TRICK - (Sandra Williams) - Blossoms double pink with purple speckles, fantasy.  Dark green

tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1185 SPORTY RED - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark red semidouble blossoms.  Creamy white and green

variegated foliage. Standard.

901  SPRING DAWN - (Hortense Pittman) - Double blue with geneva edge.  Dark tailored foliage.  Standard.

458  SPRING FIESTA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Soft pink double.  Medium green quilted foliage. Large

standard.

1441 SPRING PEACH -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble pink with peach colored tips. Medium green and

white variegation. Miniature.

1081 SPRING PROM - (Hortense Pittman) - Bright pink double blossoms.  Light Lou variegated tailored foliage. 

Semiminiature.

350  SPRING WATER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Reddish purple double, white edge, hint of green on edge. 

Medium green foliage.  Standard.

382  SQUARE RIGGER - (Sandra Leary) - Purple, reddish undertones, double stars, hints of dark and light

edges.  Dark wavy foliage.  Standard.

780 STANLEY - (Shirley Vogler) - Double white blossoms. Large dark green leaves, slightly wavy with red-
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back.  Large standard.

1410 STAR BRITE - (Marie Burns) - Semidouble dusty medium pink ruffled star. Dark green plain foliage. Large

standard.

1095 STAR DREAM - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark blue ruffled double with feathered white edge.  Dark holly

foliage.  Standard.

1257 STAR SHOT - (Travis' Violets) - Violet blue to purple star blossom with geneva edge.  Pink and white

variegated foliage.  Large standard.

1034 STARCROSSED - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble star lavender wo-tone, darker toward edges.

Dark green, red-backed, plain, glossy f9liage. Standard.

1707  STAR ECLIPSE - (Travis' Violets) - Single, medium blue star blossoms with strong white eyes and white

haloes around slightly fluted petals.  Green, plain, quilted foliage.  Standard.

902  STARLIGHT LUSTER - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white blossoms. Tailored dark foliage. Standard.

645 STARS 'N STRIPES - (Swifts') - White with some purple stripes and markings, semidouble star. Medium

green slightly ruffled foliage. Standard.

948  STARS OVER KANA - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Dark purplish blue single star with geneva edge. Black-

green red reverse foliage.  Standard.

1414 STARSTRUCK -  (Lois Duvall) -  Semidouble chimera, white with royal blue side stripes. Plain foliage,

compact standard.

397  STELIA OCEANIS - (Sandra Leary) - Single purple stars, ruffled green-white edge.  Emerald green

foliage.  Standard.

1016 STELLAR CLOUDS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Pure white semidouble star.  Medium green, plain, glossy

foliage.  Standard.

759  STINGO - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble red blossom with geneva edge.  Medium green tailored fo-

liage.  Standard.

1430 STORMY SANDY - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble raspberry with darker edge and fantasy. Dark green

and white Tommie Lou variegation. Semiminiature.

991  STRAWBERRY DREAMIN' - (Linda Ray) - Pink and white double.  Cream and green variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1038 STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL - (Sandra Williams) - Bright pink double blossoms.  Variegated dark green fo-

liage with lots of pink. Large standard.

650  STRAWBERRY TOPPING - (Swifts') - Fuchsia red, double, geneva edge. Dark green tailored foliage. 

Standard.

1082 SUGAR DOLL - (Hortense Pittman) - Full double pink blossoms.  Dark green and white Lou tailored fo-

liage.  Semiminiature.

1502 SUGAR FRILLS -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble creamy white blossoms blushed with pink. Shiny

Tommie Lou variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

1186 SUGAR HARVEST - (Hortense Pittman) - Light pink double blossoms with peach edges.  White and pink

Tommie Lou variegated tailored foliage. Standard.

792 SUITE DREAMS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Pale orchid single star.  Slightly quilted pointed medium-dark

green plain tailored foliage.  Standard.

390 SUMMER BUTTERFLY - (Sandra Leary) - Pink semidouble star, white edge.  Dark quilted, pointed, tai-

lored foliage.  Standard.

1519 SUMMER CHARM -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble rose pink blossoms with raspberry fantasy

markings. Dark green and white variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

1096 SUMMER WINDS - (Hortense Pittman) - Frilled edge lavender semidouble blossoms.  Green tailored

foliage.  Standard.

1531 SUMMER WIND TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms. Emerald green trailing foliage.

Miniature trailer.

1039 SUNCOAST ANGEL MAGIC - (Sandra Williams) - Double white blossoms with pale lavender trimmings.

Medium green tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1040 SUNCOAST ANTIQUE LACE - (Sandra Williams) - Double white pansy with ruffled edges edged in green

and lavender. Slightly ruffled emerald green foliage.  Large standard.

1041 SUNCOAST BIRTHDAY PARTY - (Sandra Williams) - Full double two-tone pink and deep pink ruffled star
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blossoms.  Variegated medium green foliage with white and yellow trimmings.  Large standard.

1042 SUNCOAST CANDY LACE - (Sandra Williams) - Double white blossoms with wide red edges.  Medium

green tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1053 SUNCOAST CHRISTMAS SPARKLER - (Sandra Williams) - Double red blossoms with white edge. 

Tailored green and white variegated foliage with some pink.  Large standard.

1054 SUNCOAST FABULOUS FANTASY - (Sandra Williams) - Double pink blossoms with purple speckles. 

Tailored dark green foliage.  Large standard.

1055 SUNCOAST FANTA-SEA - (Sandra Williams) - Double pink blossoms with purple speckles.  Tailored dark

green foliage.  Large standard.

1056 SUNCOAST GARDEN PARTY - (Sandra Williams) - Single pink star blossoms with ruffled green edge.

Ruffled green and white variegated foliage. Large standard.

1057 SUNCOAST LAVENDER SILK - (Sandra Williams) - Semidouble two-tone lavender blossoms.  Foliage

medium green variegated in white and yellow. Large standard.

1058 SUNCOAST MELON DELIGHT - (Sandra Williams) - Double coral pink blossoms.  Dark green round

tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1059 SUNCOAST MIDNIGHT MYSTERY - (Sandra Williams) - Double ruffled dark purple blossoms.  Dark

green quilted foliage.  Large standard.

1043 SUNCOAST PAINTED SILK - (Sandra Williams) - Pink semidouble star with purple speckled fantasy

blossoms.  Medium green tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1048 SUNCOAST PERFECT LOVE - (Sandra Williams) - Soft pink ruffled edge semidouble pansy blossoms.

Variegated medium green with white and yellow trimmed tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1044 SUNCOAST SEAFARER - (Sandra Williams) - Dark blue double with green ruffled edge blossoms.  Foli-

age slightly ruffled dark green. Large standard.

1045 SUNCOAST SECRET FANTASY - (Sandra Williams) - Double pink blossoms with purple specks, fantasy. 

Medium green tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1046 SUNCOAST SENTIMENTAL - (Sandra Williams) - Double two-tone lavender blossoms.  Medium green

tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1060 SUNCOAST SILVERCREST - (Sandra Williams) - Large semidouble stars of white and purple multicolor.

Slightly ruffled green and white variegated foliage.  Large standard.

1047 SUNCOAST SOFT ILLUSIONS - (Sandra Williams) - Semidouble pale pink, ruffled edge blossoms.

Variegated tailored, dark green, white trim foliage.  Large standard.

1049 SUNCOAST STRAWBERRY SPARKLE - (Sandra Williams) - Double pink blossoms with white edge. 

Variegated tailored with yellow and pink foliage. Large standard.

1061 SUNCOAST SUMMER ROSE - (Sandra Williams) - Full round doubles of light pink and dark rose pink

blossoms.  Medium green tailored foliage.  Large standard.

106 SUNCOAST SWEETNESS 'N LIGHT - (Sandra Williams) - Ruffled large light pink double blossoms.  Dark

green tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1050 SUNCOAST WEDGEWOOD - (Sandra Williams) - Light blue double blossoms.  Large round medium

green tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1051 SUNCOAST WINTER SKIES - (Sandra Williams) - Double white blossoms with purple markings from

center. Tailored variegated medium green with white foliage.  Large standard.

578 SUNDAY MORNING - (Reed's House of Violets) - Hot pink double, wide cerise band on fringed edge.

Dark green quilted foliage.  Standard.

1594 SUNDOWN COWBOY - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble fuchsia blossoms. Green and white variegated

foliage.  Semiminiature.

1187 SUNDOWN TRAIL - (Hortense Pittman) - Dark blue double blossoms.  Dark green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature trailer.

874 SUNSET MOON - (Travis' Violets) - Blue double with a thin white edge around blossoms.  Dark green and

white variegated foliage.  Standard.

1595 SUNSHINE LADY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms.  Yellow and green variegated foliage. 

Semiminiature.

1596 SUPER BOY - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble blue blossoms.  Plain green foliage.  Semiminiature.

534 SUPER STARS - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark red-dish violet with wide darker red violet band on
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fringed edge double.  Medium green quilted leaves.  Standard.

211 SUZY'S BEAU PHILIP - (Suzy Johnson) - Deep blue double. Quilted, medium green foliage. Standard.

208 SUZY'S BERT - (Suzy Johnson) - Amethyst-violet semidouble, slightly ruffled.  Elongated, medium green,

wavy foliage. Standard.

316  SUZY'S BETTY REGER - (Suzy Johnson) - Single lavender, darker eye and edge.  Variegated foliage.

Standard.

322 SUZY'S BLUE BOY VARIEGATED - (Suzy Johnson) - Purplish blue single.  Pink variegated foliage.

Standard.

167  SUZY'S CATHY - (Suzy Johnson) - Flax blue semidouble.  Dark green, tailored foliage. Standard.

210   SUZY'S CHARLENE - (Suzy Johnson) - Light pink single star, white edge.  Plain green foliage. Standard.

313  SUZY'S EVA SHEA - (Suzy Johnson) - Cream white single to double star, blue fantasy.  Red-backed

green foliage.  Standard.

168  SUZY'S GERTHA - (Suzy Johnson) - Medium blue semidouble.  Dark quilted, girl foliage. Semiminiature.

225  SUZY'S GRACE G. - (Suzy Johnson) - White and violet semidouble star.  Plain foliage.  Standard.

212   SUZY'S JENNIFER PAIGE - (Suzy Johnson) - Two-toned violet double. Quilted green foliage.  Standard.

209   SUZY'S JENNY - (Suzy Johnson) - Bright pink double, sometimes pink with white.  Sometimes slight ruffle

or plain foliage.  Standard.

260  SUZY'S JERRY B. - (Suzy Johnson) - Pink single and semidouble stars, darker center.  Deep green

quilted foliage.  Standard.

169   SUZY'S LADY MINX - (Suzy Johnson) - Single lavender violet fantasy.  Girl foliage.  Standard.

170  SUZY'S LADY SUZETTE - (Suzy Johnson) - Fringed medium blue double, darker tips.  Girl foliage.

Standard.

207   SUZY'S LITTLE BEAU - (Suzy Johnson) - Medium blue double.  Dark green foliage.  Semiminiature.

310  SUZY'S MARY KAY - (Suzy Johnson) - Deep blue double.  Variegated cream and pink foliage. Standard.

314   SUZY'S MAY MORRISON - (Suzy Johnson) - Rosy pink double.  Scalloped, dark green, red-backed foli-

age.  Standard.

171  SUZY'S MOORISH BLUE - (Suzy Johnson) - Deep blue single.  Quilted foliage.  Standard.

172   SUZY'S MR. LUCKY - (Suzy Johnson) - Orchid double, darker tips and top petals.  Dark1 tailored foliage. 

Standard.

194  SUZY'S MRS. LUCKY - (Suzy Johnson) - Two-toned lavender double.  Plain, quilted, pointed foliage.

Semiminiature.

309   SUZY'S MY STEVE - (Suzy Johnson) - Deep blue double.  Green quilted foliage.  Standard.

312   SUZY'S NANCY VILLEVEUVE - (Suzy Johnson) - Medium blue single to double.  Green quilted foliage.

Large standard.

226  SUZY'S ORCHID RIPPLE SUPREME - (Suzy Johnson) - White double, orchid supreme foliage. 

Standard.

308  SUZY'S OUR MARY - (Suzy Johnson) - Two-toned pink double.  Dark green quilted foliage.  Standard.

315  SUZY'S OUR NAN - (Suzy Johnson) - Violet semidouble, darker tips.  Medium green foliage. Standard.

317   SUZY'S PAIGE STANTON - (Suzy Johnson) - Two-toned lavender single. Medium green foliage.

Standard.

173  SUZY'S PARSEY - (Suzy Johnson) - Semidouble hyacinth blue.  Dark green, tailored foliage. Standard.

311  SUZY'S RUTH JENNINGS - (Suzy Johnson) - Lavender semidouble.  Dark green, quilted foliage.  Stan-

dard.

206  SUZY'S THELMA - (Suzy Johnson) - Single to semidouble deep violet, white edge.  Dark green, quilted

foliage; Standard.

259  SUZY'S WARD B. - (Suzy Johnson) - Semidouble to double pale lavender, two-toned darker edge.

Tommie Lou variegated foliage.  Standard.

174  SUZY'S WETA - (Suzy Johnson) - White double.  Medium green, tailored foliage.  Small standard.

463  SWAMP FEVER - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Semidouble deep lavender, purple tips.  Dark green foliage, deep

lavender variegation.  Standard.

1035 SWAMP TURTLE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) -Semidouble ruffled deep red-orchid two-tone, darker eye,

rays and edges. Medium green, plain, glossy foliage.  Large standard.

1258 SWEET AMY REBECCA - (Travis' Violets) - Baby pink with darker eye star blossom.  Green and white
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and pink variegated foliage.  Large standard.

992 SWEET CAROL - (Linda Ray)  White and pink blossoms.  Cream and green wavy variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1380 SWEET CAROLINE - (Jim Boyer) - Ruffled semidouble to double chimera. Red side stripes with white

center stripe. Light green ruffled foliage. Standard 14" to 16".

635  SWEET LAVENDER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep shade of lavender double fluted blossom.  Purple

fantasy splashes.  Dark green quilted foliage. Large standard.

535  SWEET MAGIC - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed semidouble lavender, traces of fantasy on some.

Medium green rounded leaves.  Large standard.

1427 SWEET MAGIC - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white with rose eye. Medium green and white Tommie

Lou variegated foliage. Miniature.

375  SWEET MELODY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink fringed double.  Medium green foliage.

Standard.

376   SWEET N' PINK - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep pink double, slightly fringed.  Medium green,

strawberry foliage.  Standard.

1083 SWEETONE - (Hortense Pittman) - Rosy pink semidouble blossoms.  Dark green tailored foliage. 

Semiminiature.

953  SWEET SOPHIE   (Penny Brenner) - Semidouble to double two-tone pink.  Plain medium green foliage. 

Semiminiature.

293  SWEET SURRENDER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink double.  Medium green heart-shaped foliage.

Standard.

949   SWEET TEMPTATION - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble to double star.  Bright pink, deep pink

extending out from the eye.  Serrated black/green foliage with pink reverse. Standard.

720  SWIFTY DELIGHT - (Swifts') - Two-toned lavender with some white, fringed double.  Variegated, ruffled

foliage.  Standard.

721  SWIFTY HALO - (Swifts') - Medium blue, geneva edge, double.  Medium green variegated tailored foliage. 

Standard.

719   SWIFTY JEWEL - (Swifts') - Two-toned lavender and wine fringed double variegated with pink.  Cream

and green ruffled foliage.  Standard.

722  SWIFTY WONDER - (Swifts') - Large white and lavender double.  Tailored variegated foliage.  Standard.

1289 SWING ALONG - (Hortense Pittman) - Rosy pink double blossoms. Dark green foliage. Semiminiature.

950  SWIRLING PETTICOATS - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double lightly fringed, pink with fuchsia overlay,

white glitter and lighter pink edge.  Plain medium green foliage.  Standard.

-T-

432  T' CHOUX CHOUX - (tea shoe shoe) - (Elizabeth Rush Hagan) - Single purple.  Quilted, pointed foliage. 

Semiminiature.

494  TAFFY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Frosted pink double, hint of peach edge.  Light green quilted foliage. 

Standard.

915  TAFFY JOY - (Hortense Pittman) - Double rose blossoms. Dark green tailored foliage. Semiminiature.

1074 TAFFY SWEET - (Hortense Pittman) - Double soft pink geneva edge blossom.  Dark green foliage.  Stan-

dard.

1520 TALLY HO - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble medium blue blossoms. Vivid dark green wavy foliage.

Semiminiature.

1503 TEEN BRIDE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms. Shiny dark green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

1290 TEEN CHARMER - (Hortense Pittman) - Bright pink double blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1504 TEEN CHATTER - (Hortense Pittman) - Double bright rose pink blossoms. Shiny dark Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

1084 TEEN CRAZE - (Hortense Pittman) - Bright pink double blossoms.  Dark green foliage. Semiminiature.

1188 TEEN DREAM - (Hortense Pittman) - Two-toned pink double blossoms.  Tommie Lou variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1597 TEEN FANTASTIC - (Hortense Pittman) - Double fantasy blossoms of pink and purple.  Medium green
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foliage.  Semiminiature.

1429 TEEN GLOW - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble bell fuchsia with frilled white edge. Dark green and white

Tommie Lou variegation. Miniature.

1521 TEEN ICICLE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms with star splashes of blue radiating from

the eyes. Green and white variegated tailored foliage. Semiminiature.

1505 TEEN KISS (Hortense Pittman) -  Double fuchsia blossoms. Dark Tommie Lou variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1292 TEEN MIRACLE - (Hortense Pittman) -  Dogwood tipped bright pink double blossoms. Medium green

tailored foliage. Miniature.

1322 TEEN PRINCESS - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble bell-type pink blossoms. Tailored Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Miniature.

1432 TEEN QUEEN - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink with raspberry fantasy. Medium green and white

Tommie Lou variegation. Miniature.

1393 TEEN RAINBOW - (Hortense Pittman) - Pink and rose semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated

foliage. Semiminiature.

1394 TEEN SPIRIT - (Hortense Pittman) - Bright lavender rose semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated

foliage. Semiminiature.

1522 TEEN SUNSHINE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble white blossoms with large yellow stamens. Green

and white variegated tailored foliage. Semiminiature.

1395 TEEN SURPRISE - (Hortense Pittman) - Sticktite single to semidouble pink blossoms. Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

1506 TEEN THUNDER - (Hortense Pittman) - Double dark blue blossoms with Geneva edges. Medium green

foliage. Semiminiature.

1507 TEEN WISHES - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble deep fuchsia blossoms with fantasy markings in darker

tones. Dark Tommie Lou variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

599  TENNESSEE BLUE BEAUTY - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Dark blue single star, white edge.  Dark foliage.

Standard.

592  TENNESSEE BLUE DELIGHT - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Light blue double, wavy dark green foliage. Standard.

585  TENNESSEE DEWDROP - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Buff pink fringed star, single blossom.  Dark plain foliage. 

Standard.

584  TENNESSEE DIANA - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - White and lavender double. Plain green foliage.  Standard.

587 TENNESSEE LOVE BUG - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Pink double  Plain foliage.  Standard.

588   TENNESSEE MARY POPPINS - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Semidouble blue and white star.  Plain green foliage. 

Standard.

589   TENNESSEE MINT JULEP - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Pink fringed double, green edge.  Dark wavy foliage.

Standard.

591   TENNESSEE MISS BUFFY - (Mrs. T.C. Fritz) - Buff pink ruffled double.  Plain dark foliage.  Standard.

596   TENNESSEE OLD SMOKEY - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Medium blue semidouble star.  Plain green foliage.

Standard.

593   TENNESSEE PINK BOMBSHELL - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Semidouble and double pink star.  Plain dark green

foliage.  Standard.

598   TENNESSEE PINK DELIGHT - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Light pink large double.  Plain green foliage.  Standard

597   TENNESSEE PINK DOGWOOD - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Large pink star.  Plain green foliage.  Standard.

594   TENNESSEE PINK MIST - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Misty pink single star.  Plain green foliage.  Large standard.

583   TENNESSEE PINK RADIANCE - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Deep pink fringed double. Dark slightly wavy foliage.

Standard.

582   TENNESSEE PINK ROSEBUD - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Light pink fringed double.  Plain dark foliage.  Stan-

dard.

586   TENNESSEE PINK WHISPER - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - White and pink round single and semidouble.  Plain

green foliage.  Standard.

590   TENNESSEE SNOW STAR - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Ruffled white star blossom.  Plain green foliage. 

Standard.

595   TENNESSEE TANGO - (Mrs. T. C. Fritz) - Deep pink fringed double.  Plain green foliage.  Standard.
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391   TEQUILA SUNRISE - (Sandra Leary) - Bright fuchsia single stars.  Medium green tailored foliage.

Standard.

222   TEXAS BLUE TREASURE - (Mrs. H. G. Cook) - Blue double.  Variegated foliage.  Standard.

1003 TEXAS BRAZOS TRAIL - (Linda Ray) - Fuchsia double. Compact dark green foliage.  Semiminiature

trailer.

1446 TEXAS BUTTERCUP -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble white with yellow and pink. Tommie Lou

variegation. Semiminiature.

1363 TEXAS FANTASY -  (Lenora Munk) -  Semidouble lavender with darker markings fantasy. Medium green

tailored foliage. Standard.

1433 TEXAS FIESTA -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble pink with rose fantasy. Dark green and white Tommie

Lou variegation. Semiminiature.

1518 TEXAS SPACE DUST - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble light pink blossoms. Dark green and white

variegated foliage. Miniature.

1443 TEXAS TEEN -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Semidouble ruby red. Dark green plain foliage. Semiminiature.

1291 TEXAS TOUCH -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Ruby red double blossoms. Medium green foliage.

Semiminiature.

993   TEXAS TREASURE - (Linda Ray) - Very dark purple double.  Dark pointed, pebbly foliage with red

reverse.  Miniature.

1412 THANKS ALYCE -  (Jim Boyer) -  Single ruffled standard chimera. Purple center stripe, pink & blue

fantasy side stripes. Dark green, glossy, some red back quilted foliage.

697   THAT'S BARBARA - (Irene Lineberg) - Single and semidouble dusty rose, some darker edges.  Green

and white variegated foliage.  Standard.

1017 THAT'S ITALIAN - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Semidouble star, fuchsia multicolor, fuchsia and pink with a

wide fuchsia edge.  Dark green, plain, glossy, foliage.  Standard.

1105 THINK TWICE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double pink blossoms.  Medium green tailored foliage.  Miniature.

1153 THIS BUD'S MINE - (Dottie Wilson) - Dark blue double sometimes with a touch of pink.  Dark blue-green

red-backed quilted foliage.  Large standard.

295 THRILLER DILLER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Wine-red double, fringed, some green on edge. Dark

green foliage.  Standard.

579   TICKLED PINK - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big dark purple double fringed.  Dark velvety leaf. Large

standard.

756   TIDECREST - (Hortense Pittman) - White with green ruffled edge blossoms.  Medium green wavy foliage. 

Semidouble.  Standard.

377   TIM WORLEY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Purple double. Pink variegated foliage. Large standard.

875   TIME BANDIT - (Travis' Violets) - Pastel pink double.  Variegated foliage.  Standard.

916  TIMID TEEN - (Hortense Pittman) - Bright pink semidouble blossoms.  Emerald green foliage. Miniature.

1434 TINKER BELLS - (Hortense Pittman) - Double bell, pink. Dark green and white Tommie Lou variegation.

Semiminiature.

917   TINY TULIP - (Hortense Pittman) - Single lavender to purple two-tone blossoms.  Variegated girl leaf

foliage.  Miniature.

1085 TIPTOP - (Hortense Pittman) - Sticktite single lavender pink blossoms.  Dark green tailored foliage. 

Semiminiature.

351   TIZ BLUE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium blue double.  Medium green, slightly pointed foliage.

Large standard.

459  TIZ LOVELY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender semidouble, rayed, slightly fluted edge, some purple

edge.  Medium green foliage.  Standard.

359   TIZ PINK - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark pink double.  Light green foliage.  Standard.

636   TIZ RED - (Reed's House of Violets) - Big "purplish” red single, does not drop.  Dark green shiny red-

backed foliage.  Standard.

423   TODDLE LOU - (Lucile Wasson) - Lavender-wine two-tone single.  Tailored variegated foliage. Standard.

1293 TOMBOY BLUE -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Light blue semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

495  TOM EDWARD - (Reed's House of Violets) - Light blue double, darker tips, fluted.  Medium green, quilted
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foliage.  Standard.

95   TOMMIE LOU - (Mrs. G. B. Oden) - White, very light orchid in center, double.  Quilted foliage with white

edge.  Large standard.

189   TOMMIE LOU SUPREME - (Crystal A. Huebscher) - White, very light orchid in center, double. Quilted,

heavy supreme foliage with white edge. Standard.

294   TONY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red fringed double.  Dark green, red-backed, wavy foliage. Standard.

903   TOOTSIE - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pansy type deep purple blossoms.  Round, quilted foliage. 

Standard.

918   TOP MOST - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink blossoms.  Tailored variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

1156 TOUCH OF VELVET - (Dottie Wilson) - Rose with darker raspberry upper petals and light pink ruffled

edges.  Single, large non-dropping pansies.  Dark green, cupped, quilted foliage, red reverse. Standard.

352   TOUCH OF WONDER - (Reed's House of Violets) - Cerise semidouble to double, some fantasy, fringed. 

Medium green foliage.  Standard.

877   TRAVIS' LOVE - (Travis' Violets) - Magenta pink semidouble.  White and pink variegated foliage.

Standard.

580   TRUE LOVE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender double, occasional flecks of purple fantasy. Dark

green foliage.  Large standard.

724   TWILIGHT ROSE - (Swifts') - Rose, two-tone double. Tailored medium green foliage.  Standard.

-U-

919   ULTRA NICE - (Hortense Pittman) - Fuchsia edged pink blossoms.  Serrated green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

237   UTOPIA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Dark pink, geneva double.  Dark green foliage.  Standard.

-V-

261   VADA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Red single, lacy white edge.  Dark green foliage.  Standard.

1323 VAGABOND - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble pink and fuchsia blossoms. Tailored Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

378   VALERIA - (Reed's House of Violets) - Lavender fringed geneva, fantasy purple.  Dark green, red-backed,

tailored foliage.  Large standard.

231   VAL'S RED DIAMOND - (Mrs. George Vallin) - Medium red double, white edge.  Quilted medium green

foliage.  Standard.

232   VAL'S TOP ANGEL - (Mrs. George Vallin) - Soft pink double.  Dark, lightly ruffled foliage.  Large standard.

233   VAL'S VIOLET BOQUETTE - (Mrs. George Vallin) - Semidouble purple, white edge.  Plain foliage. 

Standard.

1224 VENUS BUTTERFLY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Two-tone watermelon red semidouble star blossom with

deeper veining and tips.  Very dark green, pointed, tailored glossy foliage. Standard.

360  VERY BLUEBERRY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Medium blue double, white edge. Medium green, quilted

foliage. Large standard.

496  VERY GRAPE - (Reed's-House of Violets) - Deep purple fringed double. Tommie Lou foliage. Standard.

296   VERY PEACHY - -(Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed pink double, peach tips.  Medium green pointed

foliage.  Standard.

297   VERY RASPBERRY - (Reed's-House of Violets) - Rosy lavender.  Medium green foliage.  Standard.

497   VERY VERY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed pink double, shaded medium to dark- pink.  Variegated

foliage.  Standard.

460   VICTORY - (Reed's House of Violets) - Deep blue fringed double.  Dark green, red--backed foliage. Large

standard.

753   VIEUX CARRE' - (Violets c/o Cookie) - Large frilly double pink blossoms.  Dark variegated foliage.

Standard.

1152 VINCENT de FRANK - (Mary Edith Abraham) - Purple stick-tight single star. Dark green plain foliage.

Standard.

1327 VINCE'S CHOICE -  (Peg Phythyon/Granger) -  Double large light/medium blue blossoms with wide

Geneva edge. Plain quilted green foliage. Standard.

1259 VIOLET FEVER -  (Travis' Violets) - Semidouble hot-pink blossom with blue fantasy markings.  Flat
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growing green foliage.  Standard.

1708  VIOLETS AGLOW - (Travis' Violets) - Single white pansy blossoms, touched with purple-red on the edges

and centers of petals, and bottom edges blending into white.  Dark green foliage.  Standard. 

638  VISTA PURPLE - (Swifts') - Medium purple, semidouble, slight geneva edge.    Dark green red-backed

tailored foliage. Standard.

1018 VOODOO NIGHT - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double ruffled blossom, purple two-tone with deeper purple

edges.  Medium green, pink-backed slightly cupped up, plain serrated, glossy foliage.  Standard.

-W-

1266 WARD BROWN - (Domiano) - Double purple violet purple stars with double edge of violet blue,

sometimes has white on most blossoms. Prominent bright yellow pollen sacks. Dark green tailored foliage.

Grows large.

831  WARLOCK - (Raymond E. Scott) -Semidouble fringed deep reddish purple with darker edge.  Ruffled,

slightly dark, red-backed variegated foliage. Standard.

920   WEE DEAR - (Hortense-Pittman) - Rosy pink double blossoms.  Small tailored variegated foliage.

Miniature.

1086 WEE HUMMER - (Hortense Pittman)  - Bright rose semidouble blossoms.  Symmetrical tailored medium

green foliage. Semiminiature.

1106 WEEBE - (Hortense Pittman) - Double rose blossoms, usually edged with wide white band.  Lou varie-

gated tailored foliage.  Semiminiature.

812 WEESIE - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble random white and purple.  Quilted green foliage.  Standard.

379  WHAT-A-VIOLET - (Reed's House of Violets) - Fringed medium pink double, white edge, edge sometimes

green. Light green, slightly spooned, tailored foliage.  Large standard.

1107 WHATTA GAL - (Hortense Pittman) - Double hot pink blossoms.  Dark green tailored foliage.

Semiminiature.

767 WHISPER VALLEY - (Hortense Pittman)  - White and blue double blossoms.  Tailored foliage.  Standard.

380 WHISPERING HOPE - (Reed's House of Violets) - Pink and white double.  Medium green foliage.  Large

standard.

1343 WHISTLING DIXIE -  (Domiano/Armstrong) -  Medium purplish/blue semidouble slightly ruffled star-

shaped blossoms with darker eye and white edge. Dark green, tailored foliage. Standard.

1435 WHITE DEW -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Double white. Medium green and white Tommie Lou variegation.

Semiminiature.

1189 WHITE  HONEY - (Hortense Pittman) - White semidouble blossoms.  Green tailored foliage. Standard.

1295 WHITE RUFFLES -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Ruffled edged semidouble blossom in pure white. Tommie Lou

variegated foliage. Semiminiature.

951 WHOLE WHEAT - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double pink with deeper pink eye.  Variegated, dark green

with pink and yellow Tommie Lou foliage. Standard.

1294 WICHITA BABY -  (Hortense Pittman) -  Blue double blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated foliage. Miniature.

689 WILLIE'S EM OLIVIA - (Mrs. James E. Bevis) - Dark blue single star.  Quilted red-backed, serrated girl

foliage.  Standard.

688  WILLIE'S JIMMIE NELWYN - (Mrs. James E. Bevis) -Pink single fantasy.  plain tailored foliage. Standard.

690   WILLIE'S TOMKEN - (Mrs. James E. Bevis) - Dark blue double.  Light green pointed tailored foliage.

Standard.

1109 WILMA CULVER - (Capital City AVS) - Single lavender two-toned, edged in darker lavender.  Three bot-

tom petals light lavender, two upper petals darker.  Variegated green and white red-backed foliage. 

Standard.

1265 WILSON RHEA - (Foster) - Bright red semidouble. Variegated foliage.  Standard.

1508 WINDSOME - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble medium blue blossoms with Geneva edges. Dark green

tailored foliage. Miniature.

424  WINDSWEPT - (Lucile Wasson) - Deep purple single. Tailored, variegated edge foliage.  Standard.

825   WINNER ROSE - (Hortense Pittman) - Full double blossoms, two-toned rose.  Dark tailored foliage. 

Standard.

763   WINNERGREEN - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white, green and lavender blossoms.  Shiny green slightly

ruffled foliage.  Semiminiature.
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762   WINNIE WOO - (Hortense Pittman) - Purple blossoms. Creamy white, pink and green variegated foliage.

Semiminiature.

230 WINSOME PINK - (Mrs. George Vailin) - Semidouble pink, geneva edge.  Waxy foliage.  Standard.

1097 WINTER FUN - (Hortense Pittman) - Double white sometimes with splashes of blue and green. Light

green tailored foliage.  Standard.

1190 WINTER MEMORIES - (Hortense Pittman) - Semidouble snow white blossoms.  Tommie Lou variegated

tailored foliage.  Standard.

835 WINTER WALK - (Raymond E. Scott) - Semidouble white.  Plain green quilted foliage.  Standard.

1523 WISHFUL TEEN - (Hortense Pittman) - Double bright deep pink blossoms. Dark green and white

variegated tailored foliage. Miniature.

1019 WOMAN OF MYSTERY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) -Single stick-tight star, fuchsia two-tone; some white

markings in centers, on edges. Medium green, slightly cupped serrated, glossy foliage. Standard.

1296 WONDROUS GIRL - (Hortense Pittman) - Light blue semidouble blossoms. Tommie Lou variegated girl

foliage. Miniature.

1260 WOW ME - (Travis' Violets) - Double lavender with darker shades of lavender blossom.  Dark quilted,

sometimes Lillian Jarrett foliage. Standard.

1119 WRANGLER'S BANJO DANCING - (Winston Smith) - Lavender semidouble slightly ruffled edge of dark

purple.  Green and white variegated foliage. Standard.

522   WRANGLER'S BIG COUNTRY - (Winston Smith) - Red fringed semidouble blossom.  Ovate plain foliage

with pink and white variegation.  Droopy in form.  Very large standard.

1120 WRANGLER'S BOOT STOMPIN' - (Winston Smith) - Deep red, ruffled with white fringe edge, plain pink

and white variegated foliage.  Standard.

525 WRANGLER'S BRANDING TIME - (Winston Smith) - Two-tone fringed pink with deeper edging on top

petals.  Wavy ovate foliage with pink and white variegation.  Flat to droopy grower.  Large standard.

514 WRANGLER-'S BRYAN'S SONG - (Winston Smith) - Red fringed semidouble blooms.  Ovate foliage with

pink and white variegation.  Droopy in form. Large standard.

1121 WRANGLER'S BUCKBOARD BOUNCE - (Winston Smith) - Blue blooms with fringed green edge, ruffled

foliage, variegation of pink, cream and green. Standard.

865   WRANGLER'S CAMPFIRE - (Winston Smith) - Fringed red semidouble held high on hot pink tailored

variegated foliage.  Standard.

1122 WRANGLER'S CANDY MOUNTAIN   (Winston Smith) - Large fluffy pale pink ruffled semidouble, darker

center with green fringe over dark ruffled, glossy holly foliage with rose reverse.  Slight variegation. 

Standard.

503 WRANGLER'S CANDYLAND - (Winston Smith) - Fringed pink semidouble.  Quilted pink and white varie-

gated ovate and wavy foliage.  Large standard.

515 WRANGLER'S CANYON ECHOES - (Winston Smith) - Fuchsia semidouble fringed blossoms.  Pink and

white variegation on dark green ovate wavy foliage. Droopy to upright in form.  Large standard.

1123 WRANGLER'S COWBOY BLUES - (Winston Smith) - Huge fluffy light blue semidouble with variegation of

pink and cream tailored foliage.  Standard.

517  WRANGLER'S DESERT MIRAGE - (Winston Smith) - Pink semidouble.  Plain quilted foliage ovate with

white and pink variegation.  Flat to droopy in form.  Large standard.

511  WRANGLER'S DIXIE CELEBRATION - (Winston Smith) - Semidouble pink.  Dark green quilted ruffled

ovate foliage with one-half inch band of pink around leaves.  Upright grower.  Large standard.

1124 WRANGLER'S DIXIE DAWN - (Winston Smith) - Rose-coral semidouble large bell blooms over tailored

variegated foliage.  Standard.

1125 WRANGLER'S DREAM FANTASY - (Winston Smith) - Orchid semidouble with purple fantasy, large

medium green tailored foliage with variable white and pink variegation. Strong fantasy. Standard.

857 WRANGLER'S EL DIABLO - (Winston Smith) - Single two-tone raspberry pansy with darker upper petals. 

Pink and white tailored variegated foliage.  Standard.

1126 WRANGLER'S FARGO OUTLAW - (Winston Smith) - Purple two-tone double over ruffled white and pink

variegated foliage.  Standard.

506  WRANGLER'S FOXY LADY - (Winston Smith) - Rose semidouble with red edge, darker tips, fringed.

Dark- green quilted ovate wavy foliage with white and pink variegation.  Droopy form.  Large standard.
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523  WRANGLER'S FRINGED SURREY - (Winston Smith) - Fringed pink single.  Ruffled ovate foliage with

pink variegation. Droopy form.  Large standard.

859 WRANGLER'S GAUDY LADY - (Winston Smith) - Dark fuchsia doubles with pink edging and heavy green

fringe. Ruffled pink variegated foliage. Standard.

855  WRANGLER'S GHOST RIDERS - (Winston Smith) - Single light pink pansy with darker dots in upper pet-

als.  Pink tailored foliage.  Standard-.

1127 WRANGLER'S GREEN PASTURES -- (Winston Smith) - White double, heavy green fringe, occasional

splashes of rose/mauve on light green ruffled glossy foliage, slight variegation-with silver-rose reverse. 

Standard.

862  WRANGLER'S GUNSLINGER - (Winston Smith) - Double reddish plum with lighter orchid center topped

off with green edge.  Tailored pink variegated foliage.  Standard.

867  WRANGLER'S HAYRIDE - (Winston Smith) - Two-tone pink double.  Pink and white variegated wavy fo-

liage.  Standard.

510  WRANGLER'S HEYDAY - (Winston Smith) - Single rose. Dark green foliage with much pink variegation,

quilted, wavy and ovate.  Droopy form. - Large standard.

521  WRANGLER'S HITCHING POST - (Winston Smith) - Rose fringed semidouble.  Plain dark leaf ovate

edge one-fourth inch pink and white variegation. Flat to droopy in form.  Large standard.

854  WRANGLER'S JEALOUS HEART - (Winston Smith) - Double pink with heavy green fringe.  Pink

variegated ruffled foliage.  Standard.

861  WRANGLER'S JEALOUS JEWELS - (Winston Smith) - Double lilac with darker purple edging with green

and white outer edge. Pink and white variegated tailored foliage.  Standard.

864  WRANGLER'S LADY LEE - (Winston Smith) - Fringed red semidouble.  Pink tailored foliage.  Standard.

1128 WRANGLER'S LUV TEXAS - (Winston Smith) - Lavender double fantasy with darker lavender flecks on

pink and cream variegated foliage.  Standard.

501  WRANGLER'S MARGARET VALLIN - (Winston Smith) - Mauve fringed semidouble.  Variegated pink

ovate quilted wavy foliage.  Droopy in form.  Large standard.

1129 WRANGLER'S MASKED RIDER - (Winston Smith) - Orchid with dark band on edge of semidouble

blossom over dark green quilted white and pink variegation.  Standard.

502  WRANGLER'S MOLLIE RITCHIE - (Winston Smith) - Pinkish orchid fringed single with darker eye.  Var-

iegated wavy leaves edged in pink.  Quilted ovate foliage.  Droopy in form.  Large standard.

507  WRANGLER'S MOONSHINE - (Winston Smith) - Pink semidouble with eye circled darker.  Quilted wavy

ovate foliage with much pink variegation. Droopy in form.  Large standard.

860  WRANGLER'S MOUNTAIN MAMA - (Winston Smith) - Semidouble, two shades of rose with green frilled

edge.  Ruffled dark glossy variegated foliage deeply edged in rose pink.  Standard.

518  WRANGLER'S MOUNTAIN SUNSET - (Winston Smith) - Reddish purple fringed semidouble with some

pink flecks and streaks.  Dark wavy ovate foliage with pink and white variegation.  Droopy in form.  Large

standard.

513  WRANGLER'S PAINTED DESERT - (Winston Smith) -Two-tone pink fringed.  Plain quilted foliage with

much pink variegation.  Droopy in form. Large standard.

866  WRANGLER'S PAT'S PLEASURE - (Winston Smith) - Light and dark lavender double.  Variegated wavy

foliage.  Standard.

1130 WRANGLER'S PETTICOAT CHASER - (Winston Smith) - Light pink double with green edge over tailored

plain pink and cream foliage.  Standard.

856  WRANGLER'S PINK BANDIT - (Winston Smith) - Bright pink stars.  Pink and white variegated tailored

foliage.  Standard.

858  WRANGLER'S PINK PATCHES - (Winston Smith) - Double pink.  Very pink variegated tailored foliage.

Standard.

526  WRANGLER'S PRAIRIE FIRE - (Winston Smith) - Red fringed semidouble.  Wavy ovate foliage with pink

and white variegation.  Droopy in form. Large standard.

505  WRANGLER'S PURPLE MOON - (Winston Smith) - Double purple.  Quilted ovate wavy foliage with pink

and white variegation.  Droopy in form.  Large standard.   -

1131 WRANGLER'S RAGTIME COWBOY - (Winston Smith) - Red violet double star, green ruffled edge and

light orchid reverse on wavy glossy pink and white variegation.  Standard.
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508  WRANGLER'S RED BANDANA - (Winston Smith) - Purplish red fringed double.  Dark green ovate wavy

foliage with pink and white variegation.  Flat wheel to droopy in form.  Large standard.

1132 WRANGLER'S RIDIN' TALL - (Winston Smith) - Transparent lavender semidouble over dark green and

pink variegated foliage with light rose reverse. Standard.

1133 WRANGLER'S ROUGH RIDER - (Winston Smith) - Medium blue semidouble. Can-have pink flecks. 

Foliage quilted dark green and pink variegation, rose reverse.  Standard.

868  WRANGLER'S SADDLE TRAMP - (Winston Smith) - Large semidouble deep lavender to light purple with

-heavy- green fringe.  Ruffled variegated foliage. Standard.

1134 WRANGLER'S SHADOW RIDERS - (Winston Smith) - Red-violet semidouble, smokey blue fringed edge

over slight ruffled serrated pointed dark green foliage having a distinct rose pink variegation. Standard.

1135 WRANGLER'S SILVER BUCKLES - (Winston Smith) - Light lavender frilled double with plain variegated

pink and white foliage.  Standard.

512  WRANGLER'S SILVER SPURS - (Winston Smith) - Purple double fringed with some silvery edging. 

Green quilted ovate ruffled foliage with pink and white variegation. Droopy form.  Large standard.

1136 WRANGLER'S SNOWFIELDS - (Winston Smith) - Large white semidouble pansy on Champion foliage.

Standard.

504  WRANGLER'S SOUTHFORK - (Winston Smith) - Deep rose semidouble with upper petals deeper and

darker edging.  Quilted ovate wavy dark green foliage with pink and white variegation.  Droopy in form. 

Large standard.

1137 WRANGLER'S SPANISH CAVALIER - (Winston Smith) - Bright red-violet pansy semidouble with white

and green fringe on tailored wavy slightly glossy pink variegated long foliage.  A hint of bronze in foliage. 

Standard.

1138 WRANGLER'S STALKING MOON - (Winston Smith) - Big pale pink buttercup semidouble with cream,

pink and green foliage.  Standard.

863  WRANGLER'S STAMPEDE - (Winston Smith) - Large double pink.  Tailored variegated foliage. Standard.

1139 WRANGLER'S TEXAS BLUES - (Winston Smith) - Light blue double over very pink tailored variegated

foliage.  Standard.

524  WRANGLER'S WAGON WHEELS - (Winston Smith) - Red semidouble.  Plain ovate foliage with pink and

white variegation.  Flat grower. Large standard.

519  WRANGLER'S WELLS FARGO - (Winston Smith) - Fringed purple with deeper edging, double blooms.

Ruffled ovate foliage with pink and white variegation.  Flat to droopy in form. Large standard.

516  WRANGLER'S WEST TEXAS - (Winston Smith) - Red fringed single.  Dark wavy ovate foliage with edge

of pink and white variegation. Flat to droopy in form.  Large standard.

520  WRANGLER'S WESTERN PLEASURE - (Winston Smith) - Two-tone fringed pink semidouble.  Wavy

ovate foliage with pink variegation.  Flat to droopy in form.  Large standard.

509  WRANGLER'S WHISKEY JUNCTION - (Winston Smith) - Rose semidouble.  Darker tips and edged in

deeper rose.  Quilted ovate foliage with white and pink variegation.  Droopy form. Large standard.

1142 WRANGLERS WINTER CARNIVAL - (Winston Smith) - Double creamy white blush blossoms over

tailored variegated foliage of pink, cream and green. Compact standard.

1143 WRANGLER'S WINTER HARVEST - (Winston Smith) - Snow white double pansy on cream and medium

green foliage with silvery reverse.  Standard.

1144 WRANGLER'S WINTER ROMANCE - (Winston Smith) - White semidouble with blush-green hint over

tailored creamy white variegation with hint of pink. Standard.

1140 WRANGLER'S VALLEY SHADOWS - (Winston Smith) - Silvery pale lavender semidouble outlined in

darker lavender with green edge.  Slightly quilted pink variegation foliage. Standard.

1141 WRANGLER'S VIGILANTE RAGE - (Winston Smith) -Two-tone rose-red semidouble over dark green fo-

liage with zebra variegation.  Standard.

-Y-

1225 YOU OLD SMOOTHIE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Dark blue double star blossom, sometimes with some

lavender streaking.  Foliage is tailored dark green with light green, ivory and pink variegation.  Standard.

1226 YOUNG MAN'S FANCY - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Double light blue blossom with a darker blue edge. 

Medium green tailored foliage.  Standard.

-Z-
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1227 ZEST FOR LOVE - (Jeannette's Jesneriads) - Solid purple double pansy-shaped blossom over pointed

tailored medium green foliage.  Standard.

384 ZONA ROSA - (Sandra Leary) - Clear pink fluted semidouble, red edge.  Emerald green foliage. Large

standard.
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